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Program
September 29, 2016 (Thursday)

8.45 - 9.00: Welcome – Dr. Arash Ajoudani
(In memory of Fabrizio Flacco)

9.00 - 10.20: Session 1 (Human-Robot Interaction I)
Roberto Meattini, Simone Benatti, Umberto Scarcia, Daniele De Gregorio, Luca Benini and
Cluadio Melchiorri: EMG-Based Grasp Proportional Control and Pattern Recognition for Human-Like
Control of Robotic Hands
Harmish Khambhaita, Jorge Rios-Martinez and Rachid Alami: Head-Body Motion Coordination
for Human Aware Robot Navigation
Luka Peternel, Nikos Tsagarakis and Arash Ajoudani: Robot Adaptation to Human Fatigue in
Human-Robot Co-Manipulation
Marc Glover, Junshen Chen, Chunxu Li and Chenguang Yang: Development of an Immersive
Interface for Robot Teleoperation

10.20 - 10.40: Coffee break
10.40 - 11.40: Invited Talk – Prof. Giorgio Metta
11.40 - 13.00: Session 2 (Robot Control)
Francesco Fazioli, Fanny Ficuciello, Andrea Fontanelli, Bruno Siciliano and Luigi Villani:
Collision Algorithm for a Clamp Grabbing Deformable Materials: Implementation in an Open-Source
Engine
Chiara Talignani Landi, Federica Ferraguti, Cristian Secchi and Cesare Fantuzzi: Tool
Compensation and Force Password Identification on Admittance-Controlled Robots in Walk-Through
Programming
Arturo Laurenzi, Navvab Kashiri, Nikolaos Tsagarakis and Darwin Caldwell: Online payload
estimation for a floating-base legged robot
Milad S. Malekzadeh, Jeffrey F. Queißer and Jochen J. Steil: Learning the end-effector pose from
demonstration for Bionic Handling Assistant robot

13.00 - 14.00: Lunch break
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IN EUROPE

14.00 - 15.20: Session 3 (Learning and Adaptive Control)
Sylvain Calinon: Stochastic learning and control in multiple coordinate systems
Fanny Ficuciello, Damiano Zaccara and Bruno Siciliano: Learning Strategies for Anthropomorphic
Hands in a Synergy-based Framework
Florian Winter, Matteo Saveriano and Dongheui Lee: The Role of Coupling Terms in Variable
Impedance Policies Learning
Guilherme Maeda, Aayush Maloo, Marco Ewerton, Rudolf Lioutikov and Jan Peters: Proactive
Human-Robot Collaboration with Interaction Primitives

15.20 - 15.40: Coffee break
15.40 - 16.40: Invited talk – Prof. Jochen Steil
16.40 - 18.00: Session 4 (Human-Robot Interaction II)
Alessia Vignolo, Nicoletta Noceti, Francesco Rea, Alessandra Sciutti, Francesca Odone and Giulio
Sandini: Human activity detection on the robot iCub
Edwin Johnatan Avila-Mireles, Dalia De Santis, Valentina Squeri, Pietro Morasso and Jacopo
Zenzeri: Skill transfer and generalization after robot-mediated dyadic training.
Hagen Lehmann, Frank Broz, Reza Ahmadzadeh, Alessio Del Bue, Lorenzo Natale and Giorgio
Metta: Social Gaze Behavior for Face to Face Human-Robot Interaction
Ana Tanevska: Robot-assisted therapy: considering the social and ethical aspects when working with
autistic children

19.00 - 22.00: visit at the Aquarium and Dinner
Genoa Acquarium, Ponte Spinola, 16128 Genova
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September 30, 2016 (Friday)

9.00 - 10.20: Session 5 (Assistive Robotics)
Cristina Piazza, Cosimo Della Santina, Manuel G. Catalano, Giorgio Grioli, Manolo Garabini and
Antonio Bicchi: Natural encoding of user intentions in a soft prosthesis using dynamic synergies
Torben Cichon, Claudio Loconsole, Domenico Buongiorno, Massimiliano Solazzi, Christian
Schlette, Antonio Frisoli and Jürgen Rossmann: Combining an exoskeleton with 3D simulation inthe-loop
Wansoo Kim, Donghwan Lim, Hyungi Moon and Changsoo Han: A Synchronization Index for
Enhanced Human-Exoskeleton Interaction
Christian Wahrmund and Amir Jafari: Analysis and Optimization of Torque Motors for a Back
Actuated Lower Extremity Exoskeleton

10.20 - 10.40: Coffee break
10.40 - 12.20: Session 6 (Control of Redundant Robots)
Antonio Paolillo, Fabrizio Flacco and Abderrahmane Kheddar: The residual method for humanoid
robots
Andreea Radulescu, Ioannis Havoutis, Darwin G. Caldwell and Claudio Semini: Optimization for
non-periodic dynamic motions of legged systems
Romeo Orsolino, Michele Focchi, Darwin Caldwell and Claudio Semini: An Asymmetric Model for
Quadrupedal Bounding in Place
Niels Dehio and Jochen Steil: A Comparison of Null-space Projection and Mixture of Torque
Controllers for Motion Generation
Malgorzata Kamedula, Navvab Kashiri, Darwin G. Caldwell and Nikos G. Tsagarakis:
Development of Gazebo-ROS Simulator for a Centaur Robot Powered by Compliant Joint Actuators

12.20 - 13.30: Lunch break
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13.30 - 14.30: Invited talk – Prof. Paolo Rocco
14.30 - 16.00: Session 7 (Smart-E Session)
Carlo Canali: Research and Industry: innovation and problem solving in robotics.
Aaron Pereira: Challenges in verifyably safe path-planning around humans

15.15 - 15.45: Coffee break and Poster Session
Yasmin Ansari: Continuum manipulator for industry 4.0: a control perspective
Massimo Di Pardo: Human-Robot integration in manufacturing systems

16.30 - 16.45: Closing – Arash Ajoudani, Jörn Malzahn and Nikos Tsagarakis
16.45 - 18.45: IIT Robotics Lab Tours and Demonstrations
Organzied bus transfer between IIT and conference venue.
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Invited Speaker

Giorgio Metta
iCub Facility, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia (IIT), Genoa

Socially attuned robots to compensate for the limits
of present-day AI
Giorgio Metta is Vice Scientific Director at the Istituto Italiano di
Tecnologia (IIT) and Director of the iCub Facility Department at the
same institute. He coordinates the development of the iCub robotic
project.
He holds an MSc cum laude (1994) and PhD (2000) in electronic
engineering both from the University of Genoa. From 2001 to 2002,
he was postdoctoral associate at the MIT AI-Lab. He was previously
with the University of Genoa and since 2012 Professor of Cognitive
Robotics at the University of Plymouth (UK). He is also deputy director of IIT delegate to the
training of young researchers. He is member of the board of directors of euRobotics aisbl, the
European reference organization for robotics research.
Giorgio Metta research activities are in the fields of biologically motivated and humanoid
robotics and, in particular, in developing humanoid robots that can adapt and learn from
experience. Giorgio Metta is author of more than 250 scientific publications. He has been
working as principal investigator and research scientist in about a dozen international as well
as national funded projects.
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Invited Speaker

Paolo Rocco
Dipartimento di Elettronica, Informazione e Bioingegneria, Politecnico di Milano

Reactive motion generation for safe and productive
human-robot collaboration
Collaborative robotics is a key ingredient of the ongoing industrial
revolution. In the new smart factory, physical separation between
robotic manipulators and humans is no longer necessary. Safety
issues however arise in this scenario, while productivity has to be
maximized. This talk will address methods and tools to ensure safety
in such collaborative environments, focusing on safety assessments
and on techniques where motion of the robot is obtained as an output
of an optimization-based real-time algorithm. Experiments on both
single-arm and dual-arm manipulators in cooperation with human operators will be shown.
Paolo Rocco is a full professor in automatic control and robotics at Politecnico di Milano,
Italy, where he serves as Chair of the BSc and MSc Programs on Automation and Control
Engineering.
He has served in various positions in the Editorial Boards of journals and conference. At
present he is a Senior Editor of the IEEE Robotics and Automation Letters and an Associate
Editor of the IFAC journal Mechatronics.
He has been responsible for several projects funded by public bodies and private companies
and was in charge of the safe-human robot interaction activities in the FP7 project ROSETTA.
He has coauthored about 150 papers in the area of robotics, motion control, and mechatronics.
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Invited Speaker

Jochen Steil
Research Institute for Cognition and Robotics (CoR-Lab), Bielefeld University

A user interaction perspective on the “new robots”
It is widely accepted that interactive, lightweight, impedance
controlled, redundant “new” robots are a main technological
driver for the new age of digitalized production. It is less
known, however, what this will mean in practice. The talk
discusses this envisaged robotic future of work from a user’s
perspective:
•
•
•

What do users understand about these robots?
How to design interaction for teaching and programming?
What kind of problems do application developers face?

Some preliminary answers are derived from a number of applied and transfer projects that
were conducted in the FP7 framework and the German leading edge Cluster of Intelligent
Technical Systems towards Industry 4.0. These comprise user studies, robot-integrated
modular production technology, and interface design, whereas topics requiring further
research are also identified.
Prof. Jochen Steil is managing director of the Institute for Cognition and Robotics (CoR-Lab)
at Bielefeld University, Germany and visiting Professor at Oxford Brookes University.
Jochen Steil’s research interests are learning in humanoid robotics, artificial cognitive
systems, learning and stability in neural networks, robot learning and system architectures, in
particular in the context of production systems.
Since 2010, he has served as coordinator of the FP7-EU project AMARSi – Adaptive
Modular Architectures for Rich Motor Skills and since 2015 as coordinator of EU-H2020
CogIMon – Cognitive Interaction in Motion. He also leads several projects in the German
leading edge Cluster in Intelligent Technical Systems that aim at solutions for the digitalized
industry. In the academic year 2012-13 he participated in an interdisciplinary research group
on “Competition and Priority Control in Mind and Brain”. J. Steil is associate editor of
Frontiers in Humanoid Robotics, the IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks and Learning
Systems and the IEEE Transactions on Cognitive and Developmental Systems and has
published more than 150 papers in cognitive robotics and learning.
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Submitted Abstracts
The views, opinions, findings and conclusions expressed in the articles in the remainder of this document are
those of the authors named below the title of each individual article. They do not necessarily reflect the
views or position of the organizing committee or any of the collaborating EU projects.
The entire responsibility for any possible infringement of third party copyright, trademark, patent, statutory
or proprietary rights is exclusively with the respective article authors.
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Learning Strategies for Anthropomorphic Hands in
a Synergy-based Framework
Fanny Ficuciello, Damiano Zaccara, Bruno Siciliano

I. I NTRODUCTION
New generation of robots should have comparable abilities
to deftly move in different environments, autonomously learn
and make decisions. The use of anthropomorphic hands has
become a key breakthrough in advanced robotics involving
both humanoid robots and prosthetic applications. An efﬁcient
and forefront design of advanced robotic hands requires solving a compromise among size and weight, functional dexterity
and control complexity. Advanced mechatronic structure and
high number of degrees of freedoms (DoF) are essential to
change different conﬁgurations and adapt to the environment.
On the other hand, design and control complication due to high
DoF can be somewhat offset by means of coordinated motion
that help to simplify robot hardware and software. This can
be summarized by saying that the robot must be equipped
with embodied intelligence. A solution to the problem can be
found in designing underactuated devices and comes down to
choosing the optimal number of motors as well as the motion
couplings between ﬁngers and joints. However, underactuated
hands require the investigation of planning and control methods that disregard accurate deﬁnition of the desired contact
points on the object and guarantee robustness with respect to
variability of shape and size. To overcome these problems,
synergies concept is used to develop control and learning
algorithms. The synergy concept is useful for innovative underactuated design of anthropomorphic hands and is a powerful
tool to plan grasps and control artiﬁcial hands both fullyactuated and underactuated, i.e. already provided of their own
mechanical synergies.
II. S YNERGIES S UBSPACE
Several methods have been proposed to compute the synergies subspace. In [1], the basis space of synergies is
represented by a matrix of constant eigengrasps (basis of
eigenvectors) and refers to fully actuated anthropomorphic
hands. Here, the experimental results highlight that, despite the
differences in kinematics and mapping methods, the ﬁrst three
synergies have some basic features that are preserved if the
hand kinematics is anthropomorphic and if the grasps data set
is suitably chosen to cover a large variety of human grasping
The authors are with PRISMA Lab, Department of Electrical Engineering
and Information Technology, University of Naples Federico II, via Claudio
21, 80125, Naples, Italy, email: {fanny.ﬁcuciello, bruno.siciliano}@unina.it,
damianozaccara@libero.it. The research leading to these results has been
partially supported by the RoDyMan project, funded by the European Communitys Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under ERC AdG320992. The authors are solely responsible for the content of this manuscript.
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postures. The method adopted in [1] is based on a joint-tojoint mapping technique where the hand conﬁgurations are
manually adjusted in order to imitate as much as possible the
human hand desired conﬁguration. Thus, the method strongly
depends on the interpretation of the reference grasp by the
operator and on his/her ability to reproduce the grasp with
the robotic hand. To overcome this limitations, in [2] a new
model-based method to map grasps from the human to the
robotic hand has been developed. A set of grasping postures
performed by ﬁve subjects in grasping commonly used objects
has been mapped to a robotic hand. The core idea of the
mapping method is to dramatically simplify the detection of
the human hand posture by measuring strategic points using
a low cost camera and using the robotic hand kinematics as a
paradigmatic model of the human hand for inverse kinematic
computation. In [3], the same data set of grasps, measured
on ﬁve human subjects and available from [2], is used to
evaluate the grasping capabilities of an underactuated robot
hand in a synergy-based framework. Once the synergy matrix
of an underactuated hand has been computed, in order to test
the efﬁciency of the mapping method, different grasps will
be reproduced in the three dimensions synergies subspace.
In [3] the kinematics and the mechanical synergies of the
underactuted SCHUNK ﬁve-ﬁnger hand are considered for the
theoretical formulation and for the experiments. Nevertheless,
the study can be extended to any underactuated kinematics of
anthropomorphic hands. Actually, since mechanical synergies
affect the mapping from the human hand, the projection of a
grasp from the data set in the synergies subspace is not so
effective as for the full-actuated anthropomorphic hands [2].
Thus, the reproduction is not successful for all the grasps. This
means that a control strategy is required to adjust the reference
grasp in order to let the hand adapting to the object while
moving in the synergies subspace. The synergies subspace
has been tested for the hand control using a CLIK algorithm
based on the synergies Jacobian. A simple strategy to modify
the reference grasp can be adopted. The ﬁngertips desired
positions are modiﬁed in the control algorithm in order to
reduce their distance with respect to the centroid of a virtual
object computed as the centroid of the ﬁngertips involved in
the desired grasp. Moreover, in order to limit the grasping
forces, the desired target of the CLIK is modiﬁed on the basis
of the measured motor current and of a deﬁned threshold
that is related to the texture of the object. The experiments
demonstrate that the synergies subspace is suitable for hand
control in grasping a wide variety of objects, i.e. the algorithm
is stable and effectively regulates the grasping forces by
modifying the motor positions in the synergies subspace.
HFR2016.wordpress.com
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III. L EARNING
Synergies might also be useful in conjunction with the
learning process [4], [5]. This aspect is less explored since
few works on synergy-based learning have been realized in
robotics. In learning new tasks through trial-and-error, physical
interaction is important. Consequently, advanced mechanical
designs enhance capabilities of adapting to changing environments and learning from exploration while increase the
complexity of modelling and control. Analytic approach to
manipulation planning requires a precise model of the object,
an accurate description of the task, and an evaluation of the
object affordance, which all make the process rather time
consuming. The integration of learning into control naturally
leads to relaxing the above requirements through the adoption
of coordinated motion patterns and sensory-motor synergies
as useful tools leading to a problem of reduced dimension.
To this purpose, model-based control strategies relying on
synergistic models of manipulation activities learned from
human experience can be integrated with real-time learning
from actions strategies. The use of supervised learning, such
as artiﬁcial neural networks, or reinforcement learning techniques, serves for the parameterization of synergies depending
on task requirements.
1) Supervised Learning (SL): In [6] a multilayer feedforward neural network with non linear transfer function has
been adopted. The use of synergies reduces the search space
of the learning algorithm addressing a simpliﬁcation in the
neural network architecture design, especially regarding the
number of hidden layers and the neurons in each of them. As a
result of experimental evaluations, the network model has been
chosen as a feedforward NN with two hidden layer and ten
sigmoid neurons for each layer. To improve the generalization,
multiple neural networks have been trained and an average of
their outputs has been considered for the experiments. The
experiments demonstrate that multiple neural networks are
able to approximate with a high quality level the relationship
between the synergies coefﬁcients and the geometrical object
features distinguishing among precision, power and lateral
grasps, and also the number of ﬁngers involved.
2) Reinforcement Learning (RL): From recent research
in the ﬁeld it seems that RL represents the future toward
autonomous and intelligent robots since it provides learning
capabilities as those of humans, i.e. based on exploration and
trial-and-error policies. In [7] is demonstrated that a synergybased approach is powerful for reinforcement learning of
grasping with anthropomorphic hands due to conﬁguration
space dimesionality reduction that guarantees the convergence
and efﬁciency of the learning algorithm. The design of appropriate policy representations is essential for RL methods to
be successfully applied to real-world robots. PCA and human
grasps data set serve as data structures to deﬁne a policy and
its initial parameters for a RL algorithm. Indeed, starting from
a good enough demonstration, the algorithm can optimize the
policy parameters to gradually reﬁne a stable grasp. When
a clear measure about the success of the task is available,
RL adaptability to new objects is ensured. A key point is the
adoption of a suitable reward function representing the goal
12

of the task and ensuring one-step performance evaluation. In
[7] as a cost function, force closure quality of the grasp in the
synergies subspace has been chosen.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A question that often arises, among researchers working on
artiﬁcial hands and robotic manipulation, concerns the real
meaning of synergies. Namely, are they a realistic representation of the central nervous system control of manipulation
activities at different levels and of the sensory-motor manipulation apparatus of the human being, or do they constitute
just a theoretical framework exploiting analytical methods
to simplify the representation of grasping and manipulation
activities? Apparently, this is not a simple question to answer
and, in this regard, many minds from the ﬁeld of neuroscience
and robotics are addressing the issue. The interest of robotics is
deﬁnitely oriented towards the adoption of synergies to tackle
the control problem of devices with high number of DoF which
are required to achieve motor and learning skills comparable
to those of humans.
R EFERENCES
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Collision Algorithm for a Clamp Grabbing
Deformable Materials: Implementation in an OpenSource Engine
F. Fazioli1, F. Ficuciello1, G. A. Fontanelli1, B. Siciliano1 and L. Villani 1
1

Department of Electrical Engineering and Information Technology, University of Naples Federico II,
f.fazioli@studenti.unina.it, fanny.ficuciello@unina.it

the parallepiped would find a mesh on which collide. This
problem also depends on the thickness of the rigid body. The
thicker the more difficult to occur. To overcome this problem
we can distinguish between feasible and non-feasible
collisions with the flags method proposed by Fukuhara [2].
The algorithm, at each simulation step, executes a check for
each node on the surfaces of the rigid body with the
following steps.

Abstract—The aim of this work is to integrate a soft-rigid
collision algorithm in an open source physics engine, Bullet
Physics, which simulates collision detection, soft and rigid body
dynamics. In surgical applications this can be the case of a
clamp grabbing deformable organic material or of a spatula
opening a brain fissure. The goal is to realize a collision
detection algorithm to handle the collision between the soft body
(deformable organ) and the rigid body (spatula), assuming that
the position of the spatula in the space is given by the Novint
Falcon 3D Haptic Controller. The visual rendering has been
realized using OpenGL, a cross-language for rendering 2D and
3D vector graphics.

A. First Step
To each node is associated a Boolean flag, that describes
whether or not the relative node is colliding (flag equal to one
means true). When a node is checked, at the beginning it is
verified if the collision flag, relative to the opposite node on
the parallel surface, is true. If this is true, we have to verify
that the body is not fully contained in the deformable object.
Thus, the node that presents flag true has to cast a ray, this
time externally (see Fig. 1). If this ray finds a mesh, then the
collision of the studied node is unfeasible, the collision flag
(for the next simulation step) is turned to zero and the study
goes to the next node of the rigid body. Otherwise, if the ray
cast algorithm does not find a result, the algorithm continues
checking the current node.

Keywords—Surgical Simulation, Soft-Rigid Collision Detection,
Real-Time Physics Simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is worth noting that the default soft-rigid collision
algorithm proposed by Bullet Physics [1] is not very effective
in the case of a thin tool interacting with a deformable object.
In particular, if the rigid body (surgical tool) moves slowly,
i.e. its displacement covers a small distance compared to the
simulation step size, the collision is detected regularly. On
the other hand, if the rigid object moves too fast, the Bullet
default algorithm does not recognize the collision. As a
consequence, the object penetrates into the soft body, and it
appears located inside and not in collision. The implemented
simulation scene is very essential. There are one rigid body,
one soft body and a ground plane. The rigid body is a (1 m x
1 m x 0.125 m) parallelepiped while the soft body is a sphere
of radius 3 m and composed by a 328 triangular mesh nodes.
In the lack of interaction with the rigid object, the sphere
rests on the ground plane.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
To implement the soft-rigid collision algorithm [2], nodes are
discretely located on the spatula surfaces. From these nodes
rays are casted to detect the collision with the triangles of the
soft body mesh. The ray casting algorithm used in this work
is the one proposed in [3] by Möller and Trumbore. The rays
are cast internally to the rigid body of the object (Figure 2),
so as to find collisions as soon as a minimum intersection
between the rigid and soft bodies is verified. Typically, for
the scope of the work, the ray casting direction is the normal
to the surface to which the node belongs. When the spatula
(parallepiped) performs a very rapid displacement with
respect to the simulation time, it will be detected by the
algorithm as completely internal to the deformable organ
(sphere, see Fig. 1) and the nodes on both parallel surfaces of

Figure. 1. First step of the algorithm, the opposite node casts the
ray.

B. Second Step
The checked node casts a ray along the opposite direction of
the normal to the surface which the node belongs to. If the
ray casting algorithm gets a positive result, then an auxiliary
condition has to be verified. Called N the normal to the
triangle belonging to the soft body surface and N_r the
normal to the surface of the rigid body to which the node
belongs, the sign of the scalar product N∙N_r must be
evaluated. If negative, then the collision is taking place and
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the collision flag relative to the node in exam is set equal to
one (true), otherwise the collision flag is set equal to zero.

Figure. 4. The rigid body interacts badly with the soft object

because of some unfeasible collisions.
Figure. 2. Second step of the algorithm, the studied node casts

the ray.
III. RESULTS
By applying the default collision detection method proposed
by Bullet Physics, it follows that the spatula collides with the
soft body in a consistent way only for small displacements
and slow motion. Fast displacement of the spatula can cause
a complete penetration into the soft body surface without
further collision (see Fig. 3).

Figure. 5. Soft-rigid collision with the proposed algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION
The simulation results of the collision detection method
between a thin rigid body (spatula) and a soft object (organ),
proposed in [1] and implemented in Bullet Physics, are
promising if compared to the results obtained using the
default algorithm of the physics engine. Despite the
algorithm limitations related to shape, thickness and surfaces
interested by the contact of the spatula (i.e. only collision
detection with the two largest planes of the spatula are
considered), it is worth continuing to investigate toward
improved solutions, and future integration within different
engines such as SOFA [4].

Figure. 3. Soft-rigid collision without the proposed algorithm.

The rigid body is located inside
It is worth noticing that the application of only the second
step of the algorithm causes drawbacks (see Fig. 4). In fact,
the algorithm would work fine if the dimension of the rigid
body along the collision direction is large enough to not
allow entering, inside the soft body, to both the parallel
surfaces (orthogonal to the colliding direction) during a
single simulation step. If this is not verified, as in the case of
Fig. 4, the collision appears unstable. This happens because
both nodes belonging to the two opposite surfaces apply
collision forces to the soft body even if some of these
collisions are unfeasible. This drawback is overcome by
applying also the first step of the algorithm, that detects the
unfeasible collisions and excludes them from the study at the
current simulation step (see Fig. 5).
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Human activity detection on the robot iCub
Alessia Vignolo1,2 , Nicoletta Noceti2 , Francesco Rea1 , Alessandra Sciutti1 , Francesca Odone2 , Giulio Sandini1

visual information based on 2D motion analysis on a video
stream. To extract the relevant features from the video, we
take inspiration from the Two-Thirds Power Law [5] – the
above mentioned invariant property of human movements
linking the instantaneous tangential velocity and the radius
of curvature of human end-point movements [6], [7], [8].
Then we put the problem in a machine learning framework,
considering a binary classiﬁcation to discriminate biological
from non-biological stimuli from video measurements.

Abstract— The capability of detecting human activity in the
scene is a fundamental skill for robots which have to collaborate
with humans. However, most of the methods currently adopted
for human detection based on video analysis rely on appearance
or shape features (e.g. detecting human skeleton, faces or hands
in the scene), and fail when the scene is complex and the
agents are occluded (e.g. by the tool they are using) or far
away. To overcome these limitations, we took inspiration from
cognitive science: human neonates, despite the limited visual
information available, are able to distinguish the movement of
other living agents from the one produced by objects, relying on
the motion information perceived. We propose a biologicallyinspired human detection model which exploits the biological
motion regularities. The implementation of the model on iCub
makes the robot able to recognize and direct its attention toward
the biological motion in the scene.

We show that this approach, which is novel to the best of
our knowledge, guarantees a robust classiﬁcation of biological versus non-biological video sequences, notwithstanding
the large variability of both classes of motions. Moreover,
we posit that such a purely motion-based human detection
system - which does not need structure or skeleton information - is robust to many challenging visual conditions, as for
instance occlusions. In particular it can detect the presence
of potential interacting agents when they produce motion in
the scene even from outside the ﬁeld of view, for instance
by using a tool.1 We propose that an on-line version of the
method implemented on the robot iCub can provide an useful
input to the attention system of the robot, enabling to direct
its gaze toward its collaborator, also in presence of concurrent
non-biological motions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human motion is characterized by dynamic and
kinematics regularities, in general determined by energy
minimization principles. For instance reaching motions
are characterized by bell shaped velocity proﬁles [1] and
angular velocity during hand movements is strictly related
to the curvature of their trajectory by a power function
(the so-called 2/3 power law, [2]). Importantly humans use
these models also in their perception of what others are
doing, which leads to a facilitation when predicting and
coordinating with stimuli moving according to biological
motion [3]. A sensitivity to this type of motion is already
apparent at birth, as newborns have been proven to be
able to distinguish biological movements from motions not
generated by living beings [4]. This ability represents the
ﬁrst building block of social development, as it enables
the newborn baby to direct its attention toward potential
interacting agents, notwithstanding the limited visual skills
available at birth.

II. M OTION REPRESENTATION
In order to recognize the biological motion in a video, we
rely on a low-level motion representation which can capture
the regularites of biological motions. To do that, we took
inspiration from the Two-Thirds Power Law [5].
At each time instant t, we compute the optical ﬂow using
a dense approach [10]. Then, the optical ﬂow magnitude is
thresholded and small moving regions are rejected, leading us
to obtain a motion map whose largest connected components
become the candidate regions for motion recognition (Fig.
1, optical ﬂow view: in these case there are two regions of
interest).
For each region of interest, let (ui (t), vi (t)) be the optical
ﬂow components associated with point pi (t), and N the
number of pixels in the region. A set of motion features,
inspired by the Two-Thirds Power Law, is computed (see the
formulas in Table I). We ﬁnally represent the motion region
with a feature vector xt ∈ R4 by averaging the features over

The capability of detecting human activity in the scene
would be a fundamental skill also for robots which have
to collaborate with humans. We propose to implement this
ability in a robot by drawing inspiration from the newborns’
sensitivity to biological motion, that is by exploiting
the regularities of human kinematics for reliable human
detection. Our method relies on an early processing of
1 A. Vignolo, F. Rea, A. Sciutti and G. Sandini are with the
RBCS at Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, via Morego 30, 16163,
Genova-IT
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all the region:





1 
V̂i (t),
Ĉi (t),
R̂i (t),
Âi (t)
xt =
N
i
i
i
i

TABLE I: Empirical formulations of the spatio-temporal dynamic
features (Δt is the temporal displacement between
observations of two adjacent time instants).

(1)

Tangential velocity
Tangential velocity magnitude

To deal with the different dynamics of the possible
events, we suggest a multi-resolution temporal descriptor
which may combine contributions from different temporal
windows. For each time t, we apply a bank of running
average ﬁlters to each feature separately. The result is a set
of motion descriptors x̂t (wT ), where wT are the different
temporal
windows, deﬁned as

 elements of a set W =
w ∈ N|w ≥ 1 ∧ w ≤ wTM AX .
Our temporal multi-resolution motion descriptor Ft is composed of the concatenation of different ﬁltered feature vectors. More formally
Ft = ⊕δ(wT )x̂t (wT ), for all wT ∈ W

Acceleration

(ui (t), vi (t), Δt )
V̂i (t) =

V̂i (t) =

(ui (t)2 + vi (t)2 + Δ2t .

Âi (t) = (ui (t) − ui (t − 1),
vi (t) − vi (t − 1), 0)

Curvature

Ĉi (t) =

Radius of curvature

R̂i (t) =

Angular velocity

Âi (t) =

V̂i (t)×Âi (t)
V̂i (t)3
1
Ĉi (t)
V̂i (t)
R̂i (t)

window to ﬁlter the signal, as it makes the system able to
effectively deal with different dynamics.
C. Test of the system on new scenarios
We also tested the capability of our model to generalize
to new scenarios, by classifying videos which differed from
the training set in several properties. In particular, we varied
the velocity of the actions or non-biological movements
observed, the locations where the recordings were performed
and the actors executing the actions. Moreover we tested the
classiﬁcations on novel actions and non biological motions
(see Table II for a detailed list).

(2)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenation between feature vectors,
while δ(wT ) ∈ {0, 1} is a binary weight representing the
presence or absence of the corresponding ﬁltered vector in
the ﬁnal descriptor. (For more details on the method, check
[9].)
III. E XPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS ( OFF - LINE
CLASSIFICATION )

From the classiﬁcation results, the model shows robustness
with respect to the natural variability associated to different
repetitions of the trained actions (case 1, accuracy 92%)
and also to deliberate variations in their movement speed
(case 2, 94%). Also novel, untrained actions are correctly
classiﬁed (case 3, 83%), although if also the actor changes
we observe a further reduction in the accuracy (case 4, 62%).
This is somehow expected, as each individual is characterized by slightly different motion properties (e.g., different
natural preferred speed or movement extension) which might
increase the complexity of the classiﬁcation problem. The
model is robust also to changes both in trajectory and speed
of non-biological motions (case 7 and 8, accuracy 98% and
76% respectively). The model is also tolerant to the presence
of severe occlusions (case 5, 57%) and, to some extent, it
is also able to classify correctly the shadow produced by a
moving agent (case 6, 60%).

We formulate the problem of recognizing biological motion from video sequences as a binary classiﬁcation problem,
and we consider the Regularized Least Squares (RLS) as the
classiﬁcation algorithm. We performed some classiﬁcation
experiments on sequences acquired with the iCub humanoid
robot [11], using the machine learning library GURLS for an
efﬁcient implementation of RLS [12]. The selection of kernel
parameters and regularization parameter is performed using
a K-fold cross validation (K=5), provided with the library.
A. Data set
We acquired indoor videos from the robot eyes of
three subjects while performing repetitions of some actions
(Rolling dough, Pointing, Mixing in a bowl, Transporting
and Writing) and of non-biological motions (Wheel with a
random pattern, Wheel with a zig-zag pattern, Baloon, Toy
Top and Toy Train). We acquired two videos for each event.
The images size is 320 × 240 and have been acquired at an
approximate rate of 15 fps.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL ON I C UB ( ON - LINE
CLASSIFICATION AND DIRECTION OF ATTENTION )
A preliminary C++ implementation of the model has been
created as a software module of the iCub libraries, with
the goal of making the robot able to identify potential

B. Selection of the best temporal multi-resolution description
In order to select the temporal model most appropriate
to our experimental setting, we compare several multiresolution descriptors (Eq. 2) given by different combinations
of time windows [9]. The best average classiﬁcation accuracy
on the validation test (0.87 ± 0.13) has been obtained by
the descriptor that concatenates the raw features vector with
the ﬁltered measures on temporal windows wT = 15 and
wT = 30, with a ﬁnal feature vector of length 12. In general,
we observed that using a multi-resolution descriptor allows
us to reach higher performances than using just a single time

TABLE II: Generalization scenarios and classiﬁcation accuracy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
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New videos
New speed
New actions
New subject
Occlusion
Shadow
New motions (1)
New motions (2)

Same bio movements as the training set
Same actions, faster execution
Lifting, Gesticulating and Waving
Same as 3 by a new actor
Trained actions + Waving with occlusions
Shadow of a Pointing action and Walking
Wheel motions, different speeds and patterns
Toy train motion, different speeds and trajectories
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interacting agents in a robot operative environment. The
module can interact with other modules of the humanoid
robot, in particular with PROVISION (PROactive VISion
attentiON) [13], a software framework for attention and gaze
control on the iCub. Thanks to this integration, the robot
acquires the ability to recognize and direct its attention on
biological activities in the scene in a on-line fashion, a
fundamental step to have a better understanding of the human
motion occurring in front of it, even in extreme cases like
just by observing a tool manually operated by a user (Fig.
1).
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Fig. 1: An integration of the classiﬁcation model with the attentive
system of iCub: the robot is able to discriminate biological
(green) and non-biological motions (red) and to direct its
attention toward the ﬁrst one (focus of attention), even when
the human is not in the ﬁeld of view.

V. CONCLUSION
The ability to recognize biological activities in a scene and
to direct the attention toward them is one of the ﬁrst skills
human develop during infancy. We designed a computational
model of this ability and veriﬁed that the distinction between biological and non biological motions can be reliably
performed also with simple video processing not requiring
any a priori information about agent shape or appearance.
Moreover, we ported an online version of the module on
the humanoid iCub robot and integrated it with the existing
attentional system. This way the robot direct its attention
toward human activities in the scene, also when it is not
the only visible motion. Future work will be dedicated to
evaluate the robustness of this module and to its possible
extension to classiﬁcation of different human activities.
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Natural encoding of user intentions
in a soft prosthesis using Dynamic Synergies
Cristina Piazza1 , Cosimo Della Santina1 , Manuel Catalano2 ,
Giorgio Grioli2 , Manolo Garabini1 , and Antonio Bicchi1
State of the art of hand prosthetics is divided between
merely aesthetic or extremely simple and reliable gripper-like
systems and sophisticate hi-tech poly-articular hands which
are still too costly, fragile, and unintuitive to be widely used.
From the data of medical records is evident that the most
used upper limb prosthetic aid is constituted by cosmetic
prostheses (CPs). CPs are merely aesthetic devices, designed
to maximize social and self acceptance by the patient in
terms of body image. Unfortunately they offer a very limited
level of function. Another category of prostheses consist of
body-powered prostheses (BPPs) that use an elastic grasping
mechanism activated by the patient through a tendon, usually
attached to a harness worn on the shoulders or some other
body part. BPPs are widely used for their robustness, ease
of use and low cost. Both these category of prostheses are
totally passive, whereas motion is either totally absent or
generated by the user. The active prostheses, instead, do no
need a physical effort from the patient in order to generate
motion, but use one or more motors for their activation.
In the category of active prostheses, the myo-electric
prostheses (MEPs) reached a good diffusion. They have
usually one motorized DOF, controlled by the patient thanks
to signals fetched from the activation of two muscles on
the surface of the residual limb. Unfortunately, a cognitive
component of fatigue is now present, due to the concentration
needed to operate the device. Finally, in the state of art of
modern hand the poly-articular prostheses (PAPs) are very
prominent. They are characterized by a large number of articulated joints controlled by 4 or 5 motors, in order to achieve
a higher degree of dexterity and several different postures.
Despite their high active dexterity most of these devices are
often deﬁcient in terms of functionality, durability, adequate
cosmetic appearance, and affordability [1]. Furthermore, to
control such a high number of motors require more than two
surface EMG electrodes.
This problem is often solved by the adoption of switching
strategies, which usually tend to be rather complex to use
for the patient.

Fig. 1. The prototype of dynamic synergies prosthesis being tested. The
two EMG electrodes are visible on the arm of a subject.

Another consistent amount of research revolves around
increasing the performance of EMG prostheses control.
Two very successful recent approaches are those based on
Targeted Muscular Re-Innervation [5] and Intra-Muscular
Wireless EMG transceivers [8]. Both techniques substantially
increase the reading precision achieved in recording the electrical muscle activation signal and have been demonstrated
able to successfully control a multi-DOF prosthesis. Unfortunately, both these approaches are invasive techniques (they
require a surgery) and need a large number of electrodes.
In this work we propose an approach that tries to exploit
the frequency content of EMG in an innovative and natural
way. Rather than using the sort of frequency modulation
that commercial EMG decoders adopt, we aim at shaping
the posture of a PAP by using the velocity reference itself.
This method, that we call of the dynamic synergies, builds
on the theory of linear descriptor systems, and is based on
the division of the hand movement in a slow and a fast
components. In particular, different speeds are associated
with different movements.
This approach comes from the observation (e.g. [6]) that
precision tasks are usually performed slowly, because they
require higher attention, while power task can be execute
more quickly. In particular, Vainio et al. [10], [9] demonstrated that precision grip tasks on small objects require
statistically longer times to be performed than power grip

*This work was supported by the European Commission projects (Horizon 2020 research program) SOFTPRO (no. 688857) and SOMA (no.
645599) and by the European Research Council under the Advanced Grant
SoftHands “A Theory of Soft Synergies for a New Generation of Artiﬁcial
Hands” (no. ERC-291166)
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(b) 0 s

(c) 0.5 s

(d) 1 s

(e) 1.5 s

(g) 0 s

(h) 5 s

(i) 10 s

(j) 13 s

Fig. 2. The prototype moving along the fast synergy (top row) and along the slow synergy (bottom row), the two plots (leftmost panels) show the reference
value and the effective position of the motor. The snapshots show the hand closing. It is possible to see that the fast synergy closes the hand in a ﬁst (the
primitive synergy of the power grasp) while the slow motion closes the hand in a pinch grasp. Note that the snapshots are extracted at different instants
of time for the two sequences; this is in accordance with the fact that the slow synergy takes longer to close than the fast synergy. Note also that in order
to maximize the decoupling, the speed of the slow synergy is very low, resulting in a rather long closure time. The closure time to obtain a pinch grasp
needs not to be so slow, as it is show in Fig. 3.

(b) 0 s

(c) 1 s

(d) 2 s

(e) 3 s

Fig. 3. Shortest time needed to obtain a pinch grasp, reference and actual motor position (a) and snapshots of the hand closing (other panels). By
optimizing the reference, it is possible to seamlessly shift from the fast to the slow synergy, and thus minimize the time to closure while still obtaining a
pinch grasp closure.

torques, we obtain the dynamic system:

tasks on bigger objects. So we assume to have slower
controls associated with movements that are usually slow
and faster signals associated with movements that are usually
fast, in order to obtain a more intuitive control. We call this
idea natural encoding of user intentions. This idea can be
implemented on PAPs with many independent motors, by
the appropriate control of the different motors, or it can be
passively embodied in the hardware of a prosthesis by using
passive mechanical components as springs and dampers.

T T CT q̇ + Eq = RT u + w ,

(1)

Where w is a generic external torque. We consider here the
hand behavior for two extremal conditions: fast and slow
closure. We call slow closure an hand closure such that q̇  0,
i.e. where the damping force effect is negligible, giving (see
[3]):

   
w
−E RT q
.
(2)
=
σ
u
R
0/

We consider here a generic adaptive hand under-actuated
by means of a differential mechanism with transmission
ration R. We also consider a generic linear elastic force
ﬁeld E q and a set of dampers with damping factor C and
transmission ratio T . Writing the equilibrium of the joint

Solving it we obtain q = R+
σ + PR⊥ E −1 w, where R+
is
E −1
E −1
the pseudo-inverse of R weighed on E −1 , and PR⊥ E −1 is the
projector in the correspondent null-space. Hence by proper
choice of E and R we can design any slow closure.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Fig. 4. Some example of grasps of different objects using SoftHand Pro-D: pinch grasps (a-e) and power grasps (f-j). In this experiment the hand was
controlled using a mechanical interface.

We then call a fast closure the period of the hand closure
in which the force u is sufﬁciently fast to approximate
T T CT q̇  0 and q̇ = 0. In this hypothesis we obtain (see
[7]):
   

ẇ
−T⊥ ET⊥T T⊥ RT ẏ
.
(3)
=
σ̇
u̇
RT⊥T
0/

opposition). It is also possible to obtain a pinch grasp with
a shift from the fast to the slow synergy during the closure
movement of the hand.
This allow to minimize the time to closure to reach a pinch
grasp, as is possible to see in Fig. 3.
The SoftHand Pro-D was also tested by using commercial
EMGs electrodes (see Fig. 1) and, in particular, a slow
muscle contraction was associated with a slow synergy while
the fast synergy came from a fast muscle contraction.
Some examples of grasps of different objects are shown
in Fig. 4, where the hand was controlled using a mechanical
interface. Pinch grasps (a-e) and power grasps (f-j) were performed depending on the object. Future works will address
proper validation of our approach with amputees patient
studies.

Hence Ey = T⊥ ET⊥T assumes the role of an equivalent
stiffness matrix, and R = RT⊥T the role of an equivalent ratio
matrix. Solving w.r.t. ẏ we obtain:
ẏ = R+−1 σ̇
Ey

(4)

where R+−1 is the pseudo-inverse of R weighted on Ey .
Ey
Integrating, it gives:
y = y0 + R+−1 σ ⇒ q = q0 + T⊥T R+
Ey σ .
Ey

(5)
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(6)

which identiﬁes the obtainable hand closures when the hand
is closed fast. Again the hand closure can be designed by
proper choice of damping and elastic factors and pulley radii.
Relying upon these considerations, a prototype of a dynamic synergies hand was designed, called SoftHand Pro-D
[7]. In particular, the SoftHand Pro-D is an evolution of the
Pisa/IIT SoftHand [2] in a prototype prosthesis which, while
still having 19 degrees of freedom and just one motor, can
move along two different synergistic directions of motion, to
perform either a pinch or a power grasp. The effectiveness of
the proposed design was demonstrated in some preliminary
experiments. Fig. 2 shows the hand prototype moving along
the fast synergy (b-e) and along the slow synergy (g-j),
controlled through a Matlab/Simulink interface. The fast
ramp lead the hand toward the power grasp (the closed
ﬁst), while the slow ramp toward the pinch (thumb-index
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Development of Gazebo-ROS Simulator for a Centaur Robot Powered
by Compliant Joint Actuators
Małgorzata Kameduła, Navvab Kashiri, Darwin G. Caldwell, and Nikos G. Tsagarakis
Abstract— Despite a signiﬁcant development in robotic
simulators, there are still several limitations that decrease
their usefulness. Speciﬁcally, the simulation of a system
with a large number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) may
easily overburden the common computers, also the system
kinematic structure and parameters are often hard-coded
in a source code what reduces a simulation robustness to
hardware updates/modiﬁcations. Finally, despite the progress
on the soft actuation technologies in the past 15 years,
majority of open source simulations have not yet incorporated
the passive compliance dynamics. This work discusses the
methods to overcome these limitations on the example of a
centaur-like robot simulator. The special structure requiring
only two threads is proposed to coordinate the lower-level joint
controllers so that each one can be added/removed from the
simulation without imposing modiﬁcations on the higher-level
schemes. Moreover, the ros control plugin is developed to model
the series elastic actuators (SEA) dynamics on a Gazebo-ROS
framework, and it is validated by comparisons with a Matlab
simulation.
Fig. 1: A snap-shot from the working simulation illustrating the
system kinematic structure.

I. INTRODUCTION
An implementation in a simulator is a necessary step
before an application of a new control scheme to a real
system [1], [2], [3]. In robotics, the simulator is a part of a
robotic framework working as a replacement component for
the hardware what imposes a communication with simulator
is established through a middleware software (see e.g.
Robotic Operating System (ROS) [4], Yet Another Robot
Platform (YARP) [5], Player [6], Universal Robotic Software
Platform (Urbi) [7] and Open Robot Control Software
(OROCOS) [8]) and therefore is a subject to delays [9].
Furthermore, as the robotic platforms used for research are
typically open platforms that evolve with time, the simulator
needs to be able to incorporate any parameter/structure
updates with minimum effort from an end-user. Finally,
seeing that the results from the simulator serve as a validation
of the control scheme and form the basis for the further
implementation on a real hardware, it is crucial the simulator
represents accurately the real system dynamics. Even though
compliant actuators have become widely used and studied
in robotics and their integration into a system signiﬁcantly
modiﬁes its dynamic characteristics, common simulators do
not provide an implementation of the compliant actuators
dynamics. This work discusses the development of a
simulator for a new centaur-like robot with focus on the

challenges of simulating a system with a large number of
DOFs on common computers and presents the development
of a new custom ros control plugin introducing the compliant
actuator dynamics to the Gazebo-ROS framework.

II. ROBOT DESCRIPTION
The centaur-like robot being designed at the Italian
Institute of Technology (IIT) consists of a humanoid
upper-body and a quadruped lower-body and it is powered
by SEA actuators. The upper-body comprises of a 2-DOF
yaw-pitch torso forming the basis for the two 7-DOF
arms constructed as follows: the 3-DOF shoulder has a
pitch-roll-yaw joints arrangement, and it is connected to
the forearm through an elbow joint. The forearm apparatus
is formed upon a 3-DOF yaw-pitch-yaw conﬁguration
replicating wrist motions. The lower-body comprises of
four identical legs which kinematics arrangement is selected
according to the spider-like yaw-pitch-pitch conﬁguration
[10]. Each leg, additionally, comprises wheels at the hip and
knee joints augmenting the system locomotion capabilities by
features characteristic for mobile robots. Overall, the robot
posses 36 DOFs excluding head and hands as depicted on
Fig. 1.

*This project has received funding from the European Unions Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 644839
(CENTAURO).
Authors are with Department of Advanced Robotics, Istituto Italiano di
Technologia, Via Morego 30, 16163 Genoa, Italy
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B. Lower-Level Controller Plugin
In case of the system with a large number of DOFs, the
simulation may quickly overburden the computer if each
DOF is handled by an independent thread as the processor
cannot efﬁciently coordinate too many threads. To avoid
such a situation while maintaining the system modularity
and an independent control over individual joints, a control
plugin coordinating lower-level controllers for multiple joints
with just two threads has been developed. Different control
laws can be applied to the joints controlled by the same
plugin instance as well as each joint may be independently
added/removed from the structure by simply adjusting ROS
parameters while keeping the same system conﬁguration
ﬁles and internal identiﬁcation numbers so that higher-level
nodes can be reused without modiﬁcations. The Fig. 2 shows
the results from the simulator working on the common
laptop1 performing manipulation tasks in different support
conditions.
C. Compliant Actuator Module
The Gazebo-ROS framework provides several solutions to
extend its functionality including the standard ROS nodes,
Gazebo plugins and ros control interfaces; however, the
speciﬁc requirements on implementation of the compliance
limits their usefulness for this speciﬁc purpose [11]. Namely,
the application of the compliance dynamics requires the state
information from motor and link sides being synchronized
to ensure the validity of results [12]. In addition, there
are several control schemes, requiring both motor and link
sides readings, e.g. [13], [14], while the ros control plugin
provides only the control over the link or motor side states. In

Fig. 2: The simulation of a centaur-like robot performing
manipulations in various support conditions. On the top the system
is in a spider-like pose providing the lergest support polygon, in the
middle the robot is standing in a posutre permitting manipulations
at its side, and at the bottom the system is maintaing a mammal-like
position suitable for dynamic walking.

1 Simulations in this work are performed using a laptop with a processor
of Intel CoreTM i5-5200U 4×2.2 GHz, 8 GB RAM, and a Graphics card
of GeForce 920M. It performs the computation for a simulation working
with 0.5 ms time step in third of real-time.

III. SIMULATOR DEVELOPMENT
A. System Modularity
As the above-said kinematic structure represents a
complex system arduous to analyse as a whole, often it
is beneﬁcial to consider it as a compound of simpler
subsystems. For instance, one may consider only the
lower-body for locomotion experiments or the upper-body
alone for manipulation; likewise, the wheels can be attached
and unattached at will. To this end, the simulation is
designed to incorporate this modularity feature allowing a
user to easily add/remove parts of the robot without any
knowledge of a source code. Furthermore, as the system
is still under-development, some parts including hands and
head are not yet designed, and therefore they will be added
to the program in the future what also imposes requirements
the simulation needs to ﬂexibly adjust to the new modules
introduced to the system.

Fig. 3: On the top – results from the test comparing the proposed
SEA dynamics implementation with the Matlab simulation. Time
history of transmission displacements for a given step reference
in case of the middle stiffnes/damping parameters with deﬂection
φ = θ − q wherein q symbolises the link position and θ represents
the motor position. The bottom plots presents the error between
two simulations.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, the key points in a development of
the simulator for a centaur-like robot powered by SEAs
has been presented including the incorporation of the
system modularity and the lower-level control. Special focus
was devoted to the simulation of the compliant actuators
dynamics; to this end, the custom control plugin providing
a strucutre to model any type of the compliant actuator was
introduced. The validity of this design was demonstrated by
comparison with the Matlab simulation.
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Fig. 4: On the top – the link positions from the test comparing
the proposed SEA dynamics implementation with the Matlab
simulation for a time-varying reference trajectory. The bottom plots
presents the error between two simulations.

consequence, the compliance needs to be implemented inside
the ros control plugin to support these control schemes.
In the proposed solution, the simulation of the actuator
dynamics is strictly connected with the lower-level control
law what ensures the synchronization in a data ﬂow between
controllers, links, and actuators. However, the validity of the
discretization of the compliant actuators equations relies on
the assumption the energy stored in the elastic element is
constant between the simulation time steps. Depending on
the stiffness of the compliant element, the system dynamics
may be too fast to justify this assumption with the operational
time step of the controller. On the other hand, the controller
time step has to be equal to the one of the real robot;
otherwise, results obtained from the simulation will not
be equivalent to experimental data. In consequence, in a
simulation a frequency of the controller is separated from
the frequency of the dynamic simulation.

D. Simulation Results
The validity of proposed plugin was veriﬁed by single joint
simulations comparison between the Gazebo-ROS simulation
and a Matlab simulation. In the work, step responses from
the both Gazebo-ROS and Matlab simulations for different
sets of the elastic element stiffness and damping parameters
are compared and analysed as well as a response of the
systems for a time-varying reference trajectory comprising
of a unit step, a ramp and a chirp function. The results show
the introduced plugin replicates the Matlab results in the
99.9% match. Fig. 3 presents the responses from the both
simulations to a unit step change in the reference trajectory
for the middle set of a stiffness/damping parameters, and
Fig. 4 gives respective results for the time-varying reference.
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Tool Compensation and Force Password Identiﬁcation on
Admittance-Controlled Robots in Walk-Through Programming
Chiara Talignani Landi, Federica Ferraguti, Cristian Secchi and Cesare Fantuzzi
programming is fully explained in [7] and [8], for welding
tasks, but neither the tool weight or its dynamics are addressed. In [9] the walk-through programming is enriched
with the virtual tool, considering a nonlinear model of the
tool dynamics (weight and inertial properties). However, in
some industrial applications is much more convenient to
execute the recording phase with the real tool attached to
the end-effector, in order to monitor the obstruction and the
performance. This method requires to consider the dynamic
model of the tool, compensating its static and dynamic effects
directly on the forces and torques measured by the F/T
sensor. A compensation technique was proposed in [10],
but it exploits impedance control by acting on the force
and torques applied to the joints, that is hard to implement
on position-controlled industrial robots. In [11] a walkthrough programming technique, combined with the payload
compensation, is achieved. The tool compensation is based
on the results obtained in [12]: the non-contact forces and
torques are computed and the real contact components are
identiﬁed and used in an admittance control, that produces
the reference position for the low level position control that
guide the robot. However, these papers don’t consider the
possibility of switching between trajectory recording and
simple robot handling, as it would be possible by introducing
a “force password”.

Abstract— This paper presents an example of a walk-through
programming technique that exploits the payload compensation
to execute the teaching phase of the robot programming.
During this phase the human operator grabs the tool attached
to the end-effector and physically walks the robot through
the desired positions without any effort, since the static and
dynamics effects produced by the tool are compensated. In
the meantime, the robot controller records all the poses and
then it will be able to reproduce the trajectory back. The
addition of a “force password” identiﬁcation allows to start
and stop the recording in a simple way, disregarding the use of
additional external buttons or software commands. Experiments
are used to validate the proposed control architecture and a pick
and place example is presented, to show a realistic industrial
application.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays in the industrial ﬁeld a lot of works are demanded to robots, that guarantee an automatic and repetitive
execution of the task. To realize an easy and intuitive
teaching phase and to optimize the re-programming of a
robot, “walk-through programming” techniques have been
developed [1]. The advantage is that they don’t need the
knowledge of the robot programming language or any teachpendant, reducing time programming and human effort. To
accomplish an efﬁcient cooperation during physical humanrobot interaction (pHRI), compliant motion control strategies
(i.e. admittance/impedance control [2]) are required. The
forces/torques (F/T) growing during the cooperation are
measured by a sensor, typically placed on the robot endeffector, and they are exploited to implement the “walkthrough programming”: the operator becomes like a teacher
that physically guides (“walks”) the end-effector through the
desired positions [1]. At the same time the robot controller
records the joints coordinates, “learning” the desired trajectory, playing the trajectory back thereafter. Considering a
typical industrial setup, the tool dynamics has to be taken
into account and properly compensated.
Several studies on pHRI have been proposed in literature.
In [3], [4] and [5] the author proposes a payload sharing between the human operator and the manipulator, implementing
a compliant control, but he only considers the know/unknown
weight of the object, disregarding its dynamics forces. In [6]
the impedance control is used to generate the motion of the
object, based on the intentional force applied by the operator,
without considering the weight of the payload. Walk-through

In this paper we propose a walk-through programming
technique combined with the payload compensation and the
force signal identiﬁcation to start and stop the trajectory
recording. The operator can freely move the compensated
tool in the workspace and he/she can decide whether to
start/stop the trajectory recording by applying a “force password” on it. In the experiment that is proposed, the force signal consists of four force values grater than 8 N, alternatively
positive and negative, along x direction of the end-effector.
An experimental evaluation is conducted implementing the
control architecture in an example of industrial setup: the
robot is position controlled and it executes a pick and place
task.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
a description of the proposed control architecture and the
strategy used for the password identiﬁcation. In Section III
the compensation of the tool dynamics is addressed. Finally,
the implementation of the proposed control scheme on an
experimental setup is shown in Section IV, which is followed
by conclusions in Section V.
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Cesare Fantuzzi are with the Department of Science and Methods for
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II. CONTROL ARCHITECTURE AND PROBLEM
STATEMENT
The manual leadthrough allows the operator to directly
interact with the robot, increasing the use of a new generation
of manipulators: the collaborative robots. The safety of the
human operator during the interaction with the robot is a
primary concern and thus compliant control strategies have
to be implemented. Impedance and admittance control are
used to modify the robot dynamics, according to a massspring-damper model, where stiffness, inertia and damping
are the parameters to be tuned. In both cases forces and
displacements are implied to realize the desired dynamics.
However, impedance control is more suitable for backdrivable robots, while admittance control is used for stiff and
non-backdrivable robots, as the industrial ones.
In the admittance control, the desired position and orientation, together with the contact wrench, are the input of
the controller which, via a suitable integration, generates
the reference pose for the low-level position control. We
assume that the low-level controller is designed and tuned
to minimize the tracking error and thus the admittance
generated pose x ∈ Rn , n ≤ 6, can be assumed equal to
the reference pose xref for the robot end-effector [13], i.e.
x = xref .
Considering the Euler-Lagrange dynamic model referred
to a n-DOF manipulator, it can be expressed in the task space
as:
(1)
Λ(x)ẍ + μ(x, ẋ)ẋ + Fg (x) = Fτ + Fext

Fig. 1. Reference frames of the F/T sensor S and of the load (e.g. a
grasping tool) C. The axes of the tool reference frame are parallel to those
of the sensor reference frame.

it can be useful to observe the behavior of the real tool during
the task execution, considering both its obstruction and the
working area. The real tool is placed on the end-effector, as
shown in Fig.1, thus the measured forces/torques are affected
by its static components (i.e. weight) and the dynamics ones
(i.e. inertial, centrifugal/Coriolis). The magnitude of the noncontact forces arises with acceleration during the trajectory
recording, modifying the desired dynamics and deteriorating
the performance. In this scenario, Fext embodies both the
contact forces Fc , as the result of the human-robot interaction, and the non-contact ones Fnc , that are due to the
payload and have to be computed and eliminated.
The aim of this paper is to implement a walk-through
programming technique, exploiting the admittance control,
that allows to use directly the real tool during the trajectory
recording, compensating all its dynamics and static components. Also, to simplify even more the teaching phase,
a force signal identiﬁcation (called “force password”) has
been implemented. In this way, the operator can place the
robot in the correct initial conﬁguration and, without any
need of external buttons or remote control, he/she can start
the recording by simply moving the tool. In this paper the
force password is chosen as a repetition of four force values
grater than 8 N, alternatively positive and negative along the
x direction of the end-effector. However, by applying small
changes in the code, it is possible to implement any desired
and convenient force sequence.
The overall control scheme is depicted in Fig. 2, starting
from [11] and adding the force password identiﬁcation. The
F/T sensor measures the external forces and torques Fext
that include the contact wrench Fc , produced by the humanrobot interaction, and the non-contact one Fnc , caused by the
payload static and dynamics components. The robot provides
the end-effector current pose xrob , exploited in a Kalman
ﬁlter to estimate the robot linear acceleration Sâ, angular
acceleration Sα̂ and angular velocity Sω̂, involved in the
tool compensation algorithm. The superscript S indicates that
all the values are referred to the F/T sensor reference frame.
Then the non-contact forces are computed and subtracted
from the external ones, giving an estimate of the contact
forces F̂c as result. This value represents the admittance
control input, that provides the reference position xref to
the low-level position control. Since industrial robots need
a joint set-point, the inverse kinematics has to be performed

where x = f (q) is the end-effector pose, obtained from
the joint values q ∈ Rm , m ≥ n, through the direct
kinematics f (·). Fext ∈ Rn is the external wrench applied
to the robot end-effector, while Fτ ∈ Rn is the torque due
to the controlled joint torques τ ∈ Rm . Λ(x) ∈ Rn×n
is the positive deﬁnite inertial matrix, μ(x, ẋ) ∈ Rn×n
is the matrix describing the centrifugal-Coriolis terms and
Fg (x) ∈ Rn is the gravity vector.
In the mass-spring-damper model, the elastic force attracts
the reference pose towards the desired one. However, by
using walk-through programming techniques, the robot is
manually driven by the operator and the desired pose can
be omitted. Thus, we implement a mass-damper system and
the admittance control law becomes:
¨ + Dd x̃˙ = Fext
Λd x̃

(2)

where ẋ(t) and ẍ(t) are the velocity and acceleration, while
Dd and Λd are, respectively, the desired damping and inertia
n-dimensional symmetric and positive deﬁnite matrices.
The external force Fext in (2) is measured by a 6-DOF
force/torque sensor placed on the robot wrist ﬂange. In walkthrough programming the operator grabs the tool attached to
the robot end-effector and he/she guides it through a desired
trajectory. Thus, only the human contact force is perceived.
The tool mechanical and dynamics properties are usually
simulated by implementing a virtual tool [9] or its weight is
considered and compensated [4]. However, in some industrial
applications as welding, milling, painting or pick and place,
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Fig. 2. The overall control scheme of the proposed walk-through programming technique based on admittance control, tool compensation and password
identiﬁcation.

and SV ( Sa, Sα, Sω, Sg) is a 6×10 matrix which
elements depend on the linear velocity, linear and angular
acceleration and the gravity vector, deﬁned in (7). For sake
of clarity, in the rest of the paper the dependency of SV
from ( Sa, Sα, Sω, Sg) will be omitted.
The equation (5) doesn’t involve the sensor offset and the
thermal drift on forces and torques typical of strain gagebased devices [15]. The measurements increase or decrease
along with temperature variation, until the steady state is
reached, deteriorating the performance as result. For this
reason the device has to be periodically zeroed using a tare
function embedded in the sensor. Since a recurring detachment of the payload is inconvenient, it is useful to include
the offset in the tare function, considering the payload mass
and its orientation in the initial static condition. The pseudogravitational term is built as follows:

to convert the cartesian admittance output into the joint pose
qref . Simultaneously, a force supervisor manages the trajectory recording start and stop: the password identiﬁcation
component supervises the contact force values along the x
direction of the end-effector, and it sends the corresponding
command to the state machine when the force password is
recognized.
III. TOOL COMPENSATION
To evaluate correctly the tool compensation, a relationship
between the object dynamics, its inertial parameters (i.e.
mass m, center of mass coordinates c, and the elements
of the inertia matrix I) and the forces/torques Sfnc , Sτnc
measured by the sensor has to be established. Even if the
dynamics parameters can be estimated on-line as explained
in [14], we assume that in a common industrial set-up this
information is previously given.
To build the non-contact forces/torques estimate Fnc =
[ Sfnc , Sτnc ]T it is useful to express them according to the
Newton-Euler model [12]:
S

fnc = m Sa − m Sg +

S

τnc =

S

I Sα +

S

ω×

S

α × m Sc +

Fginit =

ω × ( Sω × m Sc)

I Sω + m Sc ×

S

a − m Sc ×

S

g

(3)
where m is the mass of the tool, S c = Scx , Scy , Scz is
its center of mass, S I is the inertia tensor, Sg is the gravity
vector, Sa is the linear acceleration, Sω and Sα are the
angular velocity and acceleration, respectively. The inertia
tensor in the sensor reference frame is obtained from the
barycenter inertia tensor according to the Huygens-Steiner
theorem, and it is deﬁned as:
⎡S
⎤
Ixx SIxy SIxz
S
I = ⎣ SIxy SIyy SIyz ⎦
(4)
S
Ixz SIyz SIzz


(8)
S

V are

(9)

This tare operation has to be repeated periodically during
the task pauses, to avoid force/torque drifts and performance
modiﬁcations.
Since a perfect knowledge of mass and inertia parameters
can’t be achieved, the Sϕ vector will be affected by a
parametric uncertainty (i.e. Sϕ̂ = Sϕ ± Δ Sϕ) and by
Kalman ﬁlter errors, leading to an estimate of the non-contact
wrench, and consequently of the contact one, as follows:

The equations 3 can be shrunk and rewritten as follows:

S
fnc
= SV ( Sa, Sα, Sω, Sg) Sϕ
(5)
S
τnc
where

V (0, 0, 0, Sginit ) Sϕ

where the the accelerations and velocity in matrix
set to zero, resulting in:
⎤
⎡
m Sgx
⎥
⎢
m Sgy
⎥
 ⎢
S
S
⎥
⎢
fginit
m gz
⎥
⎢
=
S
S
S
S
S
⎥
⎢
τginit
⎢ m Scy Sgz − m Scz Sgy ⎥
⎣−m cx gz + m cz gx ⎦
m Scx Sgy − m Scy Sgx

S

S

S

F̂c = Fext − F̂nc + F̂ginit

(10)

where the symbolˆmeans the estimate of the related wrench.
The easiest way to cope with these uncertainties is to
apply a threshold-based logic: if the estimate is lower that
a ﬁxed bound it has to be considered zero. However, this
method implies a trade-off between sensitivity and wrong

S

ϕ is the load inertial vector, deﬁned as:

S

ϕ = [m, m Scx , m Scy , m Scz , SIxx , SIxy , SIxz , SIyy , SIyz , SIzz ]T

(6)
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⎡

ax − g x
⎢ ay − gy
⎢
⎢ az − gz
S
V =⎢
⎢ 0
⎢
⎣ 0
0

−ωy2 − ωz2
ωx ωy + α z
ωx ωz − α y
0
g z − az
ay − g y

ωx ωy − α z
−ωx2 − ωz2
ωy ωz + α x
az − gz
0
g x − ax

ωx ωz + α y
ωy ωz − α x
−ωy2 − ωx2
g y − ay
ax − g z
0

0
0
0
αx
ωx ωz
−ωx ωy

S

V ( Sa, Sα, Sω, Sg)Δ Sϕ | +Fmin

0
0
0
α z + ωx ωy
ωz2 − ωx2
α x − ωy ωz

0
0
0
−ωy ωz
αy
ωx ωy

0
0
0
ωy2 − ωz2
α z − ωx ωy
α y + ωx ωz

⎤
0
0 ⎥
⎥
0 ⎥
⎥ (7)
ωy ωz ⎥
⎥
−ωx ωz ⎦
αz

in the picking box and in the placing one. After different
experiments to evaluate the best human feeling during the
interaction, damping and inertia parameters have been empirically tuned and chosen as the following constant diagonal
matrices:

contact detection. Adaptive thresholds, instead, would allow
a better evaluation of model-based residuals (as essentially
is the output of (10)), directly taking into account modeling
errors [16]. In this case, we can exploit the linear structure
of (5) to deﬁne an adaptive threshold as follows:
Fth =|

0
0
0
α y − ωx ωz
α x + ωy ωz
ωx2 − ωy2

Λd
Dd

(11)

where Fmin is a ﬁxed and empirically chosen safety margin.
Thus, the threshold-based evaluation of the contact force can
be written as follows:
⎧ i
i
i
if F̂ci > Fth
⎨ F̂c − Fth
i
i
i
i
(12)
F̂ci =
F̂ + Fth if F̂c < −Fth
⎩ c
0
otherwise

=

diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01}

=

diag{Dd1 , Dd2 }

[Kg]

where
Dd1
Dd2

=

diag{65, 65, 65}

=

diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5}

[N s/m]
[N ms/rad]

During the teaching phase the robot records the end-effector
poses and than it can play the trajectory back thereafter, as
shown in the video. Figure 3 shows the estimated contact
forces and torques during the interaction: they are smooth
and damped, leading to a stable end-effector behavior. Indeed, since the human force interaction is the only input in
the system, the smoother is the F/T proﬁle, the smoother
will be the robot motion. As previously described, the noncontact wrench (Figure 4) is due to the tool mass, inertia,
Coriolis and centrifugal terms, and it has to be subtracted
from the sensor measured one to obtain the estimated contact
forces/torques.
To simplify even more this phase, a force password
identiﬁcation has been implemented: by applying a repetition
of four force values (grater than 8 N), alternatively positive
and negative along the x direction, the trajectory recording
starts. Thus the human operator can place the robot in the
desired start conﬁguration without needing external buttons
or post processing trajectory modiﬁcations. Figure 5 shows
the force proﬁle along x direction during the identiﬁcation
phase. When the operator wants to stop the recording, he/she
has to repeat the password again. The algorithm identiﬁes the
force proﬁle and it removes the corresponding section in the
trajectory, in order to execute the desired path without the
ﬁnal oscillations.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between the poses recorded
during the teaching phase (blue lines) and those reached
by the end-effector during the following reproduction (red
lines). To minimize the tracking error, the parameters of the
low-level control have to be properly tuned.

where F̂ci is the i-th component of the 6-DOF contact wrench
F̂c . Finally, the vector computed in (12) is used as the force
input to the admittance control, as shown in Fig. 2.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed control scheme has been implemented and
tested on a KUKA LWR 4+1 , embedded with a 6 axis
ATI Mini45 F/T sensor2 . Even though this kind of robot
is provided with compliant control strategies (i.e. cartesian
and joint impedance), the joint position control has been
exploited to emulate the common industrial set-up, where
low-level control is typically a position one. The software
components have been developed through the Orocos realtime framework3 and they run with a 500 Hz frequency:
every 2 ms the external PC sends the current joint positions and the robot controller records the trajectory. The
object used to simulate the real tool is a hollow cylinder
of 1.075 Kg of mass, 4 cm height, with 2.6 cm and 7.1
cm of internal and external diameters. A video of the
following experiments can be found at the following link:
www.arscontrol.unimore.it/hfr2016 .
Preliminary experiments have been executed to underline
the difference between admittance control with and without
the tool compensation, as described in [11].
The following experiments are focused on the walkthrough programming exploiting the force password identiﬁcation to start and stop the trajectory recording. In order
to provide an example of a typical industrial application,
a pick and place task was emulated. The human operator
grabs the tool, consisting in the steel cylinder, and walks the
robot through the desired poses, alternating the positioning
1 http://www.kuka-robotics.com/en
2 http://www.ati-ia.com/
3 http://www.orocos.org/toolchain
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(a) Force along x direction

(b) Force along y direction

(c) Force along z direction

(d) Torque around x axes

(e) Torque around y axes

(f) Torque around z axes

Fig. 3.

Estimated contact forces and torques during trajectory recording.

(a) Force along x direction

(b) Force along y direction

(c) Force along z direction

(d) Torque around x axes

(e) Torque around y axes

(f) Torque around z axes

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Estimated non contact forces and torques during trajectory recording.

Robot positioning and password identiﬁcation. Force along x direction.

V. CONCLUSION

compensation allows to execute the teaching phase directly
with the real tool. The force password identiﬁcation allows
to start and stop the recording in a simple way, disregarding
the use of additional external buttons or software commands.
Future works aim at implementing the proposed control
architecture on a real industrial robot. All the safety issues
will be addressed in order to guarantee a safe interaction
between the user and the robot, according to the current
regulations.

Common programming techniques involve off-line programming or teach-pendant use, requiring the software technical knowledge. The walk-through programming technique
implemented in this paper allows to perform a easy and
intuitive way to teach a desired trajectory to the robot. The
human operator grabs the tool attached to the robot endeffector and physically walks it through the desired positions.
In the meantime, the robot controller records all the pose
values on a ﬁxed-time interval basis, that will be played
back during the automatic mode. By means of the compliant
control (i.e. admittance control), a common industrial robot
could be converted into a collaborative one, while the tool
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Fig. 6. Trajectory learned (blue lines) and reproduced (red lines) in the
pick and place example and corresponding tracking errors.
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Combining an exoskeleton with 3D simulation in-the-loop
Torben Cichon1 , Claudio Loconsole2 , Domenico Buongiorno2 , Massimiliano Solazzi2
Christian Schlette1 , Antonio Frisoli2 , and Jürgen Roßmann1

Abstract—
Beyond robot hardware and control, one major element for
an efﬁcient, constructive and safe mission of teleoperated robots
in disaster scenarios such as Fukushima is the quality of the
connection between operator and robot. In this contribution,
we present the concept of using an exoskeleton and utilizing 3D
simulation as a central interface component for the operator
to intuitively collaborate with mobile teleoperated robots.
(a) Exoskeleton

keywords: 3D simulation,
operator interface

exoskeleton,

force

(b) Exoskeleton simulation

feedback,

I. INTRODUCTION
Disaster scenarios such as at the Fukushima facility site
clearly show that the capabilities of current disaster-response
robot systems are hardly sufﬁcient for providing the desperately needed support to reconnoiter and secure the situation
– especially in the ﬁrst critical hours.
The CENTAURO3 project aims at the development of a
novel teleoperated Centaur-like robot with whole-body telepresence of the human operator supported by 3D simulation
in-the-loop, to allow for making elaborate decisions during
the mission. Hence, the project will establish a safe cooperation where the operator is immersively present at the site
of emergency, supported by situation-aware interpretations
based on multi-modal information collected with the robot
sensors as well as a-priori knowledge from other sources,
e.g. 2D maps. The exoskeleton and a specialized exoskeleton
simulator, used during the implementation, are developed at
SSSA. At the MMI, a specialized force feedback interface
for this exoskeleton based on 3D simulation technologies is
developed.
The overall CENTAURO setup is shown in Figure 1.
Based on prior knowledge in developing mobile robots, like
the Momaro robot ((c), [1]), a holistic setup is developed
consisting of a new Centaur-like robot, an exoskeleton for
control (a), and 3D simulation for support (d). During
the development process, special focus is put on the 3D
simulation system and also an exoskeleton simulation (cf.
(b)) to develop necessary interface structures used also in
the ﬁnal setup. The operator can use the information gathered
from simulation and additionally switch seamlessly between
real world interaction and its virtual counterpart. This feature

(c) Real Centaur-like
mobile robot3

(d) 3D simulation of robot and environment

Fig. 1: Using an exoskeleton with force feedback for robotic
teleoperation, utilizing 3D simulation

will be used in risky situations to evaluate movements or
actions in the virtual world ﬁrst, before executing them in
the real hazardous environment.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Exoskeleton
The robotic interfaces for physical human-robot interaction represent an important aspect of tele-existence cockpits
[2]. The exoskeleton represents the robotic system where
the highest physical symbiosis with the human operator is
achieved. Active exoskeleton systems are robotic devices
that can be worn on the user’s body, implying that they
should satisfy requirements of safety and better compliance.
Exoskeletons built for rehabilitation and human power augmentation make use of different actuation solutions, such
as geared solutions, tendon drives, hybrid solutions (screw
and cable actuators) or variable-impedance actuators [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. Based on the adopted actuation,
active exoskeletons can be classiﬁed as impedance based
design (open-loop impedance control and impedance control
with force feedback) or admittance-based design (admittance
control with position feedback).

1 Authors are with the Institute for Man-Machine Interaction (MMI), at
the RWTH Aachen University, 52074 Aachen, Germany

cichon@mmi.rwth-aachen.de

2 Authors are with the Perceptual Robotics Laboratory (PECRO), at the
Scuola Superiore Sant’ Anna (SSSA), 56127 Pisa, Italy

c.loconsole@sssup.it
3 https://www.centauro-project.eu/
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B. 3D Simulation Technology

objects through the teleoperated Centaur-like robot. More
in detail, there will be 3 DoFs for each wrist and 17
underactuated DoFs (actually 5 DoFs) for each hand. The
entire CENTAURO Master exoskeleton can reach about 90
% of the natural workspace of the human arm without
singularities, covering an extended range of motion for each
DoF. Moreover, the exoskeleton can be operated either in
force mode, providing desired input forces to the EE or
joint torques to each joint, or in compliant position mode,
providing desired trajectories with the associated stiffness to
the EE or to the joints.

Normally, simulation does not really plays a role in
control schemes for teleoperated robotic ﬁeld systems only
in some rare and rather limited cases. It is mostly used for
testing and validation of individual modules or algorithms
during development. A more holistic approach to 3D simulation in robotics is provided by the eRobotics methodology
[10][11][12][13] and so-called Virtual Testbeds. Complex
technical systems and their interaction with prospective
working environments are ﬁrst designed, programmed, controlled and optimized in 3D simulation, before commissioning the real system. In our previous work we utilized 3D
simulation already as integrated development and simulation
platforms, which compromise system models as well as environment models and connect them with simulation methods
and algorithms, e.g. for perception and control. Now, the
simulation is used during the development process of robot
and the exoskeleton, but more importantly will it also serve
as the central system for providing the operator interface
during ﬁeld missions.
C. Force Feedback in 3D Simulation
Although, force feedback and corresponding devices are
not new, their use in simulation is quite limited. Only
specialized applications can be found where force feedback is
used as one central compartment of simulation. Several force
feedback devices are commercially available, in particular the
6 DoF Geomagic Touch X 4 (formerly Phantom Device) as
the most common one. A general overview about history,
complexity and beneﬁts of haptic interfaces in simulation is
given in [14]. From a technical point of view, the interface
between simulation and (any) force feedback device should
be the same and ”can be viewed as computer extensions that
apply physical forces and torques on the user.” [15].

Fig. 2: The ALEx exoskeleton for upper limb.
A simulator of the CENTAURO Master exoskeleton has
been designed for preliminary interaction with 3D simulation
of the disaster scenario. The simulator includes the kinematic and dynamic models of the exoskeleton and relies
on a physical model engine. The communication with the
simulator is based on UDP/IP communication and integrates
four channels: two for the device data (one for left and one
for right arm) and two for the device command (one for left
and one for right arm). The device data packet includes all the
data related to the exoskeleton status, such as joint position,
speed and torque, and end-effector position, speed and force.
On the other hand, the device command packet includes
several control strategies for piloting the exoskeleton, such
as the desired end-effector force, the desired end-effector
position, the desired joint torque, the desired joint pose or
the desired joint impedance.

III. RESULTS
The following section describes the results in terms of
combining an exoskeleton, force feedback and 3D simulation. On the one hand, the development of the exoskeleton
and corresponding exoskeleton simulator is described. On
the other hand, the required force feedback integration in 3D
simulation and its interface to the exoskeleton (simulator) is
presented.

B. Using 3D simulation in-the-loop

A. Exoskeleton and Exoskeleton Simulator

The ﬁnal Operation with a 3D simulation as a support
system in parallel to the direct control of the real system
which can be ’switched’ seamlessly enhances the immersion
into the teleoperated robot and its operability. Therefore, the
force feedback has to be incorporated in the 3D simulation,
too. Using a modular integrating approach, the underlying concept can be extended easily. First, the rigid body
simulation within the 3D simulation is modiﬁed to enable
a collision-based force feedback. Secondly, a simple force
feedback device—the Geomagic Touch X [16] (formerly
known as Phantom Device)—is used as an input device
for simulation, testing and optimizing the force feedback
capabilities. In the end, the full body exoskeleton can be used

The exoskeleton designed within the framework of the
CENTAURO project (see Figure 2) is based on ALEx
robot [5], a 12 DoFs (6 DoFs×2 upper limbs) mechanically
compliant exoskeleton for the human upper limb: 4 DoFs
per arm are sensorized and actuated (shoulder abduction,
rotation, and ﬂexion; elbow ﬂexion), and 2 DoFs per arm are
sensorized and passive (forearm prono-supination and wrist
ﬂexion). However, the CENTAURO Master exoskeleton will
substitute passive DoFs and will include additional DoFs for
wrist and hand actuation to allow also the manipulation of
4 http://www.geomagic.com/en/products/
phantom-desktop/overview
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Starting with the Touch X, we used the freely available
OpenHaptics API [18] to implement the driver interface,
while the deeper layers were achieved in simulation. As
one can see in Fig. 3, the API is just used for low level
interfacing the physical hardware. Visible for the user in the
3D simulation is just an extension that manages a thread-safe
communication channel. On a higher level, the collision and
force detection, calculation and scheduling is of paramount
importance. We implemented a collision-based determination
of each force feedback event (→ tF F ). Now, either a) the
calculated force on interacting rigid bodies (FRB ) can be
used as force feedback, b) speciﬁc force torque sensors
(FF T ) e.g. in the joints, or c) a more general approach,
where the virtual coupling is based on a mass-spring-damper
system as found in [19][20]. In c), a variance analysis of
current position and target position is used to calculate a
(virtual) spring-damper based force (FSD ). This procedure
has the advantage of equal force dimensions, irrespective of
the two colliding bodies. Otherwise the calculated collision
force could become too high or too volatile for the force
feedback device. As a result, we use c) for force direction
and magnitude calculation, the integrated dynamic rigid body
framework for collision detection, and a separate thread to
safely collaborate with the OpenHaptics API.
Using this interface, it is also possible to exchange the
Touch X with other force feedback devices, like the exoskeleton. During the development of the ﬁnal exoskeleton
an exoskeleton simulator is used as a substitute to deﬁne, develop, and use the exoskeleton interface in the 3D simulation.
This exoskeleton simulator provides the exact same interface
design as the ﬁnal exoskeleton. Therefore, deﬁned exchange
information structs (encompassing endeffector position, joint
angles, joint force and torques, etc.) can already be received
by and send from simulation. Although the communication
between simulation and Touch X is based on a speciﬁc API
and thus completely different to the UDP- based connection
of the exoskeleton, the infrastructure of the force feedback
interface already provides all necessary pre-processing of
forces. The low level interface layer of the UDP exoskeleton
is then added on top of the force feedback fundament.
Using the exoskeleton simulator led to a deﬁned interface
concept for simulation and already shows ﬁrst promising
results in terms of the communication protocol and also
realtime capable communication. More effort has to be
put on optimizing feasible force feedback generation from
simulation for a direct and more intuitive sense of immersion.

to interface a fully tested simulation environment including
force feedback to the different joints.
C. Force Feedback Integration in 3D Simulation
The integration of force feedback in 3D simulation environments is not quite common in current research. Most commonly used as three-dimensional input devices for modeling,
force feedback devices are only in some rare applications
also used in specialized simulation environments, such as
surgical simulations, where force feedback is then the main
aspect of simulation. Integrating force feedback into a rigid
body based simulation framework is therefore an advancement of the given technology.

Physical Device

OpenHapticsAPI
VEROSIM Extension
Force Preparation
Rigid Body Dynamics
3D Simulation

Exoskeleton (Sim)
HDAPI

UDP Packet Struct
Threadsafe C++ Callbacks

UDP

Force Calculation
Collision and Force Detection

Velocity exchange / scheduling / …

Fig. 3: Modular force feedback concept chart (chart idea
based on [17]). Using a modular organization, the physical
device and its API can be easily exchanged. The connection
of simulation scheduling, rigid body dynamics, collision detection and force preparation is carried out in 3D simulation.
We developed a generic interface to couple rigid body
dynamics based force generation, force reprocessing and
specialized driver interfaces for each force feedback device.
This interface is initialized with the Touch X and then
extended towards a force feedback ready exoskeleton. As a
result, the overall force feedback interface implements three
layers:
1) Intertwining of dynamic simulation and events of force
feedback calculation at time tF F ,
2) Generic interface for force feedback devices, calculating a generic force feedback force FF F at the time
tF F ,
3) Specialized driver interfaces for each haptic device,
a) Touch X with OpenHaptics API
T ouchX
• transmit the calculated force FF F
,
T ouchX
• and provide positional input p
of the
tool center point.
b) Exoskeleton with UDP/IP connection
• transmit an exoskeleton device command
struct, either in ’force mode’ (using joint
torques τiexo for each joint i) or ’compliant
position mode’ (using the end effector position
pexo
out )
• and provide an exoskeleton device data struct,
with positional input of the end effector pexo
in .

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In the ﬁnal operation of the CENTAURO project, this
robot will be directly controlled by a ﬁrst person operator,
using an exoskeleton (with force feedback) for control and
3D simulation in-the-loop, supporting the operator. The use
of a force feedback exoskeleton supports the operator in
his mission by means of intuitive control and the positive
effects of immersion, and hence being telepresent at the site
of operation accompanied by simulation. The development
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of an exoskeleton for teleoperating mobile robots is continuously evolving and reﬁned, accompanied by the exoskeleton
simulator which is already of paramount importance in terms
of interface deﬁnition and developments. We could already
achieve ﬁrst results in coupling dynamic simulation, force reprocessing, and interfacing multiple force feedback devices.
The integration of force feedback in simulation in general
also opens up prospect to a huge amount of applications to
dive into virtual realities prior to the completion of the real
setup or also in parallel to the real mission.
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Stochastic learning and control in multiple coordinate systems
Sylvain Calinon∗

Abstract— A probabilistic interpretation of model predictive
control is presented, enabling extensions to multiple coordinate
systems. The resulting controller follows a minimal intervention
principle, by learning and retrieving movements through the
coordination of several frames of reference. When combined
with a generative model, the approach can be used in various
human-robot applications that are discussed in the paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model predictive control (MPC) encompasses a wide
range of techniques to control a robot with the ability to
anticipate future events. This is achieved by optimizing a
cost function over a ﬁnite time horizon, by implementing
the current timeslot, and by reiterating the operation at
desired time intervals. Linear MPC is used in the majority of
applications, where the system to control is deﬁned in a linear
form (often through linearization over the operating range),
with the underlying feedback mechanism compensating for
prediction errors due to the mismatch between the model and
the process.
MPC is well known in control, but learning applications
can also beneﬁt from the formalism of MPC and the associated algorithms. In particular, the most basic form of MPC
with a cost function composed of a sum of quadratic terms
has a representation that is linked to problems in statistics,
formulated as log-likelihoods of Gaussian distributions. Indeed, solving a problem whose cost is a sum of quadratic
terms can alternatively be treated as a product of linearly
transformed Gaussians (see Appendix I), whose result is a
Gaussian with a center and covariance corresponding to the
average solution and an error that can be used as information
to determine how much we can move from the average while
still fulﬁlling the task constraints, see [1] for details.
From a learning perspective, a particularly interesting
feature of MPC is that it can exploit the covariance information contained in several examples of a movement to
ﬁnd a controller achieving a minimal intervention strategy
[2]. The retrieved control commands comprise feedforward
and feedback components corresponding to a coordinated
tracking behavior with gains that can vary during the task.
For transferring skills through human-robot collaboration,
the combination of MPC with generative models in machine
learning provides a framework to handle both analysis and
synthesis challenges. Indeed, the controller will reﬂect the
observed correlational structures in the samples. This is for
∗ Idiap Research Institute, CH-1920 Martigny, Switzerland. E-mail:
sylvain.calinon@idiap.ch. This work was in part supported by the
Swiss National Science Foundation through the I-DRESS project (CHISTERA), and by the DexROV Project through the EC Horizon 2020 programme (Grant #635491).
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Fig. 1: Retrieval of control commands in a probabilistic form by
interpreting MPC as a product of Gaussians, and extending it to
the consideration of multiple coordinate systems that are simultaneously exploited for the reproduction of the task. The graph depicts
only the ﬁrst two dimensions of control commands organized in a
lifted vector form of size RDT , see also Table I. The blue Gaussian
corresponds to the control cost, isotropic and centered at zero (no
acceleration is optimal for this part of the cost). The orange and red
Gaussians correspond to control commands tracking desired targets
expressed in two different coordinate systems. Each center depicts
the optimal command for the respective frame, with a covariance
depicting the required precision. The product of the three Gaussians
yields another Gaussian depicted in gray, representing the estimated
command, where the center is the set of control commands solving
the complete cost function, and the covariance depicts the potential
(co)variations around this estimate. The result is a trade-off between
acceleration and tracking accuracy in multiple frames of reference.

example important in learning from demonstration, where an
efﬁcient transfer of skills is not characterized by the accurate
reproduction of a trajectory, but instead requires the robot to
take several sources of variations into account, including the
variations of the task (e.g., multiple options or redundancy
that do not inﬂuence task performance).
For skills transfer between living and artiﬁcial systems
(from a human to a robot, from a robot to another robot, or
from an internal simulator to the real robot), it is primordial
to take into account that being skillful does not mean being
accurate. Being skillful requires the system to exploit task
(co)variations so that perturbations can be rejected efﬁciently.
Precision is only a special case of skill requirements, which
is in practice usually required only in some parts of an
overall task, and which does not necessary apply to all task
variables (a task can require precision in some directions and
be loose in some others). Such constraints can often be better
described as coordination/synergy requirements instead of
considering each control variable individually.
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Sym.

Function

Dim.

D
C
T
s

Dimension of position
Order of the controller
Horizon (nb of time steps)
{s1 , s2 , . . . , sT }

N
N
N
NT

At time
st
xt
ẋt

step t:
State identiﬁer
Position
Velocity


State ( xt , ẋt for C = 2)
Desired target state
Control command
State tracking weights
Control weights

ζt
μt
ut
Qt
Rt

(1)
ζt+1 = At ζt + Bt ut ,
   
DC
(we use here C =
with state variable ζt = xt , ẋt ∈ R
2, corresponding to a state variable up to the ﬁrst derivative),
and a position xt described by a vector of dimension D. The
problem is formulated as the minimization of the cost
T 



 

c=
μt −ζt Qt μt −ζt + ut Rt ut

N
RD
RD

t=1

 

= μs − ζ Qs μs − ζ + uRs u,


RDCT
RDCT ×DCT
RDT ×DT

Transfer matrices:
State matrix
At
Bt
Input matrix
Sζ
Lifted state matrix
Su
Lifted input matrix

RDC×DC
RDC×D
RDCT ×DC
RDCT ×DT

(2)

with ζ, u and μs describing respectively the evolution of
the state, control and target variables for a time window of
size T , organized in a lifted vector form, see Table I for
details. Qs and Rs represent the evolution of the required
tracking precision and cost on the control inputs. A linear
unconstrained MPC problem can be solved with simple linear
algebra, by expressing all future states ζt as an explicit
function of the state ζ1 . In a matrix form, we get

RDC
RDC
RD
RDC×DC
RD×D

In lifted vector/matrix form:
  

ζ1 , ζ2 , . . . , ζT
ζ
  

u1 , u2 , . . . , uT
u
  

μs
ζ̂s1 , ζ̂s2 , . . . , ζ̂sT
Qs
blockdiag(Qs1 , Qs2 , . . . , QsT )
Rs
blockdiag(Rs1 , Rs2 , . . . , RsT )

Normal distributions:


Control commands
N û, Σ̂u


Reconstructed states
N ζ̂, Σ̂ζ


−1
Intermediary variables
N μu , Γu

discrete linear dynamical system

ζ = Sζ ζ1 + Su u,

RDCT

(3)

where Sζ and Su are transfer matrices, see Appendix II for
details. Substituting (3) into (2), we get the cost function
 


(4)
c = μu − u Γu μu − u + u Rs u,

RDT

where μu = S̃u (μs − Sζ ζ1 ) and Γu = Su Qs Su are
introduced for notation convenience, with S̃u deﬁned for
commodity so that Su S̃u = I (no explicit computation is
required).
Because c in (4) can be expressed as a weighted sum of
quadratic error terms, the minimization of (4) corresponds to
the product of Gaussians (see Appendix I)
 




N 0, Rs−1 ,
(5)
N û, Σ̂u ∼ N μu , Γ−1
u

−1
with Σ̂u = Γu + Rs
−1

= Su Qs Su + Rs
,

RDT
RDCT

û = Σ̂u Γu μu



= Σ̂u Su Qs μs − Sζ ζ1 .

RDT

TABLE I: Symbols, functions and dimensions used to describe the proposed approach.

II. A PROBABILISTIC INTERPRETATION OF MPC
A linear MPC problem with a cost function in a quadratic
form can be treated in a probabilistic manner with standard
linear algebra by exploiting two properties of multivariate
normal distributions: linear combination and product properties. Table I will be used as notation reference to describe the
proposed approach. Uppercase letters in normal typeface describe dimensions. Bold uppercase letters describe matrices.
Bold lowercase letters describe vectors.
The problem is that of estimating a controller ut for the
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Fig. 1 illustrates the process. The product in (5) shows
the role of Rs as a regularization term in the process
(prior information deﬁning the importance of having a low
cumulated sum of acceleration commands).
Alternatively to the above computation, differentiating
with respect to u and equating to zero provide the same
sequence of control inputs û, corresponding to a weighted
least squares estimate with Tikhonov regularization (ridge
regression). The error on the ridge regression estimate can
then be used to compute a covariance Σ̂u in control space.
By using the linear relation in (3) and the linear transformation property of Gaussians (see Appendix I), the distribution N (û, Σ̂u ) in control space can optionally be converted
to a distribution N (ζ̂, Σ̂ζ ) in feature space with parameters
ζ̂ = Sζ ζ1 + Su û,

−1 
Su .
Σ̂ζ = Su Su Qs Su + Rs
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With the above interpretation, we can see that the most
basic form of MPC provides a convenient structure to synthesize movements from a probabilistic generative model.
We will illustrate this with the example of a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) to ﬁt N samples {ζt }N
t=1 with K
Gaussians of parameters {μk , Σk }K
,
with
centers
μk and
k=1
full covariance matrices Σk . We deﬁne a sequence of discrete
latent variables s indicating for each time step the Gaussian
component corresponding to the motion state (e.g., s =
{1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, . . . , K}). The evolution of a complete movement ζ can then be represented with a stepwise reference
deﬁned as μt = μst and a full precision matrix deﬁned by
Qt = Σ−1
st .
By providing a control cost (e.g., with Rt = ρI and ρ
set in regard to the desired smoothness), the above linear
quadratic tracking problem can be solved in closed form, and
provides a sequence of commands that can be used for further
processing or to reconstruct a trajectory. This approach has
links with trajectory models used in the ﬁeld of speech
processing [3], but the MPC approach provides a more
powerful formulation with a direct link to the generative
process (it can retrieve a controller instead of a trajectory).
We can thus easily associate a probabilistic representation
such as GMM with a cost function typical to MPC, where the
methods developed for MPC can be used for both control and
motion synthesis. The probabilistic representation provides
a way to automatically determine the tracking weights and
references in the cost function, notably in the form of
full precision matrices Qt , which would be too difﬁcult to
design manually. It also offers a Bayesian perspective to
MPC, by enabling the resulting controller to be viewed as
a distribution over control commands (or over a trajectory
after reconstruction), whose error terms propagate from the
compact mixture model to the resulting controller.
When combined with statistical learning techniques, the
most basic form of MPC, as in the above, already shows
great promises for planning and control. Several extensions
can further be considered, such as extending the problem
to inequality constraints, extending the distribution to more
powerful generative models such as hidden Markov models,
Gaussian processes or other forms of trajectory distributions
[4], extending the representation to subspace clustering [1],
or sharing components through the use of semi-tied covariances [5].
III. E XTENSION TO MULTIPLE COORDINATE SYSTEMS
We discussed in the above the exploitation of variability
and coordination information in MPC, but we did not discuss
in which coordinate system the analysis and retrieval should
take place.
Skillful movement planning and control require the orchestration of multiple coordinate systems that can have
varying levels of importance along the task [6]. Typical
examples are movements in object-, body-, head-, or gazecentered frames of reference that can collaborate in various
manners for the different phases of a task. Invariance and
coordination extraction in movements are also closely linked
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to the coordinate systems in which the analysis takes place
[7].
Our work takes inspiration from these lines of work to
build an extension of GMM to encode movements from
the perspective of multiple frames of reference, where the
statistical analysis is simultaneously conducted in each coordinate system by replacing the standard GMM with a tensorvariate version of GMM. Such model corresponds to a set
of Gaussians encoding the variations and coordinations in
each frame, see [1] for details. With this representation, the
orchestration and transition between a set of P coordinate
systems can be learned from data samples and applied to
new situations by extending the cost function (4) to
c=

P



 (j)  (j)

μ(j)
μs − ζ + uRs u,
s − ζ Qs

j=1

with control commands then becoming
P



 


(j) −1
N û, Σ̂u ∼ N 0, Rs−1
,
N μ(j)
u , Γu


Σ̂u =

with


=

j=1
P


−1

Γ(j)
u

+ Rs

j=1
P


−1
Su Q(j)
s Su


+ Rs

,

j=1

û = Σ̂u

P


(j)
Γ(j)
u μu

j=1

= Σ̂u

P


(j)
Su Q(j)
s (μs − Sζ ζ1 ).

j=1
(j)

(j)

(j)

(j)

where μu = S̃u (μs − Sζ ζ1 ) and Γu = Su Qs Su ,
thus extending (5) to the consideration of targets in multiple
coordinate systems.
IV. A PPLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The approach of considering multiple frames of reference
to extract relevant features and re-use those in new situations
can be exploited in various learning and control applications.
Thus far, it was exploited in [4] for adaptation to new
conﬁgurations of the environment by considering coordinate
systems representing objects or virtual landmarks in the
environment. In this application, a grasping movement is
observed from the perspective of two coordinate systems
corresponding to the robot and to the object to grasp. During
reproduction, the robot generalizes the grasping movement
to new situations (new locations of object) by smoothly
switching from a natural pose in the robot workspace to an
appropriate movement to approach and grasp the object.
A preliminary version of the approach was exploited in
[8] for adaptation to the user in collaboration skills. Here,
the collaborative tasks of transporting objects and assembling
furnitures were considered. In the latter, the robot needs to
hold the tabletop stifﬂy when the operator screws one of
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the table leg, but needs to remain compliant in other phases
of the collaboration, in order to allow the user to reorient
and move the table for a comfortable and ergonomic work,
which is learned by the robot based on observations of the
collaborative task executed by two persons.
The approach was also used in [5] to handle shared
autonomy and semi-autonomous behaviors in teleoperation.
Here, the challenge is to exploit previous recordings of a
teleoperated valve turning operation to adapt the skill to
new situations (including different operating ranges), while
allowing the teleoperator to take part in the operation by
exploiting the multiple frames of reference mechanism as a
trade-off between autonomous behaviors (when the task is
well known) and assisted teleoperation (when the task has
multiple options or variants that should be determined by the
user).
Finally, it was exploited in [1] to study task priority learning and retrieval with a bimanual reaching example. Here,
the goal is to exploit the frames of reference mechanism
to provide a set of candidate nullspace projection operators
(which are locally linear). The robot then determines from
statistical analysis of the set of observations (projected in
different nullspaces) in which manner the priority levels are
organized and change during the task. This information can
then be used to generalize the task to new situations while
maintaining the demonstrated prioritization behavior.
The applications above illustrate the capability of combining probabilistic models with MPC for planning purpose,
but many other perspectives can stem from this approach.
Promising directions of research include the use of Gaussian
conditioning to provide contextual information to the system,
so that other modality such as force information can be used
as additional inputs to drive the system. The probabilistic
form of the underlying representation and the retrieved
controller readily enable such computation.
An extension to subspace clustering can also be employed
to handle sensory data of potentially high dimension. Models such as mixture of factor analyzers (MFA) appear as
interesting candidates for reduced motion models preserving
the property described above. In the context of MPC, these
techniques could for example be used to encapsulate the most
salient correlational information and to simplify the search
by guiding the exploration toward preferred coordination
patterns.
Another important property offered by the probabilistic
treatment of MPC is that the resulting distributions can
be used for stochastic sampling of new movements. The
generated samples will emulate the characteristics of the
original samples used to train the model. This approach
provides a way to search for new solutions, in a boundary
that remains adapted to the initial set of demonstrations.
As a more general remark, combining learning, planning
and control in robotics often has the pernicious effect of
passing information from one subproblem to the other by
keeping only an average and, thus, by discarding higher order
statistics. This is typically the case when a single trajectory
is used as a reference to be tracked, while, as discussed in
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the above, most skills are better described by coordination
patterns or by variations allowed by the task. For some
skills, one can argue that the covariance is more informative
than the mean of the distribution, which is the case when a
coordination pattern needs to be maintained or when some
directions are not relevant for the task (e.g., holding a ﬁlled
glass requires two out of three Euler angles to be tracked to
remain horizontal).
Keeping a distribution of control commands with an underlying sparse representation thus appears as advantageous,
and is particularly relevant when combining MPC with other
processes. It is in particular important for applications in
which the user is in close proximity to the robot (including
collaborative robots, assistive robots or prosthetics), where
the robot needs to quickly adapt to changes in the environment and to remain compliant when it is appropriate.
A PPENDIX I
M ULTIVARIATE NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS
The product of two Gaussians N (μ(1) , Σ(1) ) and
N (μ(2) , Σ(2) ) is deﬁned by
N (μ, Σ) ∼ N (μ(1) , Σ(1) ) N (μ(2) , Σ(2) ),


−1
−1 −1
with
Σ = Σ(1) + Σ(2)
,


−1
−1
μ = Σ Σ(1) μ(1) + Σ(2) μ(2) .
In the above, μ minimizes the quadratic cost


−1



−1

c = (x − μ(1) ) Σ(1)
+ (x − μ(2) ) Σ(2)

(x − μ(1) )

(x − μ(2) ),

with Σ the error on the estimate.
Another important property of Gaussians is that if x ∼
N (μ, Σ), the linear transformation Ax + c follows the
distribution
Ax + c ∼ N (Aμ + c, AΣA ).
A PPENDIX II
T RANSFER MATRICES IN LIFTED VECTOR FORM
The transfer matrices can be retrieved by expressing all
future states ζt as an explicit function of the state ζ1 . In
the special case of At = A and Bt = B, ∀t ∈ {1, . . . , T },
which is for example the case when considering a canonical
double integrator system, we can write
ζ2 = Aζ1 + Bu1 ,
ζ3 = Aζ2 + Bu2 = A(Aζ1 + Bu1 ) + Bu2 ,
..
.
ζT = AT −1 ζ1 + AT −2 Bu1 + AT −3 Bu2 + · · · + BuT −1 ,
which can be organized in a matrix form as

⎤ ⎡
ζ1
⎢ ζ2 ⎥ ⎢
⎢ζ ⎥ ⎢
⎢ 3⎥ = ⎢
⎢ . ⎥ ⎢
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Similar transfer matrices can be computed for a time
horizon T in which At and Bt are local linearization of
the system.
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Proactive Human-Robot Collaboration with Interaction Primitives
Guilherme Maeda1 , Aayush Maloo2 , Marco Ewerton1 , Rudolf Lioutikov1 , Jan Peters1,3

Abstract— This paper introduces our initial investigation into
the problem of providing a semi-autonomous robot collaborator
with anticipative capabilities to predict the upcoming human
actions. Predictive robot behavior is a desired characteristic of
robot collaborators that lead to ﬂuid and faster interactions. We
are particularly interested in improving reactive methods that
rely on human action recognition to activate a corresponding
robot movement. Action recognition invariably causes delay
in the robot’s response, and the goal of our method is to
minimize this delay by predicting the next human action and
pre-triggering the corresponding robot motions. The prediction
is achieved by using a lookup table containing variations of
assembly sequences, previously demonstrated by different users.
The method uses the nearest neighbor sequence in the table
that matches the actual sequence of human actions. At the
movement level, our method uses a probabilistic representation
of interaction primitives to generate the robot trajectories. The
method is demonstrated using a 7 degree-of-freedom lightweight
(DoF) arm equipped with a 5-ﬁnger hand on an assembly task
consisting of 17 steps.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Collaborative robots must have the ability to physically
interact with the human, safely and synergistically. However,
pre-programming a robot for a large number of tasks is not
only tedious, but unrealistic, especially if tasks are added
or changed constantly. Once deployed, for example in a domestic or small industrial environment, a robot collaborator
must be easy to program, without requiring the presence of
an expert.
An important feature of a collaborative robot is its ability
to correctly reason about the action it should take to satisfy
the current (and upcoming) human action(s). At the low
movement level, the robot must also move in a manner that
matches the predicted human movement, such that physical
collaboration is possible. As illustrated in Figure 1, by
observing the movement of the human, a robot partner must
not only decide if it should hand over a screw or a plate; but
once the human action is evident, the robot must spatially
coordinate its trajectory w.r.t the human movement.
Imitation learning [1] has been successfully used to learn
generalizable robot movements by means of demonstration.
However, although suitable for low-level policy representation, imitation learning does not address the interaction between agents and the high-level reasoning that couples their
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Fig. 1: In this paper a robot collaborator must decide which
action it should take in a proactive manner, before the
human request. We motivate the method with an experiment
of a collaborative toolbox assembly where the robot must
anticipate and decide if the human will ask for a plate or for
a screw.

actions. In previous works, we extended the use of imitation
learning for learning interactions [2] at the movement level.
In the same work, semi-autonomy was used to alleviate the
problem of high-level joint planning and decisions.
A. Anticipative Behavior in Semi-Autonomy
Under the semi-autonomy approach, the actions of the
robot are made functions of human actions. Thus, the human
is put in charge of the supervision and planning of a task.
Semi-autonomy has the immediate beneﬁt of making the
problem of human-robot collaboration more tractable, in the
sense that the robot reacts to the high-level decisions of
the human rather than trying to learn and predict them.
Also, semi-autonomy leads to robots that are fundamentally
helpers, as opposed to leaders. This makes semi-autonomous
robots easier to be accepted by human coworkers since the
human can still impose his/her own preferences.
An interesting challenge for semi-autonomous robots,
however, is to address the incorporation of predictive actions
into the robot behavior. In other words, to allow robots some
degree of autonomy that may be a function of the amount
of the experience the robot acquires with the human. Take
the case of the collaborative assembly of multiple identical
boxes. While the human may be willing to dictate which
parts he/she wants from the robot during the assembly of
the ﬁrst ﬁve boxes, a natural expectation from a coworker is
that the robot will start to predict the pattern in which the
parts are being assembled; and therefore, to anticipate and
deliver them to the human before he/she asks for it.
This paper provides our initial investigations and preliminary experimental results towards methods that allow semiautonomous robots to act with less supervision when enough
experience is acquired. Here, we opt for a simple lookup
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table approach that gathers the demonstration of 26 different
users that provide their personal assembly sequence. The
closest sequence in the table that matches the actual human
actions are used to pre-trigger the actions of the robot. As it
will be explained in the Section III, we also address the case
when the sequence of the human changes, and therefore the
robot’s plan of actions must be adapted accordingly.
B. Coordination in Human-Robot Collaboration
Anticipative behavior is achieved by providing a robot
with a plan that dictates the sequence in which actions are
taken, and that correctly predicts the next human action.
Many approaches attempt to generate sequential plans in
an abstract, high level space (e.g. symbolic, relational),
where actions are general descriptions, as opposed to speciﬁc
motions, and its sequencing can be efﬁciently optimized.
However, the connection between task and motion has its
own difﬁculties. They may required intense planning at the
low-level [3] or local commitments and short advances in
limited horizons must be made for efﬁciency [4]. The high
level planning is aggravated in human-robot collaboration
due to the multi-agent setting and concurrency in actions [5].
Many authors approach the problem of joint human-robot
actions primarily at the motion level, with less concern on
a plan of actions but rather attempt to quickly generate
a reactive robot movement. This is a challenging problem
because it no only requires a method to quickly recognize
the human intention at the early stages, but also to generate
the corresponding robot trajectory. For example, [6], [7] uses
an occupancy grid approach where the human trajectory is
predicted and a robot trajectory that interferes the least with
the predicted region swept by the human is chosen.
In a similar vein, [8] uses a Markov Model on discretized
occupancy grid to predict the duration and trajectories of
a human in an assembly line. Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) were used to classify the the actions of the human.
In [9], Conditional Random Fields were used to predict the
possible actions of a human. In both works, however, the
trajectory generation of the robot was not addressed, at least
explicitly by their proposed methods.
To quickly recognize the human action, demonstrated
trajectories usually encoded with some probabilistic model
can be advantageous. For this purpose, GMMs can be used
to explicitly capture the correlation between time and states
[10], and in [11] have been used to predict interaction
between humans. However, a recurrent problem of probabilist representations is that to better capture the spatial
correlation, demonstrated trajectories must be temporarily
aligned. This problem has motivated the work in [12], where
an online variant of Dynamic Time Warping was applied
to the framework of probabilistic ﬂow tubes [13]. In [14],
an iterative version of DTW was presented and used with
Interaction Primitives.
Apart from [14], in common, the related works do not
explicitly address robot trajectories as part of the model.
The majority focus on early human action recognition, or
treat the design of the robot motion as an independent step
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that must be executed once the action is recognized [6], [7].
The idea of representing a joint distribution of human and
robot movements is central to our method, and was initially
introduced in [14], which used a different representation of
trajectories. A discussion on the advantages of each method
can be found in [2] but is outside the scope of this paper.
Anticipation can also be achieved by directly modeling
motions and the temporal sequence at which they are observed. In this category, Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
have been widely used. In [15] HMMs were used to provide
a dancing robot means to estimate the next step of the human
partner. HMMs have been used in conjunction with Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR) to augment a mixture model
with sequential information of motions [16]. To address the
prediction of whole sequences of motions HMMs have been
used to symbolically represent whole sequences of motions
[17]. Later, this method was extended to address physical
human-robot interaction [18].
In teleoperation the problem of predicting the human
action is also important as it allows the robot to (partially)
take over the motions of the task. The principal difference
with our setting is that in teleoperation both human and
robot share the same physical interface, while here their
interactions with the environment are physically independent,
but their actions are functions of each other. Nevertheless, the
problem of shared autonomy, which has been investigated
in assisted teleoperation ([19], [20]), provides formalizations
that can be used in the context of semi-autonomy, although
the bridge between shared and semi autonomy require further
clariﬁcations.
II. A NTICIPATIVE I NTERACTION P RIMITIVES
The proposed method leverages the work of Interaction
Probabilistic Movement Primitives (Interaction Primitives or
IPs in short) [2]. In previous works the robot movement
primitives were activated based on the recognition of the
current human action. Here, we propose adding a mechanism
that pre-triggers the robot’s initial motions, based on training
data that reveal the most likely sequence of next actions.
The workﬂow of the method is shown in Figure 2.
The training phase consists in learning multiple Interaction
Primitives {S1 , ...SN }, for each of the interaction patterns
involved in the task. In the case of our experiment, one
pattern would be a plate handover, for example. At the
planning level, we also learn the most likely sequence S ∗ at
which such interaction patterns will occur. During execution,
the plan is used to predict the next interaction Sn ∈ S ∗ ,
and to pre-trigger the robot action by executing the ﬁrst part
of its trajectory. We then, use the Interaction Primitives to
recognize the human action. If the recognized action matches
the prediction, the reminder of the trajectory is executed.
Otherwise, a returning trajectory is used to reset the robot
state and execute the correct trajectory for the recognized
action. The following Sections will detail the components of
the method in detail.
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Training

Execution

Training data: sequences of interactions and their trajectories

For each interaction

in

:

Human

Human
Interaction

…
Robot

Interaction

Activate corresponding
Interaction Primitive

Robot

Pre-grasping

Action recognition

Trajectory coordination
Robot coordinated execution

Robot pre-grasping
Observe human movement

Most likely sequence of interactions

Interaction Primitives of each interaction

Fig. 2: The training phase and execution phase of the proposed method. Multiple demonstrations are provided in the form
of sequences of interactions, and in the form of pairs of human-robot trajectories. The ﬁrst set is used to construct a lookup
table. The second set is used to build an Interaction Primitive (IP) for each interaction.

A. Lookup Table of Actions
For this initial investigation, we adopt a straightforward
lookup table of interaction sequences. We assume a task can
be segmented by the sequential execution of N interaction
patterns. We assume the existence of a number of D demonstrations of different users indicating their preferences in
executing such sequences. Each pattern is attributed a distinct
integer value and these values are then used to ﬁll the lookup
table L ∈ RD×N with elements Sij .
Given the current, partial history of interactions

} with K < N , the closest sequence
S  = {S1 , ..., SK
in the lookup table is retrieved. The optimal predictive
sequence is taken as the i-th row of L with the minimum
distance (S ∗ = Li∗ j , j = {1..N }), with
∗

i = argmin
i

K


|Sij − Sj |, ∀i ∈ [1..D].

(1)

j=1

The predictive sequence will then predict the sequence of
actions from iteration (K + 1)-th to N .
For the ﬁrst iteration, as S  is empty, two natural initializations are possible. One is to not predict, and wait for
the human to take the actions of the ﬁrst iterations, such
that (1) can be later used. A second approach is to use the
sequence whose incidence is the highest in the table, and
assume this sequence as the most likely sequence that the
user will follow.
Note that the algorithm must account for the case where
the next predicted human action S ∗ [K + 1] may differ
from the actual action. In this case, (1) must be called to
recompute a corrected sequence. Since the lookup table is
of small size, the computation of the predictive sequence is
computationally inexpensive.
B. Interaction Primitives
Each element in the sequence S ∗ is used to pre-trigger
the execution of the corresponding Interaction Primitive.
Interaction Primitives are probabilistic movement primitives
that assumes, for each interaction pattern, that the distribution
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of robot and human trajectories are normally correlated.
This distribution is obtained from pairs of human-robot
demonstrated trajectories. Assume a demonstration for a
plate handover, where both the robot and human move
simultaneously—one agent to handover, the other agent to
receive—the plate1 . The trajectories are usually encoded
as weight vectors using radial-basis-functions and linear
regression [21]. Thus, for the d-th demonstration deﬁne the
weight vector
R T T
) ] ,
wd = [ (w1H )T , ..., (wPH )T , (w1R )T , ..., (wQ

(2)

containing the concatenation of the parameterized trajectories
of the P degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) of the human, with the
Q DoFs of the robot.
Multiple demonstrations allow us to stack the
weights [w1 , ... wD ]T . Under the normal assumption
w∼N (μw , Σw ), the trajectories of both agents y1:T can be
predicted with

p(y1:T ) = p(y1:T |w)p(w)dw,
(3)
where y1:T ∈ R(P +Q)×T is a concatenation of trajectories
of all involved DoFs.
1) Action Recognition:
Given the N possible types of interaction, the current
interaction can be recognized from the human observation
with Baye’s theorem
∗
∗
p(n|yt:t
 ) ∝ p(yt:t |n)p(n),

(4)

where p(n) is a prior distribution on the n-th interaction, and
∗
P ×T ∗
are the observed trajectories of the human in
yt:t
 ∈ R
the interval [t t ]. The likelihood in (4) can be computed
with

∗
∗
T
∗
p(yt:t
|n)
=
p(yt:t

 |Ht:t w, Σy )p(w)dw
(5)
∗
T
T
∗

= N (yt:t |Ht:t μw , Ht:t Σw Ht:t + Σy ),
1 The

robot being moved by kinesthetic demonstrations, for example.
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where HTt:t is the matrix with the basis functions corresponding to the observed time steps, and Σ∗y is the observation
noise. The interaction pattern is then recognized from the
human action with
Ŝ =

∗
argmax p(n|yt:t
 ).
n

FP

FP

Once the human action is recognized, the corresponding
Interaction Primitive for the action Ŝ can be conditioned on
∗
the same human observations yt:t
 to produce a posterior
distribution of both agent’s trajectories. These trajectories
predict the whole human and robot’s movement. The predicted robot trajectories can then be used as a reference for
the feedback controller of the robot.
Conditioning is achieved in closed-form with
T
Σ+
w = Σw − K(Ht:t Σw ),

SP
SC

(6)

2) Coordination of Trajectories:

∗
T
μ+
w = μw + K(yt:t − Ht:t μw ),

MD
SP

(7)

where K = Σw HTt:t (Σ∗y + HTt:t Σw Ht:t )−1 . Equation
(3) can be used for the trajectory prediction, with the
difference that the parameters of the distribution are up+
dated w∼N (μ+
w , Σw ). A more detailed explanation of our
approach of Interaction Primitives can be found in [2].
III. E XPERIMENTS
As a proof-of-concept, we used a similar experiment
previously proposed in [2] where the robot plays the role of
a coworker that helps a human assembling a toolbox. Interaction Primitives are constructed by pairing joint trajectories
of the robot with the Cartesian trajectories of the human.
In the experiment, the human wrist provides the trajectories
via tracking of optical markers. The assembly consists of a
total of 17 interaction patterns where 10 actions represent
screw handovers and 7 actions are given by plate handovers.
The goal of the robot is to predict if the human needs a
screw or a plate, and according to this prediction execute
the initial pre-grasping of parts. To ﬁnalize the grasping of
the object and hand it over to the human, the robot must ﬁrst
conﬁrm the human action Ŝ with the procedure described in
Section II-B.1.
The sequence at which the different plates and screws are
needed are provided by the lookup table. A picture of the
toolbox used in the experiments is shown in Fig. 3, with the
labels of each part. The table was constructed by asking a
total of 26 users to indicate which order they would assemble
the toolbox. For example, the following three sequences
FP SP SC SC FP SC SC BP MP SC SC BP SP ...
FP SP SC SC FP SC SC BP MP SC SC BP SP ...
FP SC SC SP SC SC FP BP MP SC SC BP SP ...
show that the ﬁrst two users prefer to have the front plate
(FP) and side plate (SP) ﬁrst, and then ask for the two screws
(SC) that attach them together. The third user, on the other
hand, prefers to ask for one plate, position the two screws
on the hole, and then ask for the second plate.
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Labels
SP: Side Plate (2x)
FP: Front Plate (2x)
BP: Bottom Plate (2x)
MD: Main Plate (1x)
SC: Screw (10x)

BP

BP

Fig. 3: The experiment consists in assembling a toolbox with
7 plates and 10 screws. Each part was labeled and a total of
26 users were asked to show the sequences that they prefer
to receive the parts.

Fig. 4 shows snapshots of the experiment for the handover
of plate (upper row) and the handover of the screw (bottom
row). Note that during the pre-grasping phase the actions
of the robot are independent of the human. While the
human is busy working on his own, the robot queries the
next action in the sequence S ∗ to ﬁnd out which object it
should prepare to grasp. The robot then waits at the pregrasping position. Action recognition is then executed by
means of the procedure described in Section II-B.1 which
provides the robot a conﬁrmation that the pre-grasping of
the chosen part is actually correct. The pictures at the last
column show the spatially coordinated handover of the plate
and screw. Coordination means that the position at which
the robot delivers the part is close to the human hand.
Coordination is achieved using the procedure in Section IIB.2 by conditioning the conﬁrmed Interaction Primitive for
the task on the current position of the human hand.
In the case the recognized human action differs from
the pre-triggered action, the robot must give priority to the
human decision. This means that the robot must then back
off and switch to the recognized human action. This case
represents a possible drawback case w.r.t. robots that only operate in semi-autonomous mode as the latter do not have the
ability to be pro-active, and therefore, to make mistakes in its
decisions. For the experiments, we hand-coded a contingency
trajectory that allows the robot to return from the erroneous
pre-grasp and switch to the correct grasping. Snapshots of
this procedure can be seen in Fig. 5. Note that the optimal
sequence must be revised using the procedure described in
Section II-A whenever the recognized action does not match
the action predicted in the sequence. The experiment can be
watched in https://youtu.be/ONhXxW8RHPo
Table I summarizes the reduction of waiting time due to
the pre-grasping of the parts. The duration of the trajectory
that moves the robot hand from the rest posture to the pregrasping of a plate takes 10 seconds. The duration of the
trajectory that grasps and delivers the plate to the human
hand takes 17 seconds (the computation time required for
action recognition and conditioning is negligible given the
HFR2016.wordpress.com
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Action recognition

Pre-grasping

Trajectory coordination

Fig. 4: Anticipative human-robot collaboration on the assembly task. The snapshots show the handover of plate (upper
row) and the handover of the screw (bottom row). Note that during the pre-grasping phase the human and robot act
independent from each other, thus increasing the overall efﬁciency of the task. The full experiment can be watched at
https://youtu.be/ONhXxW8RHPo.

Action recognition

Pre-grasping

Switching object grasping and IP

Trajectory coordination

Fig. 5: In this example, the predicted action was a plate and the robot prepared the pre-grasping of the plate. The human,
however, grasped the screw driver, indicating that the correct action is the screw handover. The robot then switches the
action. Note that the optimal sequence must be recomputed.

time scale, and usually less then 0.5 seconds). If prediction
is not used, the human has then to wait for the whole pregrasping plus handover. Thus, the reduction of the waiting
time in comparison of a purely semi-autonomous task is of
10/(10 + 17) = 37 %. Similar for the screw, the reduction
achieved was of 35 %. Considering that there are 10 screws
and 7 plates involved, the pre-triggering saves the user
from waiting approximately 3 minutes when over the whole
toolbox assembly.
TABLE I: Reduction of waiting time due to pre-grasping
Plate
Screw

Pre-grasping
10 sec
11 sec

Grasp and handover
17 sec
20 sec

Reduction
37 %
35 %

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presented our initial investigations in allowing a
semi-autonomous robot to predict and initiate the movements
that most likely address the next human action. The method
is suited for robot collaborators whose actions are based on
action recognition. We used a straightforward lookup table
method to encode the sequences of actions, and nearest
neighbor to retrieve the, presumably, most likely sequence
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of human actions. As expected, pre-triggering actions offer
the potential to greatly decrease the amount of waiting time
from the human.
The presented implementation, however, is a ﬁrst iteration
and more reﬁned methods for planning are required. An
important limitation of nearest neighbor approach in our
problem is that all possible sequences that the human may
ever execute, must be present on the table. This is due
to the fact that if the human executes a sequence that is
not in the lookup table, the robot will opt for the closest
but not exact one. Potentially, such sequence may have
many disagreements with the way the current user wants
to assemble the toolbox. As a consequence, the switching
and execution to the correct action—which takes longer than
simply not predicting the human—may lead to frustrating
interactions. We are currently addressing more suitable methods for dealing with a small number of demonstrations of
assembly sequences.
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Head-Body Motion Coordination for Human Aware Robot Navigation
Harmish Khambhaita1 , Jorge Rios-Martinez2 , and Rachid Alami1

Abstract— Mobile robots equipped with a pan-tilt head need
to use gaze direction to manifest its navigational intents for
more acceptable human-robot interaction. We frame control of
such gaze behavior as multi-criteria decision-making problem,
and provide a solution to synchronize gaze control with robot’s
navigation planner. This approach is useful in the context of
robot navigation, where it may be inapt to display only a
predeﬁned gaze pattern due to the dynamic nature of the scene.
By enabling two behaviors, look-at-path and glance-at-human,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on a real
robotic platform in a path crossing scenario. Furthermore, we
discuss results of a video based user study conducted with
126 participants showing improved communication of robot’s
navigational intentions with the proposed approach.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human-aware navigation planners already provide safe
and socially acceptable motion of a robot [1]. Furthermore,
directional cost functions [2] have shown to increase legibility of robot motions, where a robot attempts to solve
spatial conﬂicts by adjusting velocity instead of path when
possible. This approach is preferred by the human counterparts, however, it is not enough to reduce hesitation of
humans and to ensure legibility and acceptability of the robot
behavior. We use the modality of robot gaze to give explicite
information about robot’s future plans and goals, and show
how it enhances human-robot interaction during navigation.
Speciﬁcally, our robot continuously looks ahead at its path to
help humans anticipate its immediate navigation plans. It also
performs a saccade like behavior towards a human partner
to convey that the robot has seen her/him and it is going to
avoid possible path conﬂicts. By taking navigation and gaze
planner as a whole, our system can be used to produce more
acceptable and legible robot behavior.
It is well known that humans predominantly use the
modality of gaze as a cue for understanding intentions and
mental states of others. “Even in the absence of any overtly
executed action, observers can still read other people’s motor
intentions, provided they can see a model’s face, in particular
his or her gaze direction” is concluded by Castiello [3] in
one of the most inﬂuential studies of human intention recognition. Besides, research in human behavioral psychology
reveals that the constant alignment of the head with walking
direction, as well as alignment of gaze with other humans and
with static objects for the purpose of obstacle avoidance [4]
are the prominent gaze behaviors associated with locomotion.
1 LAAS-CNRS,

Fig. 1: A typical sequence of events during human-robot
path crossing scenario. (1) The robot starts looking at the
path. (2) A human enters in the area, and the robot detects
a possibility of interference; the robot turns its head towards
him. (3) After acknowledging the human, the robot turns its
head back towards the path and slows down at the same time.
(4) The human passes in front of the robot, the interaction
episode ends.

How a robot with a pan-tilt head unit could simultaneously
achieve such motions is still an open issue.
We propose the formulation of head motion control on
a mobile-robot platform as a multi-criteria decision-making
problem and solve it using the analytic hierarchy process, which is a novel contribution of this paper. We also
provide implementation speciﬁcs for a synchronized headbehavior module that exhibit look-at-path and glance-athuman (see III-B) behaviors. A video-based pilot user study
that evaluates our approach in real-world scenario is an
additional key contribution.
Based on the behavioral psychology ﬁndings, on the onset
of our investigation, we imagined a typical sequence of
events involved in a human-robot path crossing situation as
shown in Fig. 1. To achieve such interaction, we will now
look into relevant parameters and social context, explored so
far, associated with effective gazing behavior.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The larger part of nonverbal human-robot interaction literature belongs to the studies of robot gaze and its utility
for social signaling. Researchers have successfully used
robot gaze to increase attention and thus engagement of
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users [5], [6]. Moreover, sometimes deliberate delays [7] or
premeditated motion patterns [8] are required to capture the
attention of the partner. On the other hand, gaze direction
can also communicate attentiveness and visual awareness of
the robot [9]. Human-like head movements, adapted to the
context of an interaction task, can help improve the ﬂuency
of the interaction. When well synchronized with rest of the
body, gaze can even manifest forethought to improve robot’s
readability [10]. That being discussed, implementations of
particular gaze behaviors lack generality and remain largely
ad-hoc in nature.
A plurality of the robot gaze research is dedicated to situated interactions. It is only lately the community have begun
to explore the effects of robot gaze in navigation context.
Fiore et al. [11] have found that gaze affects the intensity
of perceived emotional states when interacting with the
cues of proxemics in a human-robot path crossing scenario.
Nonetheless, their ﬁndings indicate that gaze of the robot is
not as important a social signal for that particular scenario,
meaning the gaze have no interactive effects on perceived
social presence. This ﬁndings could be the consequence
of the timing of particular gaze behavior execution, where
the robot head was orienting towards human only in the
beginning of an interaction episode. Our results, presented
in Sec. IV-C, beg to differ in this regard. May et al. [12]
have compared head orientation and visual light indicators
for communicating turning signals, where a pre-scripted behavior controlled the head orientation. Their results indicate
a positive impact on comfort felt by humans using both
communication modalities, with participants favoring the
indicators. It is, however, difﬁcult to show the extent of
turning direction with such indicators. Lu [13] have also
tested a scripted glance behavior during the task of jointly
navigating in a hallway, robot looking at passing humans for
a certain amount of time and then looking back in front of
the robot. However, they remain inconclusive whether the
behavior was effectively giving the person acknowledgment
that the robot saw them.
Search for the essential gaze control parameters leads us
to follow the research on the gaze behavior associated with
human locomotion. Humans initiate turning of head in the
direction of travel before the body during locomotion. This
anticipatory nature of the head orientation is known for a
long time [14]. It is also evident that the head orientation
control is initiated several meters before the turn [15]. With
a series of experiments Bernardin et al. [16] have quantiﬁed
the anticipation, they have observed that at normal walking
speed the gaze shifts by 500 to 700 milliseconds in advance
compared to the body. Besides that, the angle for gaze
anticipation into the heading direction increases with the
increasing curvature of the path. A recent user study by
Unhelkar et al. [17] supports these ﬁndings and points out
that in addition to head orientation, body velocity is also
statistically important for anticipating a turning motion in
humans. Kitazawa and Fujiyama [4] have investigated gaze
patterns in a collision avoidance scenario with multiple
pedestrians moving in a wide hallway shape area. Observed

participants were ﬁxating their gaze on other pedestrian and
static obstacles for avoiding a collision. Reported average
distance of ﬁxation was 3.97 m (SD = 0.54) for approaching
participants and 1.9 m (SD = 0.71) for leading participants
(average time for the ﬁxation is not reported). Furthermore,
during the experiment the participants ﬁxated their gaze on
other pedestrians when it was really necessary for collision
avoidance. Put succinctly, the two most signiﬁcant factors
for the robot gaze are the direction of the path and other
humans in the proximity.
Because there are multiple factors to take into account for
controlling the robot’s head direction during navigation, the
decision for switching the head direction becomes complex.
A behavioral framework developed by Srinivasan et al. [18],
makes use of the social context for efﬁcient generation of
head behaviors. Authors have classiﬁed several types of
social head gaze behaviors based on previous studies in
human-robot interaction literature. We have adopted their
proposed vocabulary in our implementation.
Zaraki et al. [6] have attempted a layered approach putting
an attention layer between perception and gaze control
layers. The attention layer selects the human that exhibits
highest weighted sum of individual social features, and
the robot turns its gaze toward the selected human. The
specialized function for our glance-at-human task (see IIIB) is inspired from this work. Only recently Yoo and
Kim [19] have used a multi-criteria framework for gaze
control, analogous to our proposal in Sec. III-A, however for
a static robotic head. Their proposed algorithm considers all
possible discrete gaze (pan and tilt) positions in the visual
ﬁeld as a candidate goal for the head controller. Seven of
these discrete gaze positions are periodically selected as
criteria, based on certain factors that affect the human gaze,
e.g. faces, objects. Fuzzy measures reﬂecting user-deﬁned
weights of the factors are applied to the criteria points and
the point with the maximum value is used for directing the
head. Since these criteria points are of the same type as other
candidate points, the solution process is comparable to that
of a prioritization method, which is the critical difference
from our proposed method. As one will see in Sec. III,
we use several candidate gazing functions to select the
most pertinent one depending on current perceptual inputs.
Each function independently generates gazing points while
respecting the timing constraints required by particular head
behaviors. Our criteria to evaluate these candidate gazing
functions are dynamically rated on perceived social context.
III. A PPROACH
Different studies have shown that multiple, often competing, objectives are involved in human head gaze behavior.
Selection of gaze direction depends on the prominent objective in the current social context that robot derives from
its perceptual events. We make use of four social head gaze
behaviors, summarized by Srinivasan et al. [18], which are:
•
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Communicating Social Attention, where robot shows
interest by looking at a human.
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Manifesting an Interaction, where gaze turns towards
objects relevant for current task, for instance obstacleavoidance.
• Projecting Mental State, which includes expression of
motion intent.
• Establishing Agency, where head gaze reinforces
human-like aliveness.
These social behaviors are the criteria upon which we
evaluate each of the available alternative functions for pointing the robot gaze. Process of updating the most relevant
social behavior is usually continuous and rapid, especially
for mobile robots as they navigate through highly dynamic
environments like shopping malls, museums or airports.
Notably, previous work appears to neglect this high dynamic
nature of robot gaze behavior.
•

direction
of motion

human

IPS

head

robot

Fig. 2: Illustration of angles involved in computation of
gazing point for the robot head. αmaxGM A : maximum gazemovement angle, αvis : visibility angle, θhrbase
: robot base to
L
r
human angle, θhpan
:
robot
head-pan
axis
to
human angle,
L
IPS: information process sapce (area in light grey color).

A. Framework
We see generation of overall robot head behavior during
navigation task as a multi-criteria decision-making problem.
One can think of a robot having multiple choices for pointing
its head, e.g. looking into the direction where it is going to
move the next moment; or looking at an object to act upon;
or simply moving the head down to express an emotion of
sadness etc. The choice of the best among several alternatives
requires evaluating each alternative against a set of criteria
indicative of the social gaze behaviors. These criteria are
sometimes common among multiple situations. However the
importance of these criteria may change as the situation, goal
or task changes. This importance is quantiﬁed with weights
(a list of user-deﬁned scalar values).
Distinctive choices for gazing points usually originate
from different types or sources of information. For example,
human detection module provides the position of a human to
look at. Similarly, manipulation planning module can provide
information about the next object to grasp. However, often
there are more than one alternatives that arise from the same
source of information. Consider a situation where there are
multiple humans in front of the robot, who should the robot
look at? Selection within these alternatives is subjected to
dedicated computation methods. Thus, we propose a scheme
where information from distinct sources is processed using
deﬁnite behavioral functions. Each of the behavioral function
takes a set of candidate 3D points (C) belonging to the
same source and computes a single candidate point (pf ) for
directing the robot gaze. Therefore, these functions are of
the following signature,

one level of criteria for our purpose. Once the weight
vector is computed, an alternative is chosen that receives
the maximum score,
Phead = arg max
pf

k


vj (pf ) · wj

j=1

where vj (pf ) is a value vector assigned by the behavioral
functions, it represents importance of the candidate point pf
with respect to ecach criteria.
B. Behavioral Functions
A well-designed implementation is needed to demonstrate
capabilities of the framework. To this end, we have implemented two gaze behaviors that we found most pertinent for
social navigation:
• look-at-path: looking at the planned navigational path.
• glance-at-human: acknowledging humans with a short
glance.
We will now detail the associated behavioral functions along
with the underlying communication architecture.
1) The look-at-path behavior: Standard practice in navigation planning is to differentiate between generation of
a geometric path with a static map of the environment
(global-planning), and computation of the motor commands
avoiding dynamic obstacles (local-planning). For look-atpath functionality, we use output trajectory from the localplanning module, as it gives us the best estimate of where
the robot is going in the immediate future. This functionality
corresponds to two social gaze behaviors, Projecting Mental
State and the Establishing Agency. Therefore, the alternative
point provided by this functionality has a higher score (1.0
during the experiments) for the corresponding attributes.
Angle between the movement direction and the gaze
direction is deﬁned as gaze-movement angle (GMA) by
Park et al. [21], illustrated in Fig. 2. Limits on this GMA
value deﬁne an information process space (IPS), which is
a conceptual area that determines the spatial boundary for
observing humans. IPS is the area which humans use for

f : C ⊂ R3 × D → R3 × Rk
where, D is set of domain-dependent parameters and k is
the number of criteria under consideration.
The analytic hierarchy process (AHP), introduced by
Saaty [20], ﬁnds a solution for multi-criteria decision-making
problem by assessing and prioritizing the options. It uses
a multi-level hierarchical structure of objectives, criteria,
sub-criteria, and alternatives. Solution using AHP involves
paired comparison of involved criteria, which gives us the
weight vector (wj ). At present, however, we only consider
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avoiding potential collisions and shown to depend on the
current velocity. We likewise enforce limits on robot GMA to
enforce naturalness of head motions. When the path-planner
gives a trajectory in which the last point of the trajectory is
outside this maximum allowed GMA (αmaxGM A ), we limit
the robot pan-angle to remain withing the IPS.
2) The glance-at-human behavior: When the robot detects humans in its environment, a second function is activated for calculating an alternative gazing point, that leads
the robot to perform a saccade like behavior towards the
human. Each of the behavioral functions provides only one
alternative for the decision process. Hence, when multiple
humans are detected, the robot favors the one that requires
the most urgent attention. Both relative position and velocity
of detected humans are taken into account for ranking which
human to look at ﬁrst, step-5 in algorithm Alg. 1. This
ranking scheme is inspired from the experiments of Kitazawa
and Fujiyama [4], which shows that it is preferable to look
at the human which is coming towards the robot compared
to the one who is going away. The r and the h represent the
position vectors for the robot and the human respectively.
Furthermore, we need to keep track of humans that are
already acknowledged by the robot (in set HL ), to avoid
triggering multiple saccade behaviors on new position updates. We have deﬁned a visibility angle αvis , the human is
considered acknowledged once found within this angle and
tracking-id of the human is added to the set HL . Triggering
of further saccade behavior is suspended during an active
saccade. This relatively straightforward procedure for dealing
with human tracking updates is written down in Alg. 1. The
procedure HumansUpdate receives a list of position of
currently tracked humans (H), current robot position (r) and
positions of robot joints (J ). The algorithm returns single
human (hL ) position for the robot to perform a saccade
behavior towards that human.

Human Pose
e
Prediction

Human Aware Path
Planning
Global
Planner
odometry

trajectory

velocity

Base Motor
rollers
Controllers

Head
Behavior
B
avior
point-head
d

joints

Head Motor
Contro
Controllers

Fig. 3: Architecture of the proposed head behavior scheme.

C. Implementation
For path planning, we have adopted the widely used and
tested “move base”1 navigation framework on our robot.
As a local-planner we have used a modiﬁed version of
directional-cost based algorithm developed by Kruse et
al. [2]. This human-aware path planning algorithm makes
the robot slow down when a collision with a human is
predicted, avoiding abrupt changes in the path direction.
Since the look-at-path behavior is tightly coupled with the
local-planning module, sudden changes in the path direction
would result in an unwanted trembling head motion. The
directional cost-based algorithm avoids such abrupt change
in motion direction and, therefore, it is particularly useful
for our application.
We employed OptiTrack2 motion capture system for human tracking, which publishes positions and velocities of
detected humans (denoted by set H) at a certain frequency
(10 Hz during our experiments3 ). We have also developed
a simple velocity-obstacle based human pose prediction
module to support the human-aware path planning. Overall
architecture schema for joint control of head and base of
the robot is illustrated in Fig. 3. The Head Behavior module
is developed as original contribution for this work. Other
modules of the framework are comprised of our previous
work and widely used open-source ROS modules.
As the local-planner is responsible for dynamic obstacle
avoidance. At every iteration it generates a trajectory (a series
of 2D points) and computes velocity commands for the robot
base controller. The Head Behavior receives this planned
trajectory, and selects the endpoint of the trajectory to
compute the next gazing point for the look-at-path behavior.
We add a scalar constant value to the Z-coordinate to adjust
the height of the gazing point, and thus the head-tilt axis.
The Head Behavior software module is well integrated

r

[θhpan
, θhrbase
]=
L
L

COMPUTE ANGLES (J , hL )
r
< αvis or θhbase
> αmaxGM A then
L
3:
HL ← HL ∪ hL
4: else
˙
 
r˙ −
h)
5:
hL = arg max (r−rh)·(
−
h2
rpan

2: if θhL

6: end if

Local
Planner

Human
g
Tracking
position , velocitiy

positions

Algorithm 1 H UMANS U PDATE(H, r, J )
1:

position ,
velocity

h∈H\HL

7: return hL

Three of the social gaze behaviors, Establishing Agency,
Communicating Social Attention and Manifesting an Interaction afford this glance-at-human functionality, therefore,
respective attributes are set to a higher value (1.0 during the
experiments). We do not prune the head-tilt angle (β) in this
function, the limits of which are enforced by the head-tilt
motor controller. On each point-head request the head motor
controllers compute the pan- and the tilt-joint velocities with
a hyperbolic function that is proportional to the difference
of current (J ) and required joint states.

1 http://wiki.ros.org/move_base
2 http://www.optitrack.com
3 Although the motion capture system delivers data at higher frequency
(about 100 Hz), we apply a moving average ﬁlter and re-sample the ﬁltered
data at 10 Hz to have better estimate of velocities.
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with the ROS4 framework and tested on a service robot that
was deployed for duration of three weeks at AmsterdamSchiphol airport for guiding passengers [22]. Nevertheless,
the module is not limited to that particular robot. In fact,
any robot with a head-pan and head-tilt joints would beneﬁt
from it5 .

•

Hypothesis 1 is related to objective improvement in robot
motion, whereas the Hypothesis 2 is linked to the subjective
improvement since it concerns participants’ subjective choice
about the robot behavior.

D. Synchronization
Synchronization between head- and body-joints of the
robot, as well as between robot joints and tracked human
positions is very important to achieve a desired and meaningful behavior, which requires substantial engineering and
programming efforts to accomplish. Perhaps this is one of
the reasons, why we see a big disproportion in the implementations of gazing behaviors among static and dynamic
situations.
With our implementation, we were able to achieve the
desired collaboration in human-robot path crossing scenario
as shown in Fig. 1. Time-series plot of commanded and
actual pan-angles is presented in Fig. 4, for a scenario in
which human moves across the robot’s path in front of the
robot. The robot starts with moving and looking towards its
navigational plan; it executes the glance-at-human behavior
when the human appears on the scene, and after ﬁnishing
the glance behavior the robot again turns its head towards
the plan until it reaches the goal position.

Angle (radians)

0.5

−0.5

A. User Study Design
There is a precedent for video based studies performed
with real [23] as well as a simulated [10] robot for humanrobot interaction. Results of the study by Syrdal et al. [23]
suggest that video prototyping is an excellent source to gain
insights regarding user experiences related to the assessment
of the human-robot interactions. Furthermore, the video
prototyping allowed us to engage geographically diverse set
of participants while providing a consistent experience for
each of them. This study was conducted in four different
languages and with participants from three different countries.
We deployed the Head Behavior modules on a custom designed service robot platform, equipped with a two degreesof-freedom head. Head pan joint can fully turn towards the
back of the robot, while tilt joint is physically limited to
move up to 30◦ up and down from the straight looking
position. Head of the robot has two passive eyes that can
only move horizontally to the left and the right, however,
they were not used in our analysis. The robot is also equipped
with a display in the back, which was switched off during
the recording.
We recorded seven videos in an experimental area of
about 5.5 by 9 meters. Surrounding place to the experimental
area was partially covered with large wooden boards to
reduce any distraction caused by it. Lighting conditions were
maintained same throughout the recording. And the audio
was removed from the video before it was shown to the
participants. During experiments the weight for Establishing
Agency criteria was assigned to w = 0.9, remaining weights
were set to value 1.0. We mentioned that the total distance
where the robot looks depends on the immediate path of
the robot, in these experiments the robot was planning for
a time-window of 4 seconds and thus watching the point
where it will reach 4 seconds in the future. These values were
empirically found to be most suitable for our task, however,
they can be learned and adapted on-line.
The ﬁrst four of these videos did not involve any human.
Here the task of the robot was to move from the start
position as shown in Fig. 5a to one of the end positions,
either going towards the door or the corridor. For both of
the goal positions, we recorded two videos, one with the
look-at-path behavior and other without (head position ﬁxed,
looking straight ahead). After recording, all four videos were
cropped until the frame where the body of the robot starts
moving towards the goal direction. Only when the look-atpath behavior was enabled, the robot head starts moving at
the marked position in Fig. 5a.

look−at−path
●

look−at
−path

0.0

●

glance−at−human ●

head−pan
point−head

−1.0
0

5

10

Hypothesis 2: Head behavior with both of the lookat-path and glance-at-human functionalities will be
evaluated as more favorable over no head movements.

15

Time (seconds)

Fig. 4: An example time-series plot of commanded gaze
points (point-head) and the angle between the front position
of robot base and head-pan axis (head-pan). Marker-points
indicate change of behavioral functions.
IV. E VALUATION
Based on the design of head behaviors, we anticipate
that human’s perception of the robot motion will improve
both in interactive and non-interactive situations. We set-up
a video based user study to determine whether it is true that
the proposed head movements visibly improves the robot
motion quality. Hypotheses for the outcome of the study were
following:
• Hypothesis 1: Anticipatory head movements during
navigation will positively affect the perception of the
robot’s navigation intents.
4 http://www.ros.org/
5 Source code for the module is available at https://github.com/
harmishhk/hanp_head_behavior
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Fig. 5: Illustrative layout of the experiment space, (a) for
recording videos without human and (b) for videos with
human.

(c) robot at goal 1

(d) robot at goal 2

Fig. 6: Condition and goals look-at-path behavior.
Last three videos were recorded where a human played
the role of an interferer who crosses the robot path as shown
in the Fig. 5b. The human was tracked with four passive
reﬂective markers placed on a light-weight helmet, that the
human wore. The three videos were recorded with following
three conditions:
(A) All of the head-behavior functions disabled.
(B) Only the look-at-path function enabled.
(C) Both the look-at-path and gaze-at-human enabled.
All of the videos in the study were recorded with two
viewpoints6 , one in the front of the robot and another in
the back, denoted by c1 and c2 respectively in Fig. 5.
Each experiment was shown to the participants from both
viewpoints. These videos were embedded in a web-page7 ,
after watching each video, the participants were requested
to answer a question on the same web-page. A short introductory message about the study procedure was displayed
before showing the videos.

was counterbalanced across participants. After watching each
video, they were posed with the following question.
• Where is the robot going?
To respond to this question, participants were asked to choose
one of the two goal positions, as shown in Fig. 6c and 6d.
As discussed earlier, to remove the inﬂuence of robot’s
body-movements on participants’ answers, we stopped the
video just at the moment where the body starts turning
towards the goal position, Fig. 6a and 6b show the snapshots
of these moments. Participants’ response to these videos will
be used to test the Hypothesis 1. It should be noted that
we have added a couple of virtual obstacles in the planning
cost-map to “force” the path planning system to produce a
path that makes the robot move straight forward for a certain
distance before initiating the goal-directed turning motion.
The second part of the procedure concerns the Hypothesis
2. Participants were shown three videos with the conditions
A, B, and C, as listed before. Again, the order of the videos
was counterbalanced across participants. After watching all
three videos, the participants were asked to choose which
behavior of the robot they like the most and the least. Once
participants register their liking, we requested them to see the
videos with condition A (no head behavior) and condition C
(both look-at-path and glance-at-human behaviors enabled)
once more, in counterbalanced orders. After watching each
video, participants were asked to rate their responses to the
following statements on a ﬁve-level Likert scale ranging from
strongly disagree (= 1) to strongly agree (= 5):
• Q1: The robot noticed the person.
• Q2: Robot’s actions were clear for the person.
• Q3: Robot’s behavior was often in direct response to
person’s behavior.
• Q4: Person did not receive robot’s attention.
These statements are adapted from the social presence
measure introduced by Harms and Biocca [24]. Since our

B. Procedure
The study procedure was divided into two parts.
• Part 1, where we only manipulated the look-at-path
behavioral condition.
• Part 2, where we manipulate both the look-at-path and
glance-at-human behavioral conditions.
For the ﬁrst part, participants were randomly assigned to
watch videos where the actual navigation goal was one of
the two positions shown in Fig. 5a. This way we remove
any effect on the goal direction caused by the experimental
setup or the robot appearance. Once assigned to an option,
participants watched one video where movements of the
robot head were disabled and another video of robot exhibiting the look-at-path behavior. The order of the videos
6 Videos
7 An

used for the user study: http://bit.ly/hbmc_video
example of on-line form: http://bit.ly/hbmc_form
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study captures a third person’s perspective, we have selected only four (of total six) dimensions, removing the
dimensions that measure affective and emotional aspects of
the interaction episode. The four selected dimensions are
co-presence (Q1), perceived message understanding (Q2),
perceived behavioral interdependence (Q3), and attentional
allocation (Q4).

3

No. of Participants

Participants' Ranking (Most Liked = 1)

Participant's prediction
150

Incorrect
Correct

***
p<0.0001
100

50

C. Results

0

2

1
no head−behavior

look−at−path

A

Head Behavior Condition

We collected data from N = 126 participants between age
17 and 59 (M ean = 27.82, SD = 6.44) who volunteered
for the video based user study. Out of 126 participants, 67
choose to answer in English, 36 in French, 20 in Spanish
and 3 in German.
For the ﬁrst two videos we manipulated the behavioral
condition look-at-path, our aim was to get an objective measure of improvement in robot motions. Results are plotted in
Fig. 7a, where we see an increase in the ratio of participants
who inferred the correct goal when look-at-path condition
was true. The difference in participants’ predictions of the
robot goal is signiﬁcant according to McNemar’s chi-squared
test (χ2 (DF = 1, N = 126) = 50.704, p < 0.0001).
Since the length of videos with and without look-at-path
behavior was same, these results show that, in given amount
of time, the look-at-path behavior results in a more accurate
perception of robot’s navigational goal. Therefore, we found
support for Hypothesis 1 concerning accuracy. The results
also conﬁrm that in absence of any cue the probability of
successful prediction of the robot goal is equivalent to what
is expected due to chance.
For the second part of the user study involving a humanrobot path crossing scenario, the box plot of participants’
liking about above listed three behaviors, A (the robot head
looking straight), B (the robot head looking at its path) and
C (the robot head looking at path and throwing a glance
at the human) are plotted in Fig. 7b. The Friedman rank
sum test reveals signiﬁcant differences in participants’ liking
about the three types of robot motions, (χ2 (DF = 2, N =
126) = 50.683, p < 0.0001). Moreover, the post hoc analysis
with Wilcoxon signed rank test shown signiﬁcant differences
between all three pairs of conditions as well. That means,
the participants signiﬁcantly preferred the robot motions
condition-C over the other two variants.
Fig. 7c shows participants’ responses to the socialpresence-measure questionnaire among four selected dimensions8 . We see signiﬁcant improvement along the copresence dimension with C-condition. Complementary to
this, we also see an increase in perceived attention given
to the human by the robot (note the negative nature of
Q4 for attention allocation). Both of the above mentioned
results indicate an increase in robot’s awareness towards the
human. Participants’ response towards Perceived message
understanding measure hints at overall enhancement in ﬂuency of the interaction episode. The dimension of perceived

(a) Bar chart showing successratio of participants’ prediction
of robot goal; indicating significant improvement with look-atpath behavior.
5

C

(b) Box plot of participants ranking over three head behavior conditions A, B and C; where C turn
out to be the most liked behavior
condition.

***
p<0.0001

Head Behavior
*
p=0.0496
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3
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(c) Bar charts of participants’ responses to social-presence-measure
questionnaire.

Fig. 7: Results of the user study.

behavioral interdependence also shows little improvement,
meaning the robot being more responsive to the human
presence. These results in combination with participants’
ranking partially support the Hypothesis 2.
D. Limitations
There are several limitations present in the design of this
study. It gives us a third-person’s perspective on humanrobot interactions, which is not sufﬁcient to adequately assess
the quality of the interaction episode with all dimensions of
the social-presence-measure test. The results are nonetheless
meaningful, as suggested by Syrdal et al. [23] it gives
valuable insights regarding user experiences related to the
assessment of human and robot interactions.
A comprehensive study should also include auditory clues
and multiple humans, which could directly affect the perceived safety of individual participants. The context of the
experiment, a path crossing scenario within a relatively small
area, limits the generalizability of our results. Subsequent
experiments would need to involve other shared navigation
situations to further elaborate the relationships between a
robots head expressions and how these are interpreted as
cues for its navigational intents.
V. C ONCLUSION
We reviewed literature on gaze behaviors from multiple
disciplines including human-robot interaction, psychology,

8 The

comparisons are annotated with signiﬁcance levels using “*”, *:
p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01, ***: p :< 0.001
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neurobiology, and computer simulation. Based on our review, we put forward a plausible framework to determine
dynamically an optimal gazing point, in which we formulated the robot gaze selection as a multi-criteria decisionmaking problem and solved it with the use of an analytic
hierarchy process based algorithm. The proposed algorithm
ﬁrst employs dedicated functions to provide gazing points
based on different sources of information. Each candidate
functions are then globally evaluated on account of perceived
social context. Along with the framework, we provided
implementation details that testify our proposal. Lastly, to
assess the resulting gazing behavior of the robot, we carried
out a video based user study that supports our hypotheses
and suggests improvements in participants’ perception of the
robot motions both objectively and subjectively.
We plan to explore other behavioral functions, e.g. robot
acknowledging a group of people, showing certain emotions
while navigating, and functions that explicitly take affordances of the environment into account. A machine learning
based approach for dynamically adapting the criteria weight
vector coupled with higher level perception modules is also
an exiting avenue for the future work. In the user study,
we did not include any placebo behavior (for example robot
looking at random points), testing such behavior against the
proposed approach and with a ﬁrst-person user study will
also be considered for the future work.
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The Role of Coupling Terms in Variable Impedance Policies Learning
Florian Winter, Matteo Saveriano and Dongheui Lee

and impedance [7] policy parameters. In [2], PI2 is applied to simultaneously learn motion trajectories and variable impedance gains using Dynamic Movement Primitives
(DMPs) [8] as policy representation. The impedance behavior of each joint is described by a DMP and a diagonal
stiffness matrix is learned, neglecting the interdependency
among different DoFs. Learning synergies and couplings in
motor control helps to better exploit dynamics capabilities
of human limbs [9], [10]. The beneﬁts of considering offdiagonal (coupling) terms in gain matrices are highlighted
in [11] with a robot weightlifting experiment. To reduce the
number of parameters, in [12] impedance tasks are efﬁciently
encoded as Correlated DMPs [13]. Full stiffness matrices
(coordination matrices) are associated to each primitive,
allowing to learn synergies across different motion variables.
We propose a novel RL algorithm to learn variable
impedance behaviors explicitly considering synergies among
DoFs. The proposed Coordination Policy Improvement with
Path Integral (C-PI2 ) combines the ﬂexibility of PI2 , that
allows arbitrary reward functions, with the possibility, offered
by Correlated DMPs, to learn couplings between DoFs.
Hence, rather than gain scheduling for each DoF, full stiffness matrices are learned by robot self practice. The proposed
approach outperform PI2 (and slightly PoWER) in terms of
learning speed, in tasks for which couplings among DoFs
cannot be neglected. In contrast to [12], where PoWER is
used to update the policy, our approach does not impose any
restriction on the immediate cost of the reward function.

Abstract— Enabling a robot to perform assistive tasks in everyday human environments requires adaptation capabilities to
compensate for unknown physical interaction forces. Impedance
deﬁnes the reaction behavior to such contacts, hence robust
and safe interaction may be facilitated by founding suitable
impedance gains. This paper proposes a novel reinforcement
learning approach to simultaneously learn trajectories and
impedance behaviors. A modiﬁed version of dynamic movement
primitives is used to compactly encode skills as a mixture of
dynamical systems. The resulting algorithm learns impedance
behaviors considering couplings across motor control variables
to allow a better exploitation of the dynamic capabilities of the
robot. A simulated comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Novel assistive robotics applications require efﬁcient physical interaction with unknown environments and human
beings in a safe and robust manner. Having a set of ﬁxed
impedance gains it is probably not sufﬁcient to adapt the
robot’s behavior to different interaction scenarios.
A possible solution to ﬁnd proper impedance gains is
offered by the framework of Reinforcement Learning (RL)
[1]. A valuable asset of RL is the availability of model-free
algorithms that do not require any model knowledge of the
robot nor the environment. This is a desirable property for
learning interaction tasks where good contact models are
hard to derive [2]. Due to the high-dimensional nature of
robot control problems, the robotics community focused on
policy-search RL methods [3]–[5], which search for solutions
in a smaller policy space that contains all possible policies
representable by a certain parametrization.
Recent developments in RL have brought out two different policy-search algorithms, namely Policy learning by
Weighting Exploration with the Returns (PoWER) [3] and
Policy Improvement with Path Integrals (PI2 ) [4], which
are considered state-of-the-art RL algorithms in robotics [5].
The empirical comparison between PoWER and PI2 in [4]
resulted in compatible performance of both algorithms. However, in case of PI2 , the immediate cost in the reward function
can be chosen arbitrary. Hence, boolean cost functions can
be used to encode whether a task has been succeeded or not
[2]. Although it cannot be concluded from these ﬁndings that
PI2 outperforms PoWER, a case may be made for a simpler
realization and a broader scope of applicability of PI2 .
Policy parametrization is a crucial aspect to reduce the
search space and to guarantee a rapid convergence. Human demonstrations can be used to initialize position [6]

II. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
A. Correlated Dynamic Movements Primitives (C-DMPs)
Consider that M demonstrations of a task are given
as a set of N positions xt , velocities ẋt and accelerations ẍt in joint or Cartesian space. C-DMPs [13]
N
represent training data {{xt , ẋt , ẍt }t=1 }M
i=1 as a mixture
of P spring-damper
(PD like) dynamical
systems ẍ =


P
P
X
V
with attractor vectors
j=1 ht,j K j (μj − xt ) − κ ẋt

P
μX
j , full stiffness matrices (i.e. coordination matrices) K j
P P
and scalar damping gain κV . The set {μX
j , K j }j=1 represents the learnable parameters.
To reproduce a desired path xti ,d , ẋti ,d , ẍti ,d (discretized
into N time steps ti with i = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1), the desired
position can be computed by summarizing the
Pweighted attractor points over all basis functions xti ,d = j=1 hti ,j μX
j ,
ψti ,j
T
T
where hti ,j = P ψ
and ψti ,j = N (ti ; μj , Σj ) are
l=1 ti ,l
composed of equally in time distributed Gaussians with
means μTj and variances ΣTj . The ψti ,j are activated by
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ln(ν )

time steps δθ X
j

ti = − αν tτi , where αν and τ determine the movement
duration. νt is set to νt = 1 to initiate the movement and
then converges to zero. The temporal
varying stiffness matrix
P
P
P
KP
is
computed
as
K
=
h
ti
ti
j=1 ti ,j K j , to generate the
PD motor command
V
ẍti ,d = K P
ti (xti ,d − xti ) − κ ẋti

N −1

P
i=0 (N −i)ψti ,j δΘti ,j
N −1
ψ
(N
−i)
t
,j
i=0
i

j=1

X
hti ,j (μX
j + ti ,j ) =

P

j=1

P

j=1

P
hti ,j (K P
j + Ξti ,j ) =

P

j=1

N
−1

j=i

qtj +

P
P
ΘP
j ← Θj + δΘj

(5)

The number of re-used rollouts for learning in C-PI2 (PI2 )
is set to σ = 5 and the number of rollouts per epoch used
for parameter updating is set to K = 10. Thus, C-PI2 (PI2 )
updates after the ﬁrst 10 rollouts and then after 5 more
rollouts using these 5 new rollouts and the best 5 of the
latter epoch. On the other hand, PoWER updates after each
rollout using the best σ = 5 performed rollouts.
In order to reﬁne and adapt the policy, the parameter
space must be explored by perturbing the parameters through
exploration noise t . The exploration noise is sampled from a
zero-mean Gaussian distribution at the beginning of a rollout
and kept constant during the entire rollout. To increase the
exploitation of the learned information, the exploration noise
magnitude ξ is decreased over the number of updates ϑ by
multiplying it with a decay parameter γ ϑ . We set γ ϑ = 0.99ϑ
for C-PI2 (PI2 ) and γ ϑ = 0.99ϑ/(K−σ−1) for PoWER.

X
hti ,j (θ X
j + ti ,j ) (2)

P
hti ,j (ΘP
j + Ξti ,j ) (3)

N −1
1  T
ẍ R ẍtj ,d
2 j=i+1 tj ,d

, leads eventually to parameter updates

A. Tuning Parameters Selection

with parameter matrices ΘP
j and exploration noise matrices
X
P
P
X
.
The
parameters
θ
ΞP
ti ,j
j = μj and Θj = K j form
the policy output ẍti ,d in equation (1), which can be interpreted as the motor command for the C-PI2 algorithm. As
a consequence, the immediate cost can be expressed [4] as
rti = qti + 12 ẍTti ,d R ẍti ,d with an arbitrary, state-dependent
cost function qti and a quadratic control weight matrix R.
The exploration vector for the trajectory in equation (2)
is drawn from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution X
ti ,j ∼
X
)
with
covariance
Σ
for
each
basis
function.
N (0, ΣX
j
j
Similarly, the exploration matrix in equation (3) is drawn
P
P
from ΞP
ti ,j ∼ N (0, Σj ), despite the covariance matrices Σj
have to be chosen to guarantee that the stiffness matrix K P
ti
in (3) is symmetric and positive semideﬁnite (SPS). Recalling
that the sum of two SPS matrices is a SPS matrix, a valid full
stiffness matrix K P
ti is obtained if the exploration matrices
are all SPS. These properties are retained in C-PI2 , since a
weighted averaging over SPS matrices is a SPS matrix.
The generalized cost term from PI2 is [4]
S(τ i ) = φtN +

and δΘP
=
j

III. S IMULATION R ESULTS

with parameter vectors θ X
j and exploration noise vectors
.
To
learn
full
stiffness
matrices, the policy K P
X
ti can
ti ,j
be parametrized in the policy form
KP
ti =

X
i=0 (N −i)ψti ,j δθ ti ,j
N −1
i=0 ψti ,j (N −i)

individually performed for each basis function j = 1, .., P .

(1)

In order to additionally learn the couplings between motor
control variables, the PI2 algorithm must be viewed from
a different perspective. A trajectory can be learned by
parametrizing the attractors xti ,d in the policy form
P


N −1

X
X
θX
j ← θ j + δθ j ,

B. Coordination Policy Improvement with Path Integrals

xti ,d =

=

B. Via-points task
The objective of this experiment is to learn to traverse
two given positions before reaching the goal position. We
1
(ut − dẋt ) with
consider the 2D point mass system ẍt = m
point mass m = 1, damping constant d = 1 and motor
command ut = mẍt,d + dẋt . The desired acceleration ẍt,d
in ut is generated with C-DMPs for C-PI2 and PoWER, with
DMPs for PI2 . Training data are generated using minimum
jerk trajectories.
The cost function is chosen to force the movement of
the point mass to pass through two intermediate via-points
p1 = [0.4 0.2]T and p2 = [0.6 0.8]T . The cost function
for PI2 and C-PI2 algorithm is rt = w1 δ(t − 0.2) p1 −
xt 2 + w2 δ(t − 0.4) p2 − xt 2 , where w1 = w2 = 1e10.
The Dirac delta function δ(•) pushes the point mass to
traverse p1 at t = 0.2s and p2 at t = 0.4s. To have an
equivalent optimization problem with PoWER, we use the
w1
2
+
reward function
r̃t = δ(t − 0.2)
 w
 exp − λ p1 − xt
2
2
δ(t−0.4) exp − λ p2 − xt
with w1 = w2 = 1e10. The
magnitudes of trajectory and stiffness exploration noises are
respectively set to ξ X = 0.03 and ξ P = 10 for C-DMPs and
ξ X = 20 and ξ P = 10 for gain-scheduling DMPs, which
yields a similar exploration in motor command space.
The cost over 2005 rollouts (400 updates of PI2 and C-PI2 )
of PoWER, PI2 and C-PI2 is depicted in Fig. 1. To achieve
the task (see Fig. 2) the novel C-PI2 algorithm needs only
120 rollouts, whereas PI2 converges after about 1500 rollouts.
Even though PoWER uses the same policy representation as
C-PI2 , it converges roughly after 200 rollouts, while the ﬁnal
cost is approximately the same (see Fig. 1).

(4)

where φtN is the terminal cost. The generalized cost of
each rollout path deﬁnes a probability of a path τ ki as
E (τ k )
P (τ ki ) = K S E i (τ k ) with automatic sensitivity regulaS
k=1
i


k
S(τ k
i )−min S(τ i )
that
tion term ES (τ ki ) = exp −hλ max S(τ
k )−min S(τ k )
i
i
maximizes the discrimination between experienced paths
for every time step i with sensitivity regulation constant
hλ [4]. Probability-weighted averaging over K rollouts
yields the trajectory andstiffness parameter updates at
K
P
k X ,k
each time step δθ X
ti ,j =
k=1 P (τ i )ti ,j and δΘti ,j =
K
P,k
k
k=1 P (τ i )Ξti ,j . Temporal weighted averaging over N
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PoWER. However, this comparison shows the beneﬁts of
learning full stiffness matrices when the coupling among
DoFs is not negligible.

Fig. 1. The noiseless costs (averaged over 10 experiments) of PI2 , PoWER
and C-PI2 are plotted on a semilogarithmic scale over 2005 rollouts with
standard deviation error bars. The plot on the right side zooms in to show
the ﬁnal cost during the last 20 rollouts.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
A novel RL algorithm, namely C-PI2 , has been proposed
to simultaneously learn trajectories and variable impedance
behaviors. The proposed approach improves the so-called PI2
algorithm, giving the possibility to learn couplings between
DoFs. C-PI2 uses C-DMPs, the same policy representation of
the PoWER algorithm. While PoWER imposes restrictions
on the reward function, in C-PI2 the reward function can be
arbitrary. A comparison on simulated tasks shows that C-PI2
converges faster than state-of-the-art RL approaches.
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Fig. 2. Trajectory of the point mass. (Left) Trajectory learned with PI2
after 1500 rollouts. (Right) Trajectory learned with C-PI2 and PoWER after
respectively 120 and 200 rollouts.

C. Via-gains task
Inspired by the previous via-points task, this experiment
shows how it is possible to learn speciﬁed stiffness gains at
certain time instants (via-gains) using C-PI2 . Learning different impedance behaviors in different directions is useful,
for example, in assembly tasks (peg in the hole). The cost
2
function is chosen as rt = w1 δ(t − 0.2) K 1 − K P
+
t
P 2
P
to have K t = K 1 at t = 0.2s
w2 δ(t − 0.4) K 2 − K t
and K P
t = K 2 at t = 0.4s. The variable stiffness matrix
KP
,
learned
with C-PI2 (after 210 rollouts), is depicted
t
in Fig. 3. The result is obtained with w1 = w2 = 1e5,
ξ X = 0.03, ξ P = 10 and


250 20
150 −20
and K 2 =
(6)
K1 =
20 150
−20 250
The initial stiffness gains are learned considering the variability in the training data as in [14]. Note that PI2 cannot
be adopted in this task since it learns a gain for each DoF,
while similar results can be achieved using PoWER.
Examples in this section show that learning the couplings
across dimensions may enhance the learning speed. Although
the performance of PoWER and C-PI2 are similar, C-PI2
has still the advantage of allowing arbitrary cost functions.
We want to underline that the proposed evaluation is not
a comparison between the general frameworks of PI2 and
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x

Abstract—When implementing robot-assisted therapy (RAT)
for children with autism it is not enough to simply plan for the
technology that will be used. This paper elaborates on the social
and ethical implications that need to be taken into consideration
when working with autistic children. A particular set of protocols
is presented, and we discuss how we implemented those steps in
an autism study with the NAO humanoid robot.

x

These become the points researchers need to address in a
therapy study if attempting to help autistic children overcome
their learning and interaction difficulties. Making the learning
process easier for autistic children means that the teacher has to
present them with a minimal amount of social cues and
information, display a great deal of patience when explaining
abstract concepts to the child, as well as be able to calmly
repeat the instructions several times if needed. These are
precisely the kind of requirements which first gave way to the
idea for using a robot as an educational toy or substitute
teacher. With their sensory and social simplicity, robots are
safe and friendly objects from which autistic children can
benefit greatly while playing or learning [4][5].

I. INTRODUCTION
Autism is a lifelong developmental disorder that manifests
itself with a wide range of cognitive disabilities [1][2].
Individuals who fall on the autism spectrum have an impaired
way of sensing the world around them – they perceive other
people differently, they sometimes develop certain repetitive
actions and rituals, and they can be prone to some learning
difficulties. Autism symptoms first present themselves in early
childhood and impact the children’s development of socioemotional skills. Autistic children struggle with receiving and
giving social cues, and being unable to interact with the teacher
and their peers in the classroom makes it difficult to fit in with
the class and learn new skills. For these reasons, autism therapy
is most effective if started when the child is in primary school.

Many humanoid robots have been used in studies for
autism-related RAT – NAO, Kaspar, Troy, the Lego NXT
Mindstorm robots. While all have been implemented in RAT,
there have been some subtle differences - implementing a robot
as a substitute teacher [6,7] vs. using the robot as a reward for
successfully learning something with a human teacher [8];
having sets of different exercises targeting several areas
[6,7][9] vs. engaging in a continuous turn-taking imitation
games [10,11]; having the robot follow a strict set of modules
with no modifications [8][11] vs. taking the modular,
individualized approach where the robot’s actions are tailored
to fit each of the children’s specific needs [10][12]. As
evidenced, there are many ways the robot van be programmed
to fit the needs of the RAT study, but that is only one of the
steps in the process.

A prerequisite to planning a therapy is comprehending the
symptoms autistic children might demonstrate in the classroom
and at home, as well as understanding how they evolve into
learning problems. One of the golden standards for early
autism diagnosis is the DSM-5 manual of criteria [3], which
categorizes the symptoms in two main groups:
1.

Deficits in communication and social interaction:
issues with socio-emotional reciprocity, non-verbal
communication, forming and maintaining relationships

2.

Occurrence of restricted, repetitive actions, interests
and behaviors: repetitive speech, movements and/or
use of objects, excessive adherence to routines and
rituals, resisting changes, abnormally intense interests,
hyper/hypo– sensory reactivity

II. NONTECHNICAL ASPECTS OF HRI STUDIES
Any study that has a human-robot interaction (HRI)
element in it (and even more so when the target group are
children) has got to carefully consider the nontechnical
questions that might be raised before getting to the main
programming stage. In our paper, we discuss the two major
groups of implications in detail:

From with these groups of symptoms, defectologists have
extracted the following learning difficulties in school [1]:
x
x
x

impaired social cognition, inability to share and
understand emotions, difficulties with imitation
issues with planning, organizing and solving problems

difficulties in extracting relevant cues and information,
issues with attention span
inability to properly express themselves via language
difficulties with comprehending abstract thoughts and
concepts

1. Social aspects
Planning to implement a humanoid robot as the social
component in an autism therapy plan questions the point of
what can be considered as a social robot. Several definitions
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Namely, all of the participants need to agree to join the
experiment of their own free will (in studies such as
ours, the parents give consent for the children), they
have the liberty to exit at any point they might wish to,
their safety and wellbeing are guaranteed, and all of the
data collected during the study is confidential and if
used in publications the privacy of the participants is of
the highest priority.

exist on this subject, differing only slightly by the list of
requirements about the robot’s abilities [13]:
x

ability to interact and communicate with humans while
following their social and behavioral norms

x

ability to express and perceive human emotions,
communicate with high-level dialogue, use natural
cues (touch, eye gaze, gestures), establish and maintain
social relationships

x

ability to imitate human or animal behavior and
communicate (verbally or nonverbally) on several
levels – tactile, kinesthetic, sensory, emotional,
cognitive and social

III. IMPLEMEMENTATION
From the previous section it becomes evident that a more
formalized approach is needed when attempting an RAT study
in order for all of the abovementioned issues to be addressed.
Shamsuddin et al [17] have proposed a structured set of ten
procedures to be considered when embarking on a RAT study.
For our project, which was on a smaller scale (six children and
lasting eight weeks), we loosely combined the ten steps in six
distinct groups of procedures to be used as guidelines. The
steps were planned out as following:

These criteria encompass most of the requirements for a
socially assistive robot, but in addition to them there’s one
more feature that needs to be considered - safety. For the robot
to be engaging to the autistic child it is not enough to simply fit
the social expectations about its interaction abilities, it also
needs to have a friendly appearance, to not be physically
imposing (i.e. to be the size roughly of a human toddler or
slightly larger), and to have plainly colored and sturdy body
that will be the right balance between too mechanical and too
humanoid. Following these basic requirements for a robot in
autism therapy ensure the children will find it engaging [14].

A. Establish aim of HRI and form a multidisciplinary team
Our aim with this study was to try a new approach to help
autistic children with learning. A motivational factor here was
that in our country there is still strong stigma against mentally
disabled people (and children in particular), which incentivized
us to help the children overcome some of their learning and
communication difficulties via robot-assisted therapy. The
multidisciplinary team we formed consisted of roboticists,
defectologists from the center for assistive technology “Open
the Windows” who helped us select our participants, and the
children’s parents.

2. Ethical aspects
There are several distinct issues from an ethical standpoint
when implementing humanoid robots in autism-related RAT:
x

x

x

Level of emotional attachment – autistic children might
develop emotions and attachment for the robot if they
are led to believe it is an independent being capable of
intelligent interaction and attachment [15]. This is even
more observable in studies where the robot interacts
autonomously (i.e. the modules are fixed and there’s
no human controller present), or in cases where there is
total teleoperation of the robot. The children getting
attached to the robot and then having the study end
might be detrimental to their health and undo all the
previous work. This is solved by following an
approach where the child clearly perceives the robot as
a friendly educational toy instead of a substitute for a
human friend.

B. Subject selection based on diagnosis and other criteria
Since this was going to be a study focusing on robotassisted therapy for autism, the only inclusion criteria was that
the children fall somewhere on the autistic spectrum. Since we
selected our participants from the children that were already
visiting the center for regular therapy, we knew for each of
them their autism diagnosis, and the defectologists selected the
initial group of eight children for the study. The two exclusion
criteria we had were extreme fear/discomfort from the robot
and insurmountable language barrier, for each of which we
excluded one child. There was brief consideration whether to
have physical disabilities as a third exclusion criteria, but we
reconsidered and just adjusted the exercises for the children
who needed it.

Use of robots in as human substitutes in therapy –
there are studies done on the general population about
whether it is ethical for robots to be included in therapy
with children, and whether it is ethical for robots to
replace humans in therapy and teaching [13]. The
results show that while a large percentage (85%) agree
that it is ethically acceptable to include robots in some
way in therapy, only 26% agree that the robots should
serve as replacements for the human teachers in
therapy, and instead insist the robot be completely
teleoperated or used as a toy.

C. Ethics approval, briefing and consent from parents
The ethical issues noted in the previous section were all
discussed and addressed with the parents and the
defectologists. The decision to have an engineer and a
defectologist present at all times and be visibly interacting with
and controlling the robot was consciously made as to diminish
the effect of the robot being perceived as an independent being.
The other ethical concerns were addressed by communication
with the parents directly: the children had complete liberty to
leave the study at any point, the use of their personal
information was strictly controlled – the parents requested for

Standard ethical protocol in HCI/HRI studies – when
working with any group of human participants in these
kind of studies, the target group needs to be briefed on
the standard ethical guidelines and protocols [16].
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brought in more factors to consider in the planning phase, was
still a crucial point towards achieving a more balanced project.

the children to be referred by their initials instead of their full
names and allowed us to disclose their ages, nationality and
gender, as well as any other medical conditions the children
had for the purposes of further results analysis.

5
4

D. Assessment of needs and robot programming
Our study followed the modular approach - we started with
a fixed set of exercises and then adjusted them mid-classes
according to each of the children’s abilities and reactions. The
technology used was the NAO humanoid robot. The modules
were designed in accordance with the specified requirements
from the defectologists. The modules consisted of exercises for
improving communication and interactions skills, exercises
concerned with the concepts of body awareness and
possession, exercises for improving spatial awareness and
orientation, and exercises for understanding the concept of
colors. The exercises were designed so as to include all of the
important features needed for autism therapy – turn taking
when interacting, imitation games, physical exercises, tactile
elements, introducing new concepts via easily understandable
commands, and focus on learning proper interaction protocols.

3

First class

2

Last class

1
0
0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20+

Fig. 1. Comparison histogram of the children’s performance evaluated in
amount of time (in minutes) for exercise completion.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results we obtained from our
quantitative evaluation, illustrating the differences between the
time (in minutes) it took the children to complete the set of
exercises in their first and last class with NAO. The positive
change is easily observed – while at the beginning most of the
children needed at least 10-15 minutes to finish the exercises,
by the end of our study half of the children finished them in
less than 10 minutes. Additionally, what we noted with all of
the children was a decreased fear from NAO and increased
interest in engaging the robot by themselves.

E. Child-robot interaction in experimental set-up
The classes spanned over eight weeks and took place in the
center’s classrooms where the children had their usual therapy
classes, taking up either the first or last 10-15 minutes from
their normally scheduled classes. Each child was accompanied
by their defectologist, and at the beginning by one or both
parents as well, with the goal of providing them with a familiar
and safe environment, and to downplay the possibly
frightening effect of meeting NAO for the first time. NAO was
seated on a table in the classroom facing the child and the other
people present and it performed the exercises interactively with
the child, while a roboticist was connected to NAO via laptop
and monitored the situation for any modifications needed.

C1
C2
C3

First class

C4

Last class

C5

F. Data analysis
When planning the exercises we also had to plan what kind
of approach would we follow for results evaluation.
Attempting a strictly quantitative analysis model is difficult in
any child-robot study, and even more so in autism studies. In
the end, we went for a mixed method approach – quantitative
measurements were taken only in regards to the time it took the
children to complete a whole set of exercises, whereas the
qualitative analysis was performed mid-classes and amounted
to monitoring the children’s reactions to the robot and the
exercises, with the purpose of being able to quickly adjust the
modules if needed and help the children accomplish them
faster and with more ease.

C6
Fig. 2. Comparison of the first and last class performance for each child.

In this paper, we sought to demonstrate how considering all
the different aspects when embarking on an RAT study can
positively influence the outcome. By carefully defining and
following our guidelines in the planning phase, we ensured that
the eight-week long experiment went without any obstacles and
negative developments, and we ultimately reached our goal,
which was to help the children in our target group improve
their learning and communication abilities.
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Robot Adaptation to Human Fatigue in Human-Robot Co-Manipulation
Luka Peternel, Nikos Tsagarakis and Arash Ajoudani

Abstract— In this extended abstract we present a study
on robot adaptation to human fatigue in human-robot comanipulation. We developed a method that allows the robot
to estimate the human physical fatigue and adapt its physical
behaviour to ofﬂoad the human counterpart of some load.
The robot starts to cooperate with the human with minimal
preprogrammed skill and then gradually obtains skill through
machine learning. At the same time, the robot uses human
fatigue model to estimate when the human becomes tired. When
a certain level of fatigue is detected, the robot takes over the
physically demanded aspect of the task by using the previously
learnt behaviour. The human can then partially relax while
still remaining present to perform the aspects of the task that
are of cooperative nature and cannot be performed by a single
agent. We validated the proposed method with experiments on a
cooperative wood sawing task using hardware setup consisting
of KUKA Lightweight Robot and Pisa/IIT Softhand.








Fig. 1: The proposed human-robot co-manipulation framework for robot
adaptation to human fatigue. The robot is controlled by a hybrid
force/impedance controller. The myoelectric feedback interface provides the
robot controller with a feedback about human motor behaviour to achieve an
appropriate impedance proﬁle in different phases of the task. Force/torque
sensors provide a feedback for force/torque related tasks. The human fatigue
estimation system provides the robot with the state of the human physical
fatigue. The learning system allows the robot to acquire skill of the task
execution during the cooperation with the human partner.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Humanoid robot collaboration with humans is one of the
key aspects of humanoid robotics. The humanoid robot is
expected to help the human user in various tasks. Many of
these tasks require collaborative effort to achieve successful
or comfortable execution. One such common example is
cooperative tool use that requires co-manipulation of the
same objects. Therefore, humanoid robots must be able to
collaborate with the human partners to be able to assist us
in industrial and household settings.
An essential part of any kind of physical human-robot
collaboration is the ability of the robot to read the intention
and state of the human partner and appropriately adapt its
behaviour. Another important aspect of human-robot collaboration is human fatigue. Unlike humanoid robot, human
is prone to fatigue. Physical fatigue can affect the human
performance rapidly and unpredictably when the task is
dynamic and when it requires handling of considerable loads.
In such case, the robot should be able to recognise the human
fatigue and adapt its behaviour to offer additional physical
support in the given task, or even take over the execution of
the task (if applicable). However, the human should ideally
remain in the loop to continue to supervise the task execution
and/or perform aspects of the task that are of collaborative
nature.
While the physical fatigue of the human is a well-studied
subject in neuroscience and physiology [1], [2], there are
only a few studies of human fatigue in human-robot collaboration setting. In a recent study, Sadrfaridpour et al. [3] used

model-based [2] human muscle fatigue estimation to adjust
the working speed of collaboration in component assembly
task. The task of the robot was to pick the necessary parts and
place them near the human, who then sequentially performed
the assembly alone. However, this method did not address
simultaneous co-manipulation (i.e. human and robot are not
physically coupled with a tool/object while performing the
task). In addition, robot behaviour did not change beyond
adaptation of execution speed.
II. M ETHODS
In this paper, we examine the human fatigue in humanrobot co-manipulation and propose a novel method that
allows the robot to adapt its physical behaviour to the human
fatigue. The robot physical behaviour is controlled through
the human muscle activity based interface proposed in [4].
Initially, the robot has only a basic skill and mainly imitates
the human during the collaborative task execution. Gradually,
the robot learns the appropriate trajectories from the cooperation with the human using online machine learning. During
the course of the task execution, the robot then uses the learnt
skill and adapts its physical behaviour based on the estimated
human fatigue. The robot adaptation is aimed to ofﬂoad the
human partner of the main physical strain of the given task,
while the human continues to supervise the operation and
executes the aspects of the task that the robot cannot take
over (i.e. aspects that require collaborative effort).
To estimate the human fatigue we propose a new model
based on the dynamical response of resistorcapacitor (RC)
circuit. This model has a similar dynamics to the previously
proposed models based on the human muscle force [2]. The

Authors are with HRI2 Lab and HHCM Lab, Department of Advanced Robotics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Genoa, Italy, Email:
luka.peternel@iit.it
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main difference is that our model estimates the fatigue based
on the observed muscle activity obtained from electromyography (EMG). One advantage of muscle activity based
model is that it can also provide the information of effort
that comes from muscle co-contraction, which cannot be
observed through measured force at the end-point or torque
in the joint. Another advantage is that force measurement is
not required on the human side.
The proposed method is described by block scheme in
Fig. 1. We controlled the motion of the robot by hybrid
force/impedance controller that uses information about the
human intention provided by a muscle activity based humanrobot interface (refer to [4] for details). We use hybrid
force/impedance controller to control the robot behaviour
during the cooperation with the human. We allocate different
axes of the robot task frame to a particular task, i.e. either
motion control (through impedance) or force control (by PI
controller).
The fatigue of the collaborating human partner was estimated by a model that was based on the human muscular
effort measured by electromyography (EMG). We based
our human fatigue model on RC circuit dynamics, which
corresponds well with fatigue dynamics observed/modelled
by human studies [2]. The capacitor voltage (normalised to
the source voltage) is equivalent to fatigue, conductance of
resistor is equivalent to the current effort of the muscle and
capacitance of capacitor is equivalent to the capacity of the
muscle in terms of endurance. The model is described as
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Fig. 2: Results of the experiment. The ﬁrst graph shows the human muscle
activity in the shoulder joint (A1 is related to anterior action and A2 to
posterior action). The second graph shows the estimated human muscle
fatigue (for each muscle). The third graph shows the robot reference (blue)
and actual (red) trajectory of the sawing motion. The last graph shows the
estimated frequency of collaboration as estimated by an adaptive oscillator.

on KUKA Lightweight Robot that uses Pisa/IIT Softhand
(see Fig. 1 for the setup). We selected a cooperative task
of wood sawing using two-person saw. This experimental
task has been shown to provide challenging conditions for
experimental analysis of human-robot co-manipulation [4],
[8], and therefore should be suitable to validate the proposed
method. A portion of the results is shown in Fig. 2. We
can see that when the estimated fatigue reached a predeﬁned
level (70% of endurance capacity) the robot started to take
over the sawing motion using the online learnt trajectory.
The human muscle activity then signiﬁcantly reduced as the
primary sawing motion was done by the robot. The human
remained present to supervise the execution and perform
collaborative aspects of the task (i.e. stabilise the saw at the
human’s end).

(1)
(2)

where Vi ∈ [0 1] represents the fatigue index, Gi is parameter
that represents the current effort dynamics based on current
muscle activity Ai ∈ [0 1] and Ci is fatigue-related capacity
of the given muscle i. Parameter C encodes human muscle
speciﬁcs and should be tuned based on the individual subject
and muscles used in the given task. The higher the parameter
C is, the more effort G over time it takes for the fatigue to
take effect.
We estimated the parameter C for each muscle by a
preliminary experiment. In this experiment, we instructed the
human to produce a reference muscle activity A by exerting
muscle force until he/she could not endure it any more.
This fatigue estimation procedure is subject dependant. The
subject was asked to endure the effort until task production
became uncomfortable due to the muscle fatigue. The measured endurance time was used in estimation of C.
The robot learnt the physical behaviour (reference motion
trajectories) during the initial stages of collaborative task execution. We used Dynamical Movement Primitives (DMPs)
[5] to encode the robot motion trajectories, which were learnt
online by Locally Weighted Regression [6]. The robot used
Adaptive Frequency Oscillators [7] to estimate the desired
task execution speed and control the phase and frequency of
the learnt DMPs.
We demonstrate the proposed approach with experiments
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Online payload estimation for a ﬂoating-base legged robot
Arturo Laurenzi, Navvab Kashiri, Darwin G. Caldwell and Nikos G. Tsagarakis

Abstract— The aim of this article is to propose an algorithm
for payload estimation of a ﬂoating base legged robot, in terms
of both positional and inertial parameters. Such an estimation
can be used for updating the robot dynamic model, which is
typically employed for both model-based lower and higher level
control schemes.

I. INTRODUCTION
Disaster scenarios have always been recognized as one of
the main future applications for autonomous robots. In particular, legged robots are expected to perform the best, since
they can cope well with irregular terrains, while wheeled
robots can only overcome obstacles smaller than the wheels
radius. In this circumstance, the ability to carry a payload is
arguably of paramount importance, e.g. for clearing debris
obstructing a passage or even to carry injured humans to a
safer area. Furthermore, since robots are often controlled by
some model based algorithm, payload identiﬁcation has to
be performed in order to update the dynamical model which
the controller is based on, so that satisfactory performance
can be obtained regardless of the load. The identiﬁcation
process will require some kind of sensory information: in
the present work it will be assumed that at least joint
positions and torques can be measured, while no contact
force measurement will be needed instead.
As far as ﬁxed-based manipulators are concerned, the
standard solution which has been proposed in the literature
[1], [2] amounts to suitably parametrize the payload so that
the force/momentum exchange between the payload and the
robot is linear with respect to the chosen parameters. A
linear parametric estimation problem is thus obtained, which
can be solved e.g. by weighted least squares. Since the
regressor matrix depends on joint positions, velocities and
accelerations as well, this approach is especially suitable for
ofﬂine estimation where anti-causal ﬁlters can be used for
numerically differentiating the encoders readings.
However, it can be noticed that payload identiﬁcation
shares some similarities with the problem of estimating the
end-effector wrench exchanged with the environment. In this
case, some solutions that do not require joint accelerations
have been suggested [3], [4], based on the pre-ﬁltering
of the dynamics equations and on generalized momenta,
respectively.
A remarkable simpliﬁcation arises from assuming the
robot to be in a quasi-static conﬁguration, thus eliminating
the need for joint velocities/accelerations. As it will be shown
in the remainder of this work, in a quasi static case only the
payload mass and position can be identiﬁed, while its mass
distribution (i.e. the payload inertia matrix) in unobservable.
Indeed, this is an intuitive fact, since the inertia matrix takes
63

part in a mechanical system dynamics only in the presence
of a non-null angular velocity.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Let us consider a quadrupedal robot which is in contact
with the ground via  ∈ {3, 4} point feet. Moreover, for the
sake of simplicity, assume the robot legs to have 3 actuated
degrees of freedom (DOF) each (i.e. they are non-redundant).
The inverse dynamics of such a system can be computed by
assuming a particular link of the robot (i.e. the ﬂoating base,
also called pelvis link) to be connected to the ground via 6
unactuated virtual joints. Thus, if na indicates the number
of actuated joints, the total number of DOFs will be given
by n = na + 6. The overall conﬁguration vector q ∈ Rn is
obtained by concatenating the virtual joints positions qb ∈
R6 and the actuated joints positions qa ∈ Rna , as follows:

q
(1)
q= b .
qa
The inverse dynamics equation can then be obtained by the
standard Euler-Lagrange method, resulting in the following
expression:
M(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = Sa τ + JTC λC ,

(2)

where M(q) ∈ Rn×n is the joint space inertia matrix,
n(q, q̇) ∈ Rn is the sum of centrifugal/Coriolis terms
nc (q, q̇) and of gravity torques ng (q):
n(q, q̇) = nc (q, q̇) + ng (q).

(3)

Moreover, τ ∈ Rna is the vector of actuated joint torques,
λC ∈ Rk is the vector of contact forces (one for each stance
foot, i.e. k = 3 · ), and JC ∈ Rk×n is the contact points
Jacobian. Finally, the matrix Sa ∈ Rn×na has the following
expression:
!
06×na
Sa =
.
(4)
In a
If a payload is placed on the pelvis link, equation (2) modiﬁes
to
(5)
M(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) = Sa τ + JTC λC + JTb λl ,
where Jb ∈ R6×n indicates the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the pelvis origin and λl ∈ R6 denotes the wrench
applied by the payload to the pelvis link.
As shown in [2, p. 123], the payload torque term appearing
in the right-hand side of (5) can be expressed as a linear
function of the payload parameters vector θ ∈ R10 , which
is deﬁned as follows:


(6)
θ = m cT θIT ,
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where m ∈ R+ is the payload mass, c ∈ R3 is deﬁned as
c = mp with p ∈ R3 being the position of the payload centre
of mass (COM) expressed in the pelvis link reference frame,
and θI ∈ R6 is the vector comprising the six moments of
inertia with respect to the same reference frame.
Considering the quasi-static case, since the robot statics
equation does not depend on the payload mass distribution,
a reduced parameter vector θ red ∈ R4 can be deﬁned as
!
m
red
.
(7)
θ =
c
Finally, using recursive estimation tools such as the Kalman
Filter or the Recursive Least Squares (RLS) algorithm, the
payload parameters are estimated.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the proposed approach in payload
estimation is validated by means of a simulation study
performed in the Gazebo simulator [5]. In the experiment, a
quadrupedal robot of total mass M = 108 kg comprising
four legs weighing 14 kg each and a 52 kg pelvis (see
Figure 1) is loaded
 with external point
T masses . The payload
is located at p = 0.2 −0.1 0.1 metres w.r.t. the pelvis
reference frame, and the payload weight increases during the
experiment. Kinematic and dynamic quantities are computed
via the RBDL library [6] while parameter estimation is done
via a standard recursive least squares algorithm [7, p. 305].
Notice that, since the simulated robot is characterized by
spherical feet, the actual contact point with the ground depends on the foot orientation. Conversely, in the identiﬁcation
algorithm the contact point of each foot is always assumed
to be at the foot tip.
The obtained results are presented in the following table:
for each value of the payload weight, the estimated mass
along with the corresponding relative error, and the estimate
position along with the related error are reported. Note that,
since the robot pelvis is in an horizontal pose, only the x, y
components of the COM position are observable.
Mass
(kg)

Est. mass
(kg)

Rel. error
(–)

0.3
1.0
7.0
13
19

0.42
1.12
7.15
13.18
19.20

39.9%
12.0%
2.1%
1.4%
1.1%

Est. position
(m)


−0.15
−0.18
−0.20
−0.20
−0.20


0.07
0.87
0.10
0.10
0.10

Fig. 1.

The quadrupedal robot used in simulation.
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Error
(m)
0.055
0.024
0.0055
0.0037
0.0030
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A Synchronization Index for Enhanced Human-Exoskeleton Interaction
Wansoo Kim1 , Donghwan Lim2 , Hyungi Moon2 , and Changsoo Han3

of the developed exoskeleton to determine whether it can be
operated through human-synchronized gait control.

Abstract— We present the evaluation of the developed
Hanyang Exoskeleton Assistive Robot (HEXAR)-CR50, which
performs human-synchronized gait motions to augment human power. To verify the performance of the HEXAR-CR50
with the implemented HRI control algorithm, a performance
evaluation was conducted by proposed performance index. We
proposed synchronization ratios S, which were represented
as a percentage of synchronized motion performance. The
results of the experiments, which aimed to measure in swing
motion, veriﬁed the performance of the human-synchronized
gait control algorithm used in the HEXAR-CR50.

II. E XOSKELETON S YSTEM
The HEXAR-CR50 is an underactuated exoskeleton system that consists of four modules: a torso harness, a hip
module, a knee module, and an ankle module. The purpose
of this exoskeleton system is human power augmentation for
load-carrying tasks in military and industrial ﬁelds. It can
carry loads of 20-30 kg through electrical motor units and
the joint mechanism. The HEXAR-CR50 has seven DOF per
leg: three for hip motions, one for knee motions, and three
for ankle motions. Our previous study provided more details
about the design concept of the HEXAR-CR50 [6].
The control goal of the robot interacting with a human
has interaction forces Fint are become zero, through this
synthesis, robots are synchronized with human motion. A
closed loop is composed of feedback Fint which is deﬁned
by a linear impedance model.
Swing leg controller is based on observation, assuming
that the interaction force applied to robots is a disturbance.
For robots to be operated by feedback of Fint to the control algorithm, F̂int should be estimated. However, it is different in
that the disturbance force F̂int is estimated using a feedback
loop with an inverse dynamic model of the real plant. The
force observation leads to simple system parameterization,
where the system is modeled simply as a nominal mass
matrix (task space) or a nominal inertia matrix (joint space)
[7], [8]. In application of force observer control, an interface
modiﬁed for wearers and an interface where the locations of
the measured interaction forces are not modiﬁed need to be
considered. The joint-space torque disturbance is estimated
as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION
An exoskeleton robot system is a human-controlled
human-robot cooperation system in which motion control
is identiﬁed by human motion, environment recognition,
and force generation and is controlled by humans to assist
wearers of the system with muscular strength in various environments. This system combines the mechanical structure
with the external human body, thereby increasing the muscle
strength of the wearer of the exoskeleton. Since the 1990s,
exoskeletons have been researched in many countries, including the United States (US), Japan, and Europe. The purpose
of the current research is to allow for the utilization of the
exoskeleton in different areas, such as military, industrial,
medical, and rehabilitation ﬁelds [1], [2], [3].
The performance index of exoskeleton robot are estimated
by measuring human metabolic power in related work site.
Sawicki and Ferris presented the performance index as a
metric of measuring the relationship between applied positive
power and change in metabolic power [4]. And Mooney
and Herr developed a general model called Augumentation
Factor (AF) to predic the metabolic impact caused by a worn
exoskeleton [5]. Human-robot interaction forces are valuable
tool for verifying the design and control in exoskeleton,
because design and control of exoskeleton are based on
human-robot interactions as connected always.
In this paper, we proposed performance index as a verifying the synchronized motion with the human and exoskeleton. The synchrnonization ratio which is proposed to
measure the performance, is applied to swing motion for
developed exoskeleton robot, Hanyang Exoskeleton Assistive
Robot (HEXAR)-CR50 [6].We will evaluate the performance

τ̂ int = G−1 (s) − τ c

(1)

where G−1 (s) is the inverse dynamic model represented
by the inertia matrix, centrifuge, and the Coriolis term for
the measured value. τ c is the joint torque of the plant.
Assuming that the nonlinearities of the actual robot model
can be ignored, a relationship of G(s)G−1 (s) = 1 may be
established between the inverse dynamics model G−1 (s) and
the real robot plant G(s). A base frame was attached to the
torso link, while the foot link can be represented by a serial
manipulator and end effector. The swing model is a threeDOF manipulator with hip, knee, and ankle joints. A set of
variables qsw ∈ R3 that effectively describe the link positions
of a three-DOF model, termed generalized coordinates, were
chosen.
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same experimental result as Fs,sw = F̂int,sw if the control of
the exoskeleton is actuated perfectly. The FT sensor (Mini45 model, ATI Co.), which is used to measure interaction
forces directly, is placed on the upper side of the ankle joint.
The FT sensor used in the experiment can measure six-axis
forces and torque, but only three-axis forces are required
in the motions in the sagittal plane. Hence, only threeaxis forces were measured in the experiment. The sensors
and humans are connected through the ankle brace. The
estimated interaction torque, with respect to two-DOF joints,
is converted into a force and expressed as follows:

x
 


θsync

y
 


F̂int,sw = F̂int,swx

 



  









τ̂int,swz
T

F̂int,swy


= J −1 (q) τ̂int,sw1

 

z

τ̂int,sw2

(2)

In addition, the forces measured in the FT sensor can be
calculated using the following:





Fs,sw = Fsx
Fig. 1: The synchronization ratio for the human-robot interaction motion. The arrow shows the interaction forces with
the blue one F̂int,sw and red one Fint,sw .

Fsy

τsz



(3)

To express this quantitatively, this study proposed a synchronization ratio. The synchronization ratio is a match
between the interaction forces of the human and the robot.
To express synchronization, each force vector should be
normalized as:

III. D EFINITION OF S YNCHRONIZATION R ATIO

FnormS =

This section describes the experiments conducted to verify
the performance of the developed exoskeleton. The control algorithms were applied to the developed exoskeleton,
HEXAR-CR50. It is very difﬁcult to represent the operational performance of the exoskeleton as a quantitative
index because the human and the robot are connected. The
exoskeleton motion veriﬁed the performance of the humanrobot interaction force based control algorithm by analyzing
the exoskeletons motion control.
In particular, control in the swing phase does not measure
the interaction force directly but estimates the interaction
force through the torque observer-based control algorithm.
To verify the control law, if the estimated torque τ̂ int,sw
is compared with the torque τ int,sw applied to the robot
by humans and expressed quantitatively, then it will result
in an effective performance evaluation. However, since the
estimated torque is expressed in the joint space, it is difﬁcult
to express the torque intuitively applied by a human. It is
also difﬁcult to represent the interaction torque between the
robot and the human using a direct measurement because of
various interaction points.
Connecting parts of the exoskeleton with human are conﬁgured in the torso and foot modules, which are located in
the terminal area in the task space. Therefore, it is possible
to verify the same effect if the estimated torque is expressed
as force vector Fint,sw ∈ R3 converted to the task space
through multiplication with inverse jacobian J −1 τ̂ int,sw . The
interaction force felt by a human can be expressed as the
force measured at the force
/torque (FT) sensor. The estimated force F̂int,sw and measured
through the FT sensor in the task space can obtain the

Fs,sw
Fs,sw

(4)

F̂int,sw
"
FnormH = "
"F̂int,sw "

(5)

By performing the inner product of the normalized vector FnormS and FnormH , the synchronization ratio S can be
represented:
S = FnormS , FnormH × 100

(6)

Figure 1 depicts a synchronization ratio. The synchronization ratio expressed by the inner product of two vectors is
represented by the angle of two vectors. The performance
can be expressed as:
(BAD) − 100% ≤ S ≤ 100% (GOOD)

(7)

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To evaluate the operation performance in the swing phase
using the proposed synchronization ratio, an experimental
environment was conﬁgured. The experiment was conducted
by differentiating the swing leg motions by speed. The speed
was set to 0.17Hz, 0.33Hz and 0.5Hz, based on the endeffector.
The experimental results represented the estimated force
FnormH through the torque observer control and measured
forces FnormS measured from the FT sensor. The experiment
results represented the normalized force vector FnormS and
FnormH , calculated results of the synchronization ratio S and
angle of two vectors θsync at the same time. The experimental
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in the above three speeds obtained an average of 68.51%,
which veriﬁed the imitation of swing leg motions by the
torque observer-based control. However, in some sections,
the S was close to −100%, which means that human and
robot motions were not synchronized, but were moving in
opposite directions. This phenomenon occurs in the period
during which the speed decreases to the direction of the
motion change. In addition, as the speed condition decreased,
the S also decreased by about 10%. This phenomenon
occurred in sections where the swing legs performed a
transition in directions; a delay occurred because of the
robots delayed response to the direction transition intention
of the human. In addition, this phenomenon was caused by
low backdrivability in the harmonic gears, which means that
friction compensation for the harmonic gears did not operate
optimally However, the swing motion of the exoskeleton
showed a synchronized motion performance of 68.51% on
average, according to the human motion intention through
the estimated torque. Therefore, the exoskeleton was able
to operate satisfactorily within the target motion speed and
direction.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed veriﬁcation method
of synchronized motion for a lower-extremity exoskeleton
which as called the synchronization ratio S. S is applied to
swing motion for developed exoskeleton HEXAR-CR50, and
evaluate the performance for the synchronized motion that
was controlled by estimated human-robot interaction force.
The exoskeleton motion showed an S of 68.51%, which
veriﬁed that the robot created motion according to human
intention. And S was close to −100% in some sections. We
could analized that phenomenon occured in sections where
the swing legs performed a transition in directions using the
S.
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Fig. 2: The normalized force and synchronization ratio with
the swing motion speed. The dotted line depicts the normalized force vector for the measured interaction force by the FT
sensor. The blue line shows the normalized interaction force
vector, which was estimated by the swing control algorithm.
The black line shows the synchronization ratio, which has
values of -100 to 100%.

results of the synchronization ratio, with respect to swing
motions speed, are shown in Figure 2.
Higher S represents the better tracking performance of the
robot with the human motion, causing the lower values of
θsync which is the angles between F̂int,sw and Fs,sw . The S
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A Comparison of Null-space Projection and
Mixture of Torque Controllers for Motion Generation
Niels Dehio and Jochen J. Steil
Abstract— Null-space based approaches for redundant robots
implement a strict, hierarchical prioritization for tracking multiple objectives during motion generation. In contrast, a recently
developed mixture of controller approach superposes torques
from several reactive control modules and thereby enables
to ﬂexibly impose priorities for pursuing different tasks in
parallel. The contribution of this paper is a comparison of both
approaches in terms of precision and ﬂexibility. Experiments
are performed with the compliant humanoid robot COMAN
and the KUKA LWR IV+ in simulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots have recently become proﬁcient in abilities such
as efﬁcient walking [1] or catching objects in ﬂight [2].
While performing single tasks individually can be solved
for many such skills, simultaneous and ﬂexible tracking of
multiple objectives is a persistent research question. One key
challenge is to smoothly combine multiple reactive torquecontrol modules which represent task objectives and ensure
proper prioritization between those [3].
Null-space based motion control frameworks based on
inverse kinematics or inverse dynamics allow for synthesizing several objectives [4]–[8]. In such hierarchical schemes,
high-priority tasks are executed directly, while low priority
tasks are projected in the orthogonal null-space with respect
to the analytic solution of the primary task. This control
strategy allows for precise and guaranteed execution of the
primary task e.g. reaching or manipulating an object, while
secondary objectives (like joint limit avoidance) are handled
within the null-space. When controlling highly redundant
robots such as humanoids, multiple torque-control modules
can be superimposed in the null-space to achieve a range
of (sub)tasks simultaneously [3], [9]. This scheme of strict
hierarchy can be extended to multiple stages [10], [11] but
cannot accommodate ﬂexibility with respect to changing
priority levels easily.
As an alternative approach, [12] proposed a torque-based
mixture of controller approach that computes a weighted
sum of torques without null-space projection matrices. Each
torque-controller represents a particular objective, e.g. balancing, minimal effort, tracking or avoiding joint limits.
This control strategy extends the idea of superposing torques
in the null space [3], [9]. It also includes torque-control
modules that are not Jacobian based and thus cannot be easily
accommodated in the null-space hierarchy. Note that direct
superposition of joint torques is semantically meaningful in

Fig. 1: Dynamics simulation with the COMpliant huMANoid
COMAN. The robot tracks a desired task space end effector
trajectory with the right arm and tries to maintain a minimum
effort conﬁguration simultaneously.

contrast to joint angles, where superposition can lead to
geometrically infeasible solutions. In addition, if the robot is
sufﬁciently redundant and the control modules are carefully
designed, undesired and undeﬁned competitions of control
modules are avoided [3]. Indeed, psychophysical studies with
human subjects support the superposition of torques in ankle
angle control for unperturbed and perturbed stance [13].
When applying the mixture of controller approach, a
general and repeatable method for automatic tuning mixture
coefﬁcients from scratch is highly beneﬁcial. This can be
done off-line by applying stochastic policy search as shown
in [14] for COMAN’s compliant robot arm.
In this paper, we compare the mixture of controller approach with the null-space projection technique. We investigate the benchmark scenario of tracking a Cartesian end
effector trajectory, while pursuing other objectives for effort
minimization and obstacle avoidance.
Related to these reactive torque-control approaches are
optimization methods based on a “cascade” of quadratic
programs. These perform off-line optimization with regard
to multiple strictly hierarchized equality and inequality constraints [15], [16].
In the remainder, Sec. II presents the null-space projection
technique and the mixture of controller approach. In Sec. III
speciﬁc torque-control modules are described. Sec. IV and V
evaluate both approaches for the humanoid robot COMAN
and the KUKA LWR IV+ respectively. Sec. VI concludes.

The authors are with the Research Institute for Cognition and Robotics
(CoR-Lab), Faculty of Technology, Bielefeld University, Universitätsstr. 25,
33615 Bielefeld, Germany, www.cor-lab.de,
e-mail: (ndehio,jsteil)@cor-lab.uni-bielefeld.de
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B. Mixture of Controllers
The mixture of controller approach for motion generation
was proposed in [12]. This torque-control framework consists
of multiple reactive control modules which operate in parallel
to perform different tasks at the same time. Each control
module i computes a torque vector τi to transfer the robot
into a more preferred, attractive state.
Simultaneous tracking of several objectives is achieved by
superimposing the computed torques from all i = 1, . . . , N
control modules. The applied net torque τcmd results from

II. C ONTROL S TRATEGIES
A. Null-space Projection Technique
Null-space projection techniques are a common way to
accomplish a primary task and simultaneously considering
additional objectives. When controlling a (redundant) robot
manipulator with n DOF and joint angle conﬁguration
q ∈ Rn , a given primary task with dimension m < n
represented by the operational force F ∈ Rm is mapped
into joint torques τ ∈ Rn by the Jacobian JT ∈ Rm×n
τprimary = JT (q) Fprimary .

(1)

τcmd = λ1 · τ1 + λ2 · τ2 + · · · + λN · τN =

As of now, we omit the dependency of joint angles. Since
Eq. 1 is not a unique solution for applying the force F
with the end effector, a secondary task can be accomplished
by employing the redundancy resolution and adding an
additional term that has null effect on the primary task [4]
τcmd = JT Fprimary + Nτsecondary ,

where the generated motion depends on the choice of unitT
less mixture coefﬁcients λ = (λ1 , . . . , λN ) . On the one
hand, the mixture enables to ﬂexibly impose priorities. On
the other hand, it is essential to tune the mixture coefﬁcients λ appropriately to achieve a suitable interaction
between all control modules. This frameworks allows to
easily adapt the priorities for the underlying control modules,
by changing the corresponding mixture coefﬁcients.
Note that there is no necessity to deactivate single taskpriority levels. Irrelevant or non-existing tasks produce negligible small torques and are not interfering with other tasks.
Task transitions are therefore continuous by design.

(2)

III. C ONTROL M ODULES
For comparison between the null-space projection technique and the mixture of controller approach, we deﬁne the
following reactive torque-control modules.

(4)

The generalized inverse is not unique, thus a constraint A
can be imposed. The resulting J+ is called Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse when setting A to the identity matrix 1,
or dynamically consistent pseudoinverse for employing the
inverse of the joint space mass/inertia matrix A = I−1 .
For tracking of multiple objectives, this control framework
can be extended to a multi-level hierarchy [10], [11]. Recursively combining i = 1, . . . , N individual operational tasks τi
and the associated dynamically-consistent null-spaces Ni ,
results in a nested topology
τcmd = τ1 + N1 (τ2 + N2 (τ3 + · · · + NN −1 τN )) ,

λi · τi , (6)

i=1

where τcmd is the vector of actuation torques. No acceleration
or force coupling effects between the secondary and the
primary task will occur. The dynamically consistent nullspace projection matrix N depends on the Jacobian J of the
primary task and is deﬁned as
 T
N(J) = 1 − JT J+ ,
(3)
employing the generalized inverse

−1
.
J+ = AJT JAJT

N


A. Gravity Compensation
Gravity Compensation is a basic torque-control module to
hold the robot in its conﬁguration, where the joint torques τG
compensate for gravity and other external forces. This term is
provided by the inverse dynamics model. The accuracy of an
existing mathematically derived inverse dynamics model can
be further improved by applying Independent Joint Learning [19] to handle non-linearities, friction and temperature
effects.

(5)

B. Cartesian Point-Effector Task
The Point-Effector module tracks a desired task space
position x∗ and velocity ẋ∗ for a speciﬁed point attached
to the kinematic chain (e.g. the end-effector). It generates a
force FPE in Cartesian space by calculating the error relative
to the current end-effector position and velocity speciﬁed by
x and ẋ, and applying the gains kP and kD

where i = 1 represents the task with highest priority and
i = N the lowest priority.
Sentis and Khatib [11] propose so called “activation
zones” to (de-)activate single task levels. In this paper a level
is deactivated abruptly if the corresponding joint torques
fall below a certain threshold and are activated vice versa.
However, this approach can cause discontinuities. In contrast,
so-called “continuous task transitions” can be implemented
by smooth null-space projection shaping [17], [18].
The resulting robot motion highly depends on internal
controller gains k. In literature these factors are often not
mentioned and manually tuned. While it is in principle
possible to adapt those gains during motion execution or to
change the order of priorities to vary the motion skill, this
framework always requires the deﬁnition of a strict hierarchy
of task priorities based on prior knowledge or heuristics.

FPE = kP (x∗ − x) + kD (ẋ∗ − ẋ) .

(7)

With the associated Jacobian JPE the torque vector becomes
τPE = JTPE FPE .

(8)

This control module can be used for reaching when providing a ﬁxed task space position and setting the desired pointeffector velocity to zero as shown in [14], or for tracking
a task space trajectory by continuously updating the desired
position and velocity values.
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Gazebo1 using the soft realtime orocos execution environment2 . Our torque-control module implementation is based
on the robot dynamics library iDynTree [21] which was
speciﬁcally designed for free-ﬂoating robots.

C. Obstacle Avoidance Task
This module for Obstacle Avoidance evaluates the distance d ∈ R+ between the center of an object xO and a
speciﬁed point x attached to the kinematic chain
d = x − xO

.

A. Experiment with two priority levels

(9)

In the following we compare the two previously presented
approaches. We apply two control modules for simultaneously accomplishing a Cartesian end-effector task with
the right forearm tip while maintaining a minimum effort
conﬁguration. The null-space approach from Eq. 5 reduces to

A repelling Cartesian force FOA is computed by
FOA = kOA α(d)

(x − xO )
,
d

(10)

and scaled with constant control gain kOA and a sigmoid
function α(d) if the point is close to the object
α(d) =

1
, dT > 0 , j > 0 .
1 + ej (d−dT )

τcmd = τG + τPE + NPE τME ,

(15)

With the associated Jacobian JOA the Cartesian force is
mapped into joint torques

when applying the minimum effort module as a secondary
objective. As it is common practice, a term for compensating
gravity and other external forces τG is added [9].
The mixture of controller approach from Eq. 6 results in

τOA = JTOA FOA .

τcmd = τG + λPE τPE + λME τME ,

(11)

(12)

which is comparable to the null-space projection technique
for λPE = 1, λME = 1 and identical internal controller gains.
Only difference between Eq. 15 and Eq. 16 with this set
of mixture coefﬁcients is the projection matrix NPE . As a
baseline we evaluate also the motion behavior without secondary task (kME = 0). In this case, the robot accomplishes
the primary task only.
We initialize COMAN in its home posture, standing
straight in a minimum effort conﬁguration. The robot starts at
rest, i.e. initial joint velocities q̇ = 0. We record the endeffector position, torque-commands of all control modules
and the robot’s effort for a duration of 60 seconds.
A Cartesian reference motion is created by employing
the forward kinematic model with sinusoidal cyclic joint
trajectories. This ensures that the tracking module is fed
with reachable end-effector positions within the joint limits.
Furthermore, a major part of the workspace is explored with
a smooth but somehow “random” trajectory in 3D space.
We run the robot in torque-control mode for the 11 DOF
upper body (i.e. 3 torso joints and 4 joints per arm) using
Eq. 15 or Eq. 16. For the 12 DOF lower body (i.e. 6 joints
per leg) we provide zero reference angles in position-control
mode. The internal controller gains are set to kP = 100,
kD = 10 and kME = 0.15 manually for both approaches.
Even though one could tune these gains separately for more
efﬁcient interaction between the control modules, we are here
only interested in a qualitative analysis. [14] showed that
automated parameter optimization is suitable for the mixture
of controller approach and we expect this optimization
framework to be successful also for the null-space technique.
The computed torques for the waist pitch joint and the
effort of the robot as deﬁned in Eq. 13 are shown in Fig. 2a.
Pure trajectory tracking without minimum effort module
(baseline) results in high torques applied to the torso. This is
due to the fact that the Jacobian tries to fulﬁll the Cartesian

Note that this module can be applied for any given point
attached to the kinematic chain, e.g. the point with the closest
distance to the obstacle, and the respective Jacobian.
D. Minimum Effort Task
The Minimum Effort module moves the robot into a
conﬁguration which requires minimal effort to be maintained.
As proposed in [12], the robot’s effort E ∈ R+ is deﬁned as
E = τGT W τG ,

(13)

where τG compensates external forces as described previously and W is a diagonal weighting matrix that can be used
to favor motions of speciﬁc joints over others. The minimum
effort module does a local descent on E (Eq. 13) by applying
τME = −kME sign(∇q E) ◦ (τG ◦ τG ) ,

(16)

(14)

where ◦ is the element-wise Hadamard product and kME a
control gain. The gradient descent is calculated by approximating ﬁnite differences. In this paper no joints are favored
in the diagonal weighting matrix. Note that this controller
is not based on a Jacobian and could thus not be prioritized
over other controllers in a null-space hierarchy.
IV. H UMANOID D EMONSTRATION
The COMpliant huMANoid COMAN (cf. Fig. 1) is one of
the ﬁrst robots based on series elastic actuators with torquecontrolled motors. Advantages are more ﬂexible, adaptive interaction with the environment as well as “shock protection,
robust locomotion, safer interaction and potentially energy
efﬁcient locomotion” [20].
The mixture of controller approach from [12] was developed for the COMAN robot and some control modules were
tested accordingly, however, in isolation. We here control
the full body of COMAN. All described experiments are
performed through the dynamics simulation available in

1 See
2 See
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(b) KUKA LWR-4 Experiment (right column)

(a) COMAN Experiment (left column)

Fig. 2: Experiments with the mixture of controller (red), the null-space technique (blue) and without secondary objective
(green) as baseline: Deviation between end-effector and desired cartesian position. Robot effort as deﬁned in Eq. 13.
Computed torques for COMANs waist pitch joint and distance between object center and KUKA robot respectively.

V. I NDUSTRIAL M ANIPULATOR D EMONSTRATION

task with small joint movement. Hence the robot moves
mostly with the torso and less with the arm. In contrast,
when applying the minimum effort module both approaches
signiﬁcantly reduce the amount of torque by keeping the
torso upwards and reaching mostly with the arm joints. With
the mixture of controller approach the robot selects joint
conﬁgurations with less effort than the null-space technique.
The baseline motion without secondary task optimization
results in high robot effort.

The KUKA LWR IV+ shown in Fig. 3 is an industrial
lightweight manipulator arm with 7 DOF. It has been used
widely as a research platform, e.g. [19].
A. Experiment with three priority levels
For further comparison we incorporate a third task. Besides tracking an end-effector trajectory and maintaining a
minimum effort conﬁguration the robot also has to avoid an
obstacle. The null-space approach from Eq. 5 results in

The deviation of the end-effector from the desired task
space trajectory is shown in Fig. 2a. The mixture of controller approach causes the end-effector to deviate more
compared to the null-space technique. When incorporating
the minimum effort control module by projecting the torques
into the null-space and employing the redundancy resolution
the applied end-effector force does not change and the
execution of the high-level task is guaranteed, resulting in
a very small deviation. This is not the case for the mixture
of controller approach, where the minimum effort module
interferes with the end-effector tracking task: the tracking
performance decreases while the robot’s effort is optimized
more effectively.

τcmd = τG + τPE + NPE (τOA + NOA τME ) ,

(17)

when applying the tracking task as main objective and
avoiding the obstacle within the null space of the tracking
task. The task of optimizing the robot’s effort is projected
into the residual redundancy.
The mixture of controller approach from Eq. 6 reduces to
τcmd = τG + λPE τPE + λOA τOA + λME τME .

(18)

Again we set all mixture coefﬁcients equal to one.
For tracking we deﬁne a circular motion task in the
x-y-plane which is reachable by the end-effector, cf. Fig. 3.
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We deﬁne a static sphere-like object with radius r = 0.1 m
between the robot base and the end-effector trajectory. Its
position has been chosen in purpose to intersect with the
robot. The obstacle avoidance module is applied with the
Center of Mass Jacobian of the fourth link, which is prone
to collide with the obstacle. Accordingly we measure the distance between the obstacle and the fourth link and compute
the respective Cartesian force.
We run the experiment with both approaches in torquecontrol mode with the entire 7 DOF arm for 25 seconds.
The internal controller gains are set to kP = 200, kD = 25,
kOA = 80 and kME = 0.005 manually for both approaches.
We can visually segment the motion behavior into three
phases. Fig. 3 shows corresponding snapshots. First the robot
is approaching the object, rotating about the base with the
ﬁrst joint while the others are mostly stable. Next the robot
is forced to avoid the obstacle when it comes closer. In the
last phase, it tries to select a minimum effort conﬁguration.
The corresponding objectives (effort, end-effector tracking
precision and distance to obstacle) are shown in Fig. 2b. As
in the previous section, the mixture of controller approach
is less precise in tracking the desired end-effector trajectory.
Especially when the obstacle approaches and the avoidance
module gets activated, the tip of the robot arm deviates
signiﬁcantly. In contrast, the null-space technique follows
the trajectory with a constant accuracy.
Both approaches avoid the object successfully. The mixture of controller approach optimizes the robot’s effort better.
Note that the null-space technique activates the obstacle
avoidance module as intended once the robot approaches
the object. Shortly after passing the obstacle and further
moving away, this module gets (de-)activated frequently.
The secondary and third objective compete at the discrete
activation border. When obstacle avoidance is deactivated,
the minimum effort module becomes more powerful due to a
larger dimensionality of the null-space. It tries to stir the ﬁrst
links into an upright position with less energy consumption.
In consequence, the distance to the obstacle decreases and the
obstacle avoidance torques exceed the threshold for module
activation. The hard and abrupt task level (de-)activation
transitions result in discontinuous movements. This is not
the case for the mixture of controller approach, where the
obstacle avoidance module is always activated. The task
transition into a minimum joint conﬁguration is very smooth.

Other modules participate subject to the ﬁrst within the redundancy resolution. When applying multiple priority levels,
tasks from the lower levels might become ill-conditioned,
describing an infeasible movement [11]. The associated
Jacobian will become singular if the residual redundancy is
not sufﬁcient to execute the task. This cannot happen with
the mixture of controller approach.
Moreover, in hierarchies with multiple priority levels, single levels must be deactivated when the corresponding task is
irrelevant (i.e. torques are negligible small). Consequently the
remaining redundancy is forwarded to the next priority level
instead of blocking it for a non-existing task. We detected
discontinuities in a situation with ongoing activation and
deactivation of the obstacle avoidance module. The work on
null space projection shaping presented in [17], [18] provide
solutions to this issue and targets to generate smooth task
transitions instead of hard switches for (de-)activation of
single task levels. Even though the results are promising, they
were experimentally veriﬁed only with hierarchies of two and
three levels. Further research is necessary to scale this idea to
multi-level hierarchies. However, in comparison to the mixture of controller approach, in [17], [18] a strict prioritized
task hierarchy still has to be designed by the developer based
on prior knowledge, which is often not easy. For example, in
our experiment with the KUKA LWR IV+ robot one could
also consider the obstacle avoidance module as primary task
and end-effector trajectory tracking as secondary objective.
Another drawback with null-space projections is the necessity of control modules which compute an operational
force and project it with the corresponding Jacobian into
joint torques. Control modules must be designed this way
to enable the computation of a null-space projection matrix,
which depends on the Jacobian. Unfortunately, many torquecontrol modules, such as singularity avoidance [9] or joint
momentum [12], are designed differently and make no use
of a Jacobian matrix. Therefore these modules cannot be
used within the higher priority levels. We were restricted to
incorporate the minimum effort module in the lowest level.
In contrast, the mixture of controller approach imposes
smooth priorities for the underlying torque-control modules.
These priorities can be automatically derived by applying
learning techniques in simulation [14]. This could also be
done for the internal controller gains with the null-space technique. Single tasks are accomplished less precisely which
is not a problem for many situations. Furthermore, this
approach offers the ability to change the priorities for the
underlying control modules during motion execution easily.
This is advantageous when priorities shall be adapted to
react to changes in the environment. We will discuss this
feature in detail in future work. In addition, the mixture
of controller approach provides more ﬂexibility by enabling
the usage of all kind of torque-control modules. Finally,
superposing torques in a linear combination is much faster
than computing null-space projections and the corresponding
generalized inverse matrices.
The necessity of parameter tuning for the mixture of
controller approach is not a drawback for this speciﬁc frame-

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
When controlling highly redundant robots multiple tasks
can be accomplished simultaneously. This paper presents
a comparison between the null-space technique and the
mixture of controller approach for motion generation with the
COMpliant huMANoid COMAN and the KUKA LWR IV+
lightweight robot in simulation. We apply reactive torquecontrol modules for tracking a Cartesian end-effector trajectory, avoiding obstacles and for effort minimization.
The null-space technique ensures that the higher priority
tasks are maximally effective and are ﬁrst accomplished.
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Fig. 3: Dynamics simulation with the KUKA LWR IV+. Snapshots show the robot approaching the obstacle, avoiding it
and selecting a minimum effort conﬁguration again.

work. When applying the null-space technique basically the
same number of gains must be conﬁgured. Considering task
module activation zones, corresponding thresholds have to
be deﬁned in addition. We plan to evaluate the sensitivity of
these parameters for both approaches in future.
To summarize, as long as it is easy to deﬁne a strict hierarchy of tasks, this hierarchy stays constant over time, control
modules are based on operational forces and corresponding
Jacobians and the execution of the primary task must be
guaranteed with high precision, it is preferable to employ
the null-space projection technique. If more ﬂexibility is
necessary, possibly at the cost of loosing tracking accuracy
for a primary task, the mixture of controller approach offers a ﬂexible framework for accomplishing multiple tasks
simultaneously.
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Abstract— Several studies have investigated how the
interaction between two people or between a person and a
robot can be harnessed to improve the skills of the partners.
Indeed, solving a task as a dyad can lead the individual to
perform better than by himself. The goal of this work is to
investigate how the skill level of the partner and different
interactive conditions affect learning of a novel task. In
particular we considered the case of partners with different
initial skill level (naïve or experts) and the influence of prior
individual practice. Twenty two subjects trained in a joint
stabilization task for 4 days. On the last day we tested their
ability to perform the same task individually. The results show
that training with a skilled partner, despite bringing to a faster
learning in the joint task, does not facilitate skill transfer in the
absence of individual prior practice. This suggests that the
physical coupling with an expert partner may interfere with
learning due to the formation of a non-veridical internal
representation of the task.

Bimanual

Dyadic

Figure 1. Experimental setup. Left panel: Bimanual configuration - the
two manipulanda are close enough to allow one subject to work alone.
This configuration is used only during the last session of the experiment.
Right panel: Dyadic configuration - the two manipulanda are far enough
to allow the two subjects to work together.

I. INTRODUCTION
Some recent studies have shown how the physical coupling
of two subjects can give relevant advantages in the solution
of many cooperative tasks [1], [2]. The performance level of
a dyad is always higher respect to the individual case, even
if one of the two is more proficient than the other. However,
when the task is novel, the best performance is achieved
when subjects have similar skill levels [1].
In our previous works we studied skill transfer from a
bimanual to a dyadic paradigm. Furthermore, we showed
that a dyadic training can help partners with similar skill
levels to improve their performance in complex stabilization
tasks [3], [4].
In this paper we further expand our study on the transfer
of skills from the dyadic to the bimanual paradigm but we
mainly focus on the generalization abilities of the subjects
after the training.. The training consisted of solving a
stabilization task under different conditions of interaction.

Figure 2. Task diagram. Left panel: Distribution of the targets for the
stabilization task during the training and the bimanual evaluation. Right
panel: Trajectories followed for the moving target during the
generalization phase: Horizontal Ellipse (HE, black), Vertical Ellipse
(VE, yellow), Clover (C, blue), and Spiral (S, red).

These conditions included the training in dyads with a
partner with the same skill level or with a partner proficient
in the task and the acquisition of an a priori knowledge of
the task itself. The ultimate goal was to evaluate whether the
shared internal representation of the task built during the
interactive period could be sufficiently accurate to allow for
a solo execution. Kinematic and electromyographic data
have been used to evaluate the performance of the subjects.
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II. METHODS
A. Experimental setup
The subjects manipulated a virtual compliant tool rendered
by a haptic interface. The haptic interface consisted of two
manipulanda mounted in a mirror configuration [5]. The two
modules could be reconfigured to allow the subjects to work
either in a bimanual or dyadic configuration (Figure 1).
The tool consisted of a mass of 15 kg attached to the handles
of the robots by elastic linkages, whose length could be
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Adapt

Train

Track

2

20

Expert
subject

DAY 1

consisted of 16 different stabilization trials. The training
stage lasted 3 sessions, during which the subjects had to
complete a sequence of 3 TS of familiarization with the tool
in the absence of instability (Fu = 0), 30 TS (10 per day) of
stabilization in the presence of the instability, and 3 TS of
washout, again in the absence of instability.
In the second stage of the experiment (tracking), the
subjects had to control the virtual tool while tracking a
moving target along 4 different trajectories, as represented in
Figure 2 (right panel). Each trajectory was repeated three
times, the first of which in the absence of the unstable forcefield. The objective of the task was to test how well the skills
acquired during the balancing task could be generalized to a
novel task that shared the same intrinsic dynamics as the
trained task.
In the last stage of the experiment all the subjects had to
bimanually solve the balancing task. The protocol was the
same as in the training stage with the difference that the
subjects had to complete only 6 TS in the presence of the
unstable force-field. This stage was used to evaluate whether
the internal model developed during the training phase was
sufficiently accurate to allow for a bimanual execution.
The subjects (22 persons, 25.7 ± 3.8 years old, all right
handed according to the Edinburgh test, from which 2 of
them were experts in the task [6], [7]) were separated in 4
different groups, as depicted in Figure 3. In two of these
groups subjects trained together with an expert (NE and NEa) while the other subjects trained in pairs of naïve (NN and
NN-a). In order to test the effect of prior individual
experience of the task in both dyadic conditions, subjects in
the NN-a and NE-a groups performed an additional stage
before training in pairs. Each subject performed a session of
adaptation to the force field using a protocol identical to the
last stage of bimanual evaluation.
The kinematic data of the robots and of the virtual tool
were recorded at 100Hz. Moreover, surface EMG signals of
10 muscles responsible for the movement of the shoulder,
elbow, and wrist were recorded and processed. The RMS
envelopes of these signals were used to analyze the muscular
activity of the subjects. The muscles considered were:
Anterior Deltoid (AD), Medial Deltoid (MD), Lateral
Posterior Deltoid (LD), Biceps Branchii Lateralis (BL),
Triceps Lateralis (TL), Upper Trapezius (UT), Pectoralis
Major (PM), Infraspinatus (IS), Extensor Carpi Radialis
(ER) and Flexor Carpi Radialis (FR).

Evaluate

Naïve
subject

DAY 2-4

(x3)

(x3)

DAY 5

NN

NN-a

(x4)

NE

(x4)

NE-a

Figure 3. Four groups were formed to evaluate motor learning under
different conditions. NN: 3 couples formed by 2 naïve subjects that
complete the training working always in a dyadic configuration. NN-a:
3 couples of naïve subjects with one session of bimanual experience
before the training. NE: 4 couples naïve – expert which completed the
training in a dyadic configuration. NE-a: 4 naïve – expert couples
where the naïve subjects had one session of bimanual experience
previous to the dyad training.

controlled by the subject dragging the robotic arm, as in
Figure 2. The subject could therefore experience the forces
acting on the mass - included the action of the partner - via
the elastic forces transmitted by the virtual springs.
In addition to the forces exerted by the springs, the mass was
also subject to a viscous force field (coefficient of friction B
= 132 Ns/m) and a position-dependent saddle-like unstable
force-field centered in the origin of the workspace (for more
details see [6]). Therefore, the law that describes the
dynamics of the mass of the tool tip can be summarized as:
࢞ܯሷ  ࢞ܤሶ ൌ ࡲଵ ሺ࢞ǡ ࢞ଵ ሻ  ࡲଶ ሺ࢞ǡ ࢞ଶ ሻ  ࡲ ሺ࢞ሻ
where x is the position vector of the mass, x1 and x2 are the
position vector of the right and left robot handles
respectively, ࡲଵ ǡ ࡲଶ are the elastic forces of the two springs
Ͳ ܭ
ቃ ή ࢞ is the saddle-like force-field (K =
and ࡲ ൌ  ቂ
Ͳ െܭ
592 N/m).
Visual feedback of the tool tip and the hand positions (circles
of 1 cm of diameter) and of the springs (lines) was provided
through a monitor positioned above the robot’s workspace in
front of each subject.

C. Outcome Measures
The following measures were computed in order to quantify
the performance of the subjects.
Inefficiency Index:  ܫܫൌ ሺܫܧሻሺܶܶሻ: It is a global
x
indicator of performance that accounts both for the time
to reach a target and complete a stabilization (TT) and
the amount of effort that the subjects exerted in the
same trial (EI). The amount of effort was computed as
the sum of the norm of the elastic forces acting on the
mass. (see [8] for further details). The best performance
is achieved whenever a trial is completed in the
minimum possible time employing the minium possible
effort.

B. Task & protocol
The protocol was divided in three different stages. The first
stage (training) consisted in the stabilization of the virtual
mass in 9 different target locations for 4 seconds. The targets
were equally distributed around a circle of 10 cm of
diameter (Figure 2, left panel) and were presented in a
random order in an out–center–out schema. A target set (TS)
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a)

b)

Figure 4. a) Average tracking error for each group in every trajectory of the moving target. b) Average RMS during the performance of the
tracking task. VE = Vertical Ellipse; HE = Horizontal Ellipse; C = Clover; S = Spiral
x

x

Figure 5 shows the effects of training on the activity of
individual muscles for representative subjects in groups NN,
NN-a, NE, and NE-a. The effect of the different interaction
conditions can be seen during the bimanual evaluation of the
task (blue areas). From the muscular point of view, it can be
detected a difference among the groups in which the expert
subject is present in the dyad and the groups in which is not.
In Figure 5a the first session of training presents higher
muscular activity than the last one. Figure 5b shows that, for
subjects who trained with a peer with previous experience of
the task (NN-a), the muscular activity is quite low since the
first day of training These levels decrease considerably the
last day of training. and did not increase in the bimanual
evaluation. On the contrary, the muscular strategy adopted
by the NN group during the bimanual test is similar to the
one used during the first day of training, it requires the
intervention of the same muscles but with different levels of
intensity.
The polar plots presented in Figure 5c and 5d show the
evolution of the muscular activity for the subjects of group
NE and NE-a respectively. The presence of the expert since
the beginning of the training in the group NE helps the naïve
subject to “optimize” the muscular activity. By the end of
the training, the naïve subject shows an increment in solving
the RMS values, meaning a higher muscular contribution in
the task. However, this subject increased the muscular
activation during the bimanual evaluation. We can also
observe that the muscular contribution to the movement is
different for every stage represented in the polar graphs.
The analysis of the kinematic data can give us a wider
view of the impact of the expert in the dyadic training. In
Figure 6 we can see the comparison of the Inefficiency
Index from the bimanual evaluation of the NN, NN-a, NE,
and NE-a groups against the adaptation phase of the BIM

Tracking Error: It measures the average distance
between the mass and the moving target during each
repetition of one trajectory.
Average RMS: It was used as a measure of the muscular
activity of the subjects during the experiment. The RMS
envelopes (window length = 100ms) was calculated
from the EMG signals normalized by each muscle’s
Maximum isometric Voluntary Contractions (MVC).
The mean values of the RMS envelopes were computed
for every stage of the experiment and used as a measure
of the muscular activity.

III. RESULTS
The Figure 4 summarizes both kinematic and
electromyographic measures during the tracking phase of the
experiment. Figure 4a shows the average kinematic
performance by group for every trajectory of the moving
target. Compared to the bimanual control group, the NE-a
group was the best performer, while the NN-a group
committed the greatest error in all figures. The NN group,
instead, performed worse only in the easier figures (ellipses).
One may expect that the groups with a higher tracking error
also present higher levels of muscular activity, related to the
difficulty in solving the task. Interestingly, the above
observation is true only for the NN-a group. Indeed, the
RMS values of the NN-a group are considerably higher than
NE, NE-a, and NN groups. An opposite tendency can be
observed for the bimanual control group that displayed a
high average RMS value but committed small tracking
errors. Unfortunately the tracking average RMS value over
the muscles is affected by a big variability, making
considerations relative to the muscular activity for every
single group difficult.
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a)

b)

NN

NN-a

-- DAY 1
-- DAY 3
-- BIM

c)

d)

NE

NE-a

Figure 5. Average RMS (by muscle) of the most representative subjects of the dyad groups during the first day of training (red),
during the last day of training (black), and during the bimanual evaluation (blue). a) Muscular activity of the subject from NN
group. b) Corresponds to the subject of the NN-a group. c) Shows the muscular activity of one of the naïve subjects in group NE. d)
Muscular activity of a naïve subject from group NE-a.

group. Here it is important to notice that while the
Inefficiency Index values of the NN-a, NN, and NE-a groups
are low and similar to each other, the values of NE group are
much closer to the ones of the BIM (adapt) ones. Despite
having been training for several days, the subjects of NE
group seem to progress into the adaptation as if the task was
novel to them.
IV. DISCUSSION
The overall results of the training confirm the theory that the
presence of the expert in the dyad helps to improve the
performance while solving the task. The kinematic results of
the experiment show a better performance for the dyads in
which the expert was present, even if the naïve subject did
not have any previous experience in the task. In both
tracking and training stages of the experiment, the muscular
activity seems to be lower in the NE and NE-a groups,
suggesting that the contribution of the expert in solving the
task helps optimizing the muscular strategy needed to
complete the experiment. Apart from the bimanual control
group, the common condition in the groups with the lowest
tracking error is the presence of the expert in the dyad. One
of the reasons for the bigger error in the NN and NN-a

Figure 6. Inefficiency index values to measure the kinematic
performance during the bimanual evaluation. At difference of the
rest of the data, the data corresponding to the BIM group were
taken from the first day of training.
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groups can be the perception of the partner as an extra
perturbation. In fact, in the NE and NE-a groups the expert
was probably responsible for compensating the perturbations
coming from the naïve subject.
On the other side, both kinematic and electromyographic
data of the bimanual evaluation stage show how the subjects
from NN and NN-a groups were able to generalize the
acquired knowledge from the dyadic to the bimanual
condition. At the same time, the naïve subjects from the NEa group improved their performance (decreased the muscular
activity) with respect to the first session of training but,
differently of what happened with the NN and NN-a groups,
the muscles contributing to the movement were different in
both the first and the last session. In this case the naïve
subjects of the NE-a group were able to generalize the
kinematic strategy but not the muscular one [8]. On the other
side, NE subjects were not able to transfer either the
kinematic skills or the muscular skills learnt during the
interaction with the expert to the bimanual condition. In this
case, the presence of the expert constrains the exploration
from the naïve of the virtual environment and imposes a sort
of bias on the force field. The expert subjects have a wide
knowledge of the task and are able to correct the
perturbations from both the naïve subject and the virtual
environment, and this forces the naïve subject to create an
erroneous internal model of the conditions of the task due to
a distorted perception of the virtual environment. As a
consequence, the naïve subject cannot learn to handle the
perturbations coming from the unstable force field alone.
The results show how the interaction of two subjects
mediated by a haptic interface can be helpful in the
knowledge transfer and skill acquisition. However, care
should be used in the design of the dyadic protocol, since a
wrong interaction condition can be of no advantage or even
counterproductive.
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The residual method for humanoid robots
Antonio Paolillo, Fabrizio Flacco, Abderrahmane Kheddar

Abstract— In the framework of physical human-robot interaction, the detection of contacts has a crucial importance.
To this purpose, the residual method proved to be very
effective for ﬁxed-based manipulators. The question we tackle
is wether it can be scaled for humanoid robots? We noticed
that the formulation developed for ﬁxed-base robots cannot be
directly applied to ﬂoating-base systems. In fact, the ﬂoatingbase dynamics modeling of humanoids has to be taken into
account. This leads to the deﬁnition of the internal and external
residuals. The ﬁrst estimates the joints effort due to the external
perturbation acting on the robot. The latter is an estimation of
the external forces acting on the ﬂoating-base of the robot. The
potential of the method is shown proposing a simple internal
residual-based reaction strategy, and a procedure for estimating
the contact force that uses the external residual.

external
force

external
force

ﬂoating
base

ﬂoating
base
virtual
joints

I. I NTRODUCTION
(a)

If humanoid robots are envisioned as end-user products,
they shall be embedded with capabilities of physical interaction in multi-contact with their environment or with the
human (e.g. both cases are required in deploying manufacturing humanoids in large aircraft assembly yards).
Motion planning techniques provide the nominal plan for
achieving tasks in which a humanoid is in multi-contact
with the environment, e.g. open doors [1], climb stairs
and ladders [2], or move across uneven terrain [3]. Visual
information can help the physical interaction process, e.g.
by localizing and classifying objects [4], identifying possible
contact points [3], localizing the robot itself [5] and mapping
the environment [6].
The measurement or observation (in the control theory
sense) of the perturbation on the internal and external state
of the robot is of crucial importance for achieving physical
interaction tasks. In fact, these information can be used to
detect if the contact point is slipping, detect unforeseen collisions and react to them, evaluate the dynamic characteristic
of a contact, etc.
However, the estimation of the interaction forces between
the humanoid robot and its surrounding, as well as the
identiﬁcation of how these forces affect the robot internal
(joint level) and external (ﬂoating-base level) motions, relay
on embedded force/torque (F/T) sensors. Unfortunately, F/T
sensors are mounted in a limited number and only at terminal
points (feet or wrists), and whole-body tactile sensing technologies are still not yet readily available [7]. Furthermore,
F/T sensors are not always available in the sensory equipment

(b)

Fig. 1. Residual computation for humanoid robots. (a) Using a classical
dynamic model, the effort due to an external force is unload to the ground
through the 6-D virtual joints composing the ﬂoating-base. (b) The use of a
ﬂoating-base dynamic model, more appropriate to the nature of humanoids,
allows to correctly compute the joint effort due to the external perturbation.

of humanoids (in such cases, the interaction forces have to
be indirectly reconstructed, e.g. looking at the equilibrium
status of the robot [8]).
In this work, we present a methodology for estimating the
effects due to external forces acting on a humanoid robot
that uses proprioceptive sensors solely. This is based on
the momentum-based residual [9], that we name classical
residual, that has been proved to be efﬁcient with ﬁxed-base
robots. Initially, it was proposed for detecting and isolating
actuators faults [10], then it was used for collision detection
and reaction [9], estimating the stiffness of variable stiffness
actuators [11] and the external forces [12]. Furthermore, the
classical residual can provide an estimation of the unmeasured external forces from the knowledge of the contact
points location [13] and used for control purposes [14]. An
example of the use of the classical residual for estimating
external forces on a humanoid robot is presented in [15],
where a particle ﬁlter takes advantage of the assumption of
the knowledge of the friction cone of the contact to estimate
the contact point and the applied force.
However, we show that this technique can be properly
extended to humanoid robots by considering the ﬂoatingbase dynamics modeling (see Fig. 1). This formulation leads
to the novel deﬁnition of the internal and external residual.
The ﬁrst estimates correctly the effect of external forces at
the joint level. The latter estimates the effect of the sum of
all external forces on the motion of the ﬂoating-base.

The authors are with CNRS-University of Montpellier, Laboratoire
d’Informatique de Robotique et de Microéectronique de Montpellier
(LIRMM), IDH Group, 34095 Montpellier Cedex 5, France. Email:
{ﬂacco,paolillo,kheddar}@lirmm.fr.
This work is supported by the ROMEO 2 project,
(www.projetromeo.com).
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To estimate the joint torques due to unknown external
contacts, we use the second line in (1) to build the so-called
internal (ﬂoating-base) residual:

 t
fb
τ m + Ḣ q̇ − C fb ds
(3)
r int = Ki,int H fb q̇ −

II. N OVEL R ESIDUALS FOR H UMANOID ROBOTS
In principle, the classical residual estimator, as developed
for robotic manipulator, can be directly applied to humanoids
by simply modeling the Floating Base (FB) with six (three
revolute and three prismatic) virtual joints. However, the
residual computed from this model fails to estimate the internal joint torques due to external perturbations because their
effect are completely grounded via the FB joints (Fig. 1a).
Thus, in order to overcome this problem, we have to
consider the under-actuated nature of humanoid robots (as
shown in Fig. 1b). To this end, we start from the ﬂoating-base
dynamic model described in [16] (p. 181), which decouples
the motion of the FB with the dynamic of the robot joints:



I c0 F
p̂c0
a0
=
+
fb
fb
q̈
0 H
C


(1)
 
k
1
0
∗
0
X ref f c
+
τ − τμ
J fb,T
c=1

0

with Ki,int > 0 and τ m = τ − τ μ + τ̄ c . This residual is a
ﬁrst order ﬁlter of the joint torques due to the k̂ unknown
external forces :
r int ≈ τ̂ c =

k̄


(4)

Considering the upper row of the decoupled dynamic
model (1), we have a relationship between the robot motion
and the total of the external forces applied to the robot.
Taking into account this 6-D information, we can build what
we call external (ﬂoating-base) residual:
r ext = Ki,ext I c0 v 0 + F q̇ −

 t
c
İ 0 v 0 + Ḟ q̇ − p̂c0 + f̄ sum ds

c

0
J fb,T
X ∗ref f c,F/T .
c

0
J fb,T
X ∗ref f c .
c

c=1

where f c expresses the contribution of the k external forces
in the world frame; q denotes the n robot joint generalized
coordinates, and the (double) dot over the variable indicates
its (double) time derivative1 ; τ and τ μ are the joint torques
applied by the motors and those due to the friction. 1 and 0
denote the identity and zero matrix, respectively.
Being F0 be the frame attached to the FB, a0 is the
acceleration of the FB. The ﬂoating inertia matrix is H fb =
−1
H − F T (I c0 ) F , with H the robot inertia matrix considering F0 as base, F is the 6 × n matrix whose columns are
the spatial forces required at the ﬂoating-base to support unit
acceleration about each joint variable and I c0 is the composite
inertia of the whole robot2 . The 6-D vector p̂c0 is the spatial
bias force for the composite rigid body comprising the whole
−1
ﬂoating-base system, and C fb = Ĉ − F T (I c0 ) p̂c0 is the
ﬂoating generalized bias force, with Ĉ joint level bias force3 .
All spatial quantities are expressed in F0 . For more details
on how this model is derived, please refer to [16].
The last part of the model (1) represents the action of
external forces that perturbs both the joints state and the
motion of the FB. The coordinate transformation 0 X ∗ref is
used to transform external forces from the (world) reference
frame to F0 . The action of external forces on the joint is
= J T0,c −
guided by the ﬂoating Jacobian transposed J fb,T
c
−1
F T (I c0 ) , where J 0,c is the n × m Jacobian of the contact
point (or the body affected by the contact) with respect to
the F0 . Finally, the joint torque contribution of the k̄ known
external forces f c,F/T are expressed as follows
τ̄ c =

k̂


(5)

0

where Ki,a is a positive gain, v 0 is the velocity of the FB,
k̄
and f̄ sum = c=1 0 X ∗ref f c,F/T is the sum of the k̄ measured
forces. Similarly to r int , r ext is a ﬁrst order ﬁlter of the sum
of all unknown external forces applied on the robot:
r ext ≈

k̂


0

X ∗ref f c .

(6)

c=1

III. A N A PPLICATION OF THE I NTERNAL R ESIDUAL
The estimation of the joint torques due to external perturbation, as computed by the internal residual (3) can be
used in many ways in the framework of physical humanrobot interaction. In order to show the potential and the
effectiveness of the proposed method, we propose a simulation where the robot HRP-4 is requested to move on the
direction of the external forces without knowing neither the
contact points, their number, nor the force vector. For this
purpose, we implemented a simple joint admittance control
that generates the desired joint conﬁguration as
q̇ d = K a τ̂ c ,

q d = q + q̇ d T

(7)

where K a is a diagonal matrix of gains and T is the
simulation sampling time.
In this example, the robot stands at its position for 15 s; at
t = 5 s, we applied two downwards forces (with maximum
value of 5 N) on the robot shoulders, with a polynomial
proﬁle increasing till t = 8.5 s and then decreasing till t =
12 s. As if a human push down the robot expecting that
the robot bends for a seating conﬁguration. We compared
the results obtained by estimating τ̂ c with the classical and
internal residual. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3,
where the joints are depicted in gray and colored in gradual
red intensity, in proportion to the joints effort. The external
force acting on the shoulders are depicted with red lines,
while the ground reaction forces are shown with blue lines.

(2)

c=1
1 For the sake of brevity of the notation, we get rid of the dependence to
the generalized coordinates (e.g. H(q) → H).
2 Note that we used the formalism and the notation of the spatial vector
algebra. For details, please refer to [17], [18], [16].
3 The hat superscription indicates that the bias action of external forces
is not included, since we have expressed it separately.
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Fig. 4. External force due to a single external contact (top): estimated
(solid) and real values (dashed). Norm of the estimation error (bottom)
t=4s

t=6s

t = 11 s

Fig. 2. Reaction to external perturbations using the classic residual. The
joints effort due to the external forces (red lines) is felt only at the pitch
joint of the chest (gradually colored in red, proportionally to the effort). The
admittance acts only on this joints, preventing an effective reaction strategy.

need the measure of the motors torque and the estimation of
joints friction behavior, which are usually difﬁcult to obtain.
Thus, (5) can be directly used to reconstruct the resultant of all external forces applied to the robot, e.g. for
implementing a push recovering strategy. Furthermore, if we
assume to have a single unmeasured 3-D force f 1 applied
to one contact point, whose position p1 is known/detected,
its estimation is given directly by the last three components
of r ext opportunely rotated. In fact, it is


r ext,m
p1 × f 1
∗
0
≈ X ref
(8)
r ext =
r ext,f
f1
that gives
f 1 ≈ ref E 0 r ext,f .

t=4s

t=6s

(9)

where ref E 0 is the rotation matrix from F0 to the reference
frame. Figure 4 shows the reconstruction of an external force
applied to the robot shoulders by using the external residual.

t = 11 s

Fig. 3. Reaction to external perturbations using the internal residual. The
joints effort due to the external forces (red lines) is felt at all the involved
joints (gradually colored in red, proportionally to the effort). The admittance
enables a whole-body motion, ensuring an effective reaction strategy.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We showed that the use of the ﬂoating-base dynamic
model allows to correctly compute the residual for humanoid
robot. Moreover, we highlighted that this model is more
ﬂexible because it allows to decouple the internal and
external robot behaviors due to external forces, leading to
the deﬁnition of the internal and the external residuals.
Simulation examples showed the potential effectiveness of
the methodology.
Furthermore, these information could be combined for estimating the external forces applied to the robot. In the future
we will explore the possibility to combine the internal and
the external residuals to estimate the position of unforeseen
contacts, without using any extra sensors. Moving toward
having experimental validation of the presented method on
the HRP-4, we plan to use the two residuals to reﬁne the
parameters of the robot dynamic model. We also plan to
improve the estimation of the position and velocity of the
ﬂoating-base by fusing IMU and visual information. Finally,
it will be interesting to investigate the possible applications
of the presented methodology in the framework of multicontact control and physical human-robot interaction.

Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the simulation performing the
control with the classic residual that does not allow a wholebody reaction strategy, preventing a proper robot behavior
when trying to comply with external forces. On the other
side, the internal residual (Fig. 3) allows to perceive the
effort due to the external force at any interested joints of
the robot. As a result, the robot reacts to the perturbation
with more degrees of freedom and ensure a more effective
reaction strategy.
IV. A N A PPLICATION OF THE E XTERNAL R ESIDUAL
We already said the the dynamic model of a ﬂoatingbase robot with virtual joints is not proper from an internal
viewpoint. However, it correctly models the external behavior
of the robot. In fact, the classical residual estimator can still
be used for estimating external forces using, for example,
pseudo-inversion of the Jacobian transpose. However, the
external residual is much more reliable, since it does not
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Development of an Immersive Interface for Robot Teleoperation
Marc Glover1 , Junshen Chen2 , Chunxu Li1 , Chenguang Yang∗2

Abstract— In this paper, a novel interface for robot teleoperation has been developed on a Baxter robot, to provide enhanced
user experience, and it can be easily adapted to other robot
platforms. The main objective of the this work is to provide
an operator with an immersive interface when controlling a
a telerobot arm (to see and feel what a robot sees and feels).
This objective has been achieved using a haptic feedback device
(Geomagic Touch), virtual reality headset (Oculus Rift DK2),
and RGB-D camera (Kinect v2). An operator can manipulate
a robotic arm (Baxter robot made by Rethink Robotics) and
receive force feedback information about interactions between
the robot’s grippers, as well as the robot’s environment; whilst
viewing RGB-D captured visual information of the robot’s
workspace, on the screen of the virtual reality headset. A
servo motor driving platform has been designed as a new robot
head to manipulate the RGB-D camera on top of it, such that
an operator can control the pose of the RGB-D camera (pan
and tilt) in a natural manner via the wearable virtual reality
headset. The orientation of the built in inertial measurement
unit of the virtual reality headset is used to directly command
the angles of the head platform on which the RGB-D camera is
mounted. The operator is provided with an immersive and indepth experience when manipulating the robotic arm. Extensive
tests have been performed to evaluate the design in this work
with quantiﬁed analysis.

feedback device Oculus Rift DK2 is employed (Fig. 1),
together with a Kinect v2 RGB-D imaging device (Fig. 1),
and haptic device Geomagic Touch (Fig. 1), to teleoperate a
Baxter robot arm (Fig. 1).

I. INTRODUCTION

Haptic feedback devices have been implemented by numerous researchers to give an operator force feedback from
a telerobot [6]. In this work, IR (Infra-Red) sensor’s built into
the cuff of Baxter’s end effector (Fig. 2), are used to provide
haptic feedback information to an operator about the distance
between the robot’s gripper and an object/surface (referred to
as Proximity force). This haptic force feedback, is combined
with two other force feedbacks: referred to as Tactile force,
and Restoration force, respectively. Tactile force is derived
from a force sensing resistor (FSR) mounted onto one of the
pincers of Baxter’s end effector gripper (referred to as the
FSR pincer, Fig. 2), which allows an operator to sense the
ﬁrmness of objects picked up with the gripper. Restoration
force tends to return the haptic joystick back to the preset
original pose, after an operator has used the haptic joystick
to change the position of the robot’s gripper’s pincers. Force
feedback is presented to an operator via a Geomagic Touch
haptic feedback joystick (Fig. 1), which is also used by the
operator to control the position of Baxter’s end effector.
Immersive visual feedback technique has been utilised in
many research projects to provide an operator with a sense of
telepresence [7] [8], i.e., the feeling that the operator exists at
the robot’s remote location. In this paper, the output image
stream after image processing is displayed on the Oculus
Rift DK2 headset. The operator is be able to manipulate the
gaze of the Kinect camera’s ﬁeld of view (via a servo pan
and tilt kit), as they move their head in a manner which

With the advance of automation technologies, robots have
become increasingly prominent in our everyday lives. Robots
which complete tasks autonomously have become common
place in industrial settings, as these robots are able to complete tasks which require high precision, minimal completion
time, and are within environments hazardous to humans.
However, specialised tasks that require extensive interactions
with uncertain environment, e.g., medical operation, are not
suitable for a fully-autonomous robots to complete. It may be
desired that a human operator tele-control a robot for these
tasks [1], i.e., teleoperation. Teleoperation has progressed to
the point, where human operators can easily control a multijointed robotic arm [2] [3] [4] [5], via a haptic feedback
device. It is natural to combine haptic information with visual
information for coordinated information feedback. However,
conventional means of visual feedback using a monitor does
not provides an operator immerstive user experience. To
enhance the telepresence, in this work, an immersive visual
This work was supported in part by Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC) under Grant EP/L026856/2.
*Corresponding author: C. Yang. Email: cyang@ieee.org
1 Center for Robotics and Neural Systems, Plymouth University, UK;
2 Zienkiewicz Centre for Computational Engineering, Swansea University,
SA1 8EN, UK.
Video of demonstration in this paper can be found at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7p6lN4NcIBM
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the teleoperation setup, with each key component labelled [photo taken at Plymouth University]
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is naturally similar, towards a certain direction for a better
view. The IMU unit built into the Oculus Rift headset tracks
the operator’s head motion, and this subsequently turns the
developed pan and tilt servo platform on which the Kinect
camera is mounted. The Kinect pan and tilt servo platform
is mounted onto the head of Baxter, and enables an operator
to feel as though they are looking at the robot’s workspace
from a static position, in place of the robot.
In order for the operator to control the gaze of the Kinect
v2, a pan and tilt servo mount for the Kinect sensor has
been designed and manufactured, and ﬁxed on top of Baxters
head; this also could be beneﬁcial to other research carried
out on the Baxter robot platform in the future. Baxter is
a robust, reliable research robot platform which has only
been available for nearly three years, and research already
conducted on this platform has shown very promising and
interesting results; this project will be the ﬁrst of its kind
to implement a system which combines haptic, immersive
visual feedback on this platform. Extensive tests have also
been carried out to compare the user experiences of immersive and non-immersive teleoperation interfaces and their
performances.

Fig. 3: Network diagram, representing each PC/terminal as a node
on the local wireless network

the position of the haptic feedback controller’s end effector
(via the slave/Baxter terminal computer). This model is executed on the master computer. In order to control the position
and orientation of Baxter’s end effector, the master computer
must send the end effector position and orientation data to the
slave (Baxter terminal) computer, which is subsequently sent
to Baxter robot. A Baxter control script written in Python is
running on the slave computer (Baxter terminal), listening
for commands from the master computer, interpreting them,
and then sending the commands to Baxter (sent as ROS
commands). The overall communications system is shown
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2: Illustration of one of Baxter robot’s end effectors. A: the cuff
camera; B: the IR range sensor; C: active, gripper attachment [9];
D: VR headset capture of the operators view of the robot workspace;
captured by the cuff camera

II. S YSTEM C OMMUNICATIONS
Commands/data are sent/received via UDP sockets, over
a local wireless network as shown in Fig. 3, between the
slave (Baxter terminal) computer and Baxter. Two additional
computers are employed, namely, a master computer, which
is connected to the Geomagic Touch haptic joystick and
controls the position of Baxter’s end effector, and a slave
computer, which captures and processes images from the
Kinect v2 device and from the cuff camera of Baxter’s right
arm (Fig. 2), as well as rendering, and serving these images
to the Oculus Rift headset. This computer also sends the
orientation of the Oculus Rift to the Arduino microcontroller
which control the pose of the head platform. All communications between the single master, two slave computers,
Arduino microcontroller system, and Baxter robot, are transmitted over the local wireless network. A Baxter control
system model (written in MATLAB/Simulink as shown in
Fig. 4), interfaces with the Geomagic Touch haptic feedback
controller, to apply force feedback to the operator via the
controller, and set the position of Baxter’s end effector from
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Fig. 4: Baxter Control model; constructed using Simulink Blocks,
and user deﬁned MATLAB functions

III. H APTIC F EEDBACK & T ELEOPERATION C ONTROL
A. Position & Orientation Control
The position of Baxter’s end effector is determined by
the position of the ﬁrst three joints of the Geomagic Touch
haptic feedback controller. A Simulink program developed
in our previous work [2] is used to interface between the
master computer and the Geomagic Touch controller. The
Baxter end effector position commanded by the Geomagic
Touch, must ﬁrst be modiﬁed to match Baxter’s frame as
detailed in [2]. This position is then sent to Baxter robot,
via the slave Baxter terminal PC. To control the orientation
of Baxter’s end effector, the transformation matrix, which
include the rotation and translation of the 4th, 5th and 6th
joints of the Geomagic Touch controller is used to calculate
the Euler angles of the roll, pitch, and yaw of Baxter’s end
effector.
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B. Haptic Feedback
1) Tactile force: The operator now receives haptic feedback continuously while controlling the position and orientation of Baxter’s end effector. The haptic joystick provides
the operator with feedback information about the workspace
environment, which can be noticed both consciously and
sub-conscionably by the operator. Previously, the operator
using only joystick is not able to receive tactile feedback
when grasping an object with the robot arm’s gripper. Tactile
feedback whilst grasping an object is important for enhanced
user experience of natural feeling and delicate manipulation
of soft object. Therefore a simple single dimensional force
sensor is added one of the pincer pads, on the end effector’s
gripper.
The operator can change the position of both pincers of
the robot arm gripper end effector, by pressing the second
button on the joystick stylus (Fig. 5a). Changing the position
of the feedback joystick’s ﬁrst joint will now open or close
the gripper (Fig. 5c,d), with a resolution of 256 divisions
(8-bit unsigned). The position of robot arm and end effector,
will also be ﬁxed, so that only the gripper’s pincers may
move. The operator only feels force feedback through the
haptic joystick when the FSR has some force applied to it,
and when the operator has pressed the second stylus button
to ﬁx the position of the robot arm; in order to change the
position of the gripper’s pincers. The operator can now feel
the ﬁrmness/consistency of an object, which is in-between
the gripper’s pincers; through force feedback. The force
exerted by the gripper’s pincers on the object is however
constant, therefore the operator does not receive true (natural
feeling) haptic information about the ﬁrmness/consistency of
an object.
2) Restoration Force: When the operator has completed
changing the position of the gripper’s pincers, the operator
then presses the second stylus button to release the position
of the robot arm. However, since the angle of the haptic
joystick’s joints has changed (Fig. 5c), the position of the
robot arm will stay in the ﬁxed position (Fig. 5f), until the
angles of the haptic joystick’s joints match the angles of the
haptic joystick’s joints when the second stylus button was
initially pressed (Fig. 5g); an acceptance zone of roughly
±5% of the initial haptic joystick joint angles.
To force the angles of the haptic joystick’s joints back
to their respective angles when the second stylus button
was initially pressed (Fig. 5e): the angle of each of the
haptic joystick’s joints at the time of the initial button press
are respectively fed into a separate PD controller as the
desired angles, and the current haptic joystick’s joint angles
as the process variable; the output of each PD controller is
used to create a 3 dimensional joint torque vector, which is
then supplied to the Geomagic Touch joystick and given to
the operator as force feedback (which exhibits spring-like
behaviour, Fig. 5e):


T = K p (PSP − PPV ) + Kd ṖSP − ṖPV
(1)
where
haptic  feedback controller joint torques T =

T
TJ1 TJ2 TJ3 ∈ R3×1 , K p and Kd are properly chosen
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(a) : Second button pressed, initial
joint positions recorded

(b) : Arm joints positions are ﬁxed

(c) : Moving joint 1, to close grippers

(d) : Grippers close

(e) : Presses the button again, haptic
feedback forces drive the joints back
to initial pose (controllers enabled)

(f) : Arm pose is ﬁxed until Geomagic joints have each reached the
acceptance zone

(g) : Geomagic joints have each
reached the acceptance zone, haptic
feedback stops (controllers disabled)

(h) : Arm joints released, normal
position control resumes

Fig. 5: Illustrates the function of the haptic feedback PD controllers,
returning the Geomagic joints to their initial angles, after the
operator grasps an object with the end effector gripper. The light
grey button nearest the operators hand is referred to as the second
button, and the dark grey button is referred to as the ﬁrst button,
respectively

gains, PSP is the preset point, and PPV is the process variable
point. These PD controllers are disabled when each of the
joystick’s joints have reached their respective acceptance
zone.
3) Changing perspective: The operator has the option to
display the Kinect colour images, or camera images captured
from either the end effector camera of the robot arm (Fig.
2), by pressing the space key on the keyboard of the image
processing slave PC. When the operator switches views to
the end effector camera, a properly chosen gain of K = 0.25
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is applied to all end effector position movements transmitted
to the Baxter robot (Eq. 2):
Ppm = Pinitial + K. (Pcurrent − Pinitial )

(2)

where Ppm is the end effector position, Pinitial is the initial
end effector position, in precision mode, Pcurrent is the
end effector position calculated by the Geomagic Touch
controller block [2], using standard position mapping [2].
Since the position mapping between the Geomagic and robot
arm has changed, the angles of the Geomagic’s joints are
returned to their respective initial angles (before the operator
switched view to the end effector camera), once the operator
switches back to the Kinect’s view.
IV. V ISUAL F EEDBACK S YSTEM
A. Mounting Kinect v2 on Baxter

Fig. 6: The two halves of the Kinect - Baxter head mounting base;
back half (left, and front half (right). The cross section shows the
proﬁle of the Baxter head cap, and central peg. The legs (with
notches), ﬁx the head mounting base, to the head of Baxter

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7: (a) The 3D printed head platform attached directly to the
head cap of the Baxter robot (grey ABS dish, above green LED
ring); the platform’s six legs ﬁt around the head of Baxter. (b) The
complete pan and tilt servoing platform with Kinect amounted; 3D
printed support bar (green) attaches the Kinect to the tilt servo
bracket, MDF pan servo spacer(green) mounts the servo assembly
to the Baxter head mount

The head platform was purposely designed to ﬁt directly
onto the head of Baxter in SolidWorks, and 3D printed (Fig.
6). This head platform does not require any modiﬁcations
to be made to the existing Baxter robot, since the platform
attaches directly to the head of Baxter (as shown in Fig. 7a).
The legs of the head platform allow the platform to be ﬁxed
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around the head of the Baxter robot, whilst not interfering
with the ﬁeld of view of the robot’s sonar ring (Fig. 7a).
Small notches in each of the platform’s legs (Fig. 7b), guide
a zip tie which is used to ﬁx the head platform laterally to
the robot. Two Dynamixel MX28R servo , one tilt servo and
one pan servo, was directly attached to the edge of the head
platform. It can hold the Kinect v2 with a 3D printed support
bar attached to the tilt servo. This gives us the view from
Baxter’s head.
B. Viewing the Robot Workspace
1) Controlling Kinect’s View: We used an Arduino Microcontroller Development board to control the positions of both
pan and tilt MX-28R servos. Servo data packets containing
the desired servo setting position are output via the Arduino’s
USART peripheral, to a TTL to RS485 converter, in order
to convert TTL logic level signals to RS485 levels (MX-28R
utilise the RS485 communications protocol). The Arduino is
connected to a Wi-Fi shield, from which the Arduino can receive UDP (User Datagram Protocol) packets, which contain
encoded servo position strings, constructed as follows: Servo
ID, separating character, desired servo position, and ﬁnally
and end of ﬁle character. The broadcast string “S1,1023\0”,
will set servo ID 1 (pan servo), to position 1023 (90◦ ). The
Arduino decodes the received strings, and sets the pan and
tilt servo positions appropriately. Using the image processing
slave PC (Fig. 3), the pitch, and yaw angles of the Oculus Rift
are acquired, encoded into a position string, and subsequently
sent as a UDP packet via Wi-Fi to the Arduino Wi-Fi shield.
Pitch and yaw angles are given as Euler angles by the Oculus
Rift Software Development Kit (SDK). So that the Kinect
sensor will follow the operator’s head motion when they turn
or tilt their head.
2) Rendering on Oculus Rift: To give the most immersive
experience possible to the operator, the output of the Kinect
v2s colour camera (the view from Baxter), is displayed on
the screen of the Oculus Rift DK2. This gives the operator
the sensation that they are looking at the workspace through
the eyes of Baxter. To do this, the current colour and
depth frames are captured from the Kinect v2. Applying a
distortion to original image (as shown in Fig. 8), cancels
distortion attributed by the Oculus Rifts lenses; the ﬁnal
image presented to the operator on the Oculus Rift will
appear as a ﬂat image (unless stereoscopic effects are used
to create a 3 dimensional view of the environment). The
captured 1920 x 1080 pixel colour image from the Kinect
v2 is presented to each eye of the Oculus Rift; the Oculus
SDK then internally rescales the size of each image to match
the resolution of each eye.
3) A natural view of the workspace: Oculus Rift DK2
features a built-in 9-axis IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit);
a 6-axis MEMS gyroscope and accelerometer (Invensense
MPU-6500), and a 3-axis MEMS magnetometer (undisclosed
manufacturer and model). The Oculus SDK can be used
to extract the Euler angles of the Oculus Rift, from the
IMU; the IMU applies digital low pass ﬁltering to the output
gyroscope and accelerometer on-chip, the SDK reads these
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of the Oculus Rifts display from the Kinects colour video
stream, to the camera built into the cuff of Baxters right arm
(as shown in Fig. 9).
V. T EST AND E VALUATION
A. Testing Scenario

Fig. 8: Radial distortion is added to the input image before it is
displayed on the Oculus Rift, to compensate for radial distortion
due to the headsets lenses

outputs and converts the accelerometer and gyroscope data
from Quaternion notation to Euler angle notation. Euler
showed that any rotation in a 3 dimensional space, can
be described as 3 rotation about each axis (x, y, and z).
Therefore, obtaining the Euler angles of the Oculus Rift via
the Oculus SDK, represents the orientation of the operators
head as roll (about the z axis) (Fig. ), pitch (about the x axis),
and yaw (about the y axis). However, the orientation of the
Kinect v2 can only be altered for the yaw and pitch (pan
and tilt servos), therefore the roll is this case is ﬁxed; this
extra degree of freedom could be added later by mounting
the current Kinect pan tilt servo assembly, on top of a servo
which will control the roll of the Kinect v2. The obtained
Euler angles of the Oculuss pitch and yaw, are given in
radians; these are converted into degrees to simplify the
process of converting the pitch and yaw angles into the tilt
and pan servo positions respectively. The conversion of the
pitch or yaw angle of the Oculus, into the position of the tilt
or pan servo is as follows:
ServopositionT |P =

OculusRPYP|Y (degrees)
0.088

Twelve subjects were asked to pick up one Lego block
each time and stack it on top of one another. This task was
repeated for three different variations of the teleoperation
system: VR system with force feedback on the haptic device;
VR system without force feed back on the haptic device; and
vision system on a monitor with keyboard control of Kinect’s
position, and the force feedback on the haptic device.
Operators were asked to complete a testing questionnaire
after completing the task for each of the system variations (as
shown in Appendix A). Whilst the operator was completing
each task, the number of times that any part of the end
effector collided with either the testing table or Lego blocks.

Fig. 10: Correlation between interface type and total number of
end effector table collisions; based on all 12 participants

(3)

where 1◦ = 0.088 servo rotations. The clockwise rotations
have been set as a positive rotation.

Fig. 9: Monitor outputs: left image is the image captured by Kinect
in top of Baxter, and the two distorted images on the right, are
the right arm, cuff camera. A pink line represents the centre of the
frame to make aligning the gripper with objects easier

4) Changing Perspectives: During system testing, it became apparent that it is difﬁcult for the operator to gain
a sense of depth within Baxters workspace; this is due to
a signiﬁcant distance between the Kinects camera and the
target object; when controlling Baxter to complete a pick
and place operation. Due to the lack of the operators sense of
depth, a method was devised to change the images rendered
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Fig. 11: Average experience ratings of each system variant, reported
by all participating operators (from Appendix A)

It can be tell from Fig. 10, there is a relationship between
the collision times of robot’s end effector and the level
of the immersion experienced by the operator. Since the
number of the collision times increased signiﬁcantly when
the operators’ immersion level decreased. The sensation of
viewing the robot workspace in a way which is close to the
natural humans view (as well as control of view), could be
considered as the cause of this result.
The ratings of the three different teleoperation experiences
is shown in Fig. 11. The least concentration level during
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teleoperation was required when both VR and force feedback
applied. The level of immersion decreased dramatically between VR systems and screen visual feedback system. And
it also became harder for the users to complete the task while
the level of immersion decreased.
VI. C ONCLUSION
A method for controlling a robot arm via an immersive
visual feedback interface, and haptic feedback controller,
have been developed in this paper. The visual feedback is
provided by a Kinect v2 mounted on a purposely built head
platform, which is controlled to track the head’s motion of
the human operator. It can be concluded that the immersive
sensation which the operator experiences when viewing robot
workspace images through the Oculus Rift DK2 headset, aids
the operator in concentrating on completing a given task,
whilst reducing the cognitive load on the user, since the
operator does not have to consciously control the Kinect’s
ﬁeld of view. The operator is able to move their head in a
natural way to manipulate the position of the Kinect device.
Results show that the tested operators preferred using the
Oculus Rift headset to view visual feedback of the robot
workspace and control the Kinect’s ﬁeld of view, rather
than a monitor and keyboard. The use of virtual reality
(VR) headsets in teleoperation projects is a solution which
may become more apparent in the near future, since these
headsets offer an immersive platform for visual feedback to
the operator, that can only be experienced on these types of
devices.

[8] V. Do, I. Longshore, D. Mally, and S. Raper, “Lakitu: Longrange aerial kinetic immersive telepresence unit,” 2015. Available:
http://robohub.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/BaxterResearch.jpg.
Accessed: 2015-08-20.
[9] R.
Robotics,
“Rethink
robotics,”
May
2014.
Available:
http://sdk.rethinkrobotics.com/mediawiki1.22.2/images/thumb/4/48/Hand sensors.png/425px-Hand sensors.png.
Accessed: 2015-07-01.
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EMG-Based Grasp Proportional Control and Pattern Recognition for
Human-Like Control of Robotic Hands
R. Meattini, S. Benatti, U. Scarcia, D. De Gregorio, L. Benini and C. Melchiorri
Abstract— Most of grasping robotic devices in industrial
and aerospace applications are teleoperated by means of nonintuitive approaches, like remote controllers. On the other hand,
recent studies propose teleoperation solutions based on the
emulation of the human ability to manage the complexity of
multiﬁnger grasps, in order to have a natural control of the
devices by the user.
The focus of this work is to present the implementation of a
electromyographic(EMG)-based Human-Robot Interface (HRI)
combining factorization for a bio-inspired proportional control
of the grasp of robotic hand and pattern recognition for the
selection of the hand shape, and to evaluate its actual usability
through grasping teleoperation experiments involving healthy
subjects.
Results show that users performed a natural control teleoperating the grasp of objects that require different hand shapes
and grasp regulations for the task completion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the measuring of muscle electrical potentials
through electromyographyc (EMG) techniques has still to
be considered the most reliable approach to realize bioinspired Human-Robot Interfaces (HRIs) [1], [2]. The aim
of a myoelectric(ME)-driven control system consists of the
on-line extraction of control signals from EMG measurements to regulate the behavior of external devices through
speciﬁc commands [3], [4]. Furthermore, it has been amply
demonstrated that human motion intentions can be detected
with good accuracy from surface electrodes EMG (sEMG)
recordings [5]. This because muscle biopotentials contain
information about neural drives (e.g. spike trains of motoneurons) and, consequently, motor tasks [6]. However,
despite the inherent potential of sEMG-based interfaces,
the diffusion of users acceptance of ME forearm HRIs is
currently low [7].
To achieve an intuitive and effective control strategy for a
sEMG-based HRI for grasping tasks, it is essential to consider the musculoskeletal hand system and its motor control.
In this connection, recent studies have highlilighted how the
overall synergistic organization underlying motor control of
the human hand reﬂects a spatial and temporal coordination
at different levels: postural, muscular and neural [8]. In
this connection, it is signiﬁcant that linear decomposition
algorithms such as Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
or Indipendet Component Analysis (ICA) have been used to
R. Meattini, S. Benatti, U. Scarcia, D. De Gregorio, L. Benini and C.
Melchiorri are with the Dept. of Electrical, Electronic and Information
Eng., Univ. of Bologna, Italy, e-mail: {roberto.meattini2, simone.benatti,
umberto.scarcia, luca.benini, claudio.melchiorri}@unibo.it. L. Benini is also
with the Dept. of Information Technology and Electrical Eng., ETH Zurich,
CH, e-mail: luca.benini@iis.ee.ethz.ch.
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extract muscel synergistic weights and supraspinal activation
signals [9], [10].
In this work we present a sEMG-based HRI for the control
of robotic hands for grasping tasks, exploiting the concepts
illustrated so far. The implemented ME control system is a
hybrid approach between classiﬁcation, for the selection of
the grasp hand shape, and factorization to extract supraspinal
neural drives related to user’s grasp closure of the hand.
These neural drives derived from muscle activity are used
to online control the robotic hand device, giving to the user
the possibility to regulate in a natural fashion two human-like
grasping features: continuous ﬁnger closure of the selected
grasp conﬁguration and a variable stiffness control.
The HRI has been tested controlling the UB Hand IV
(University of Bologna Hand, version IV) [11], [12] and
a three-ﬁngered 3D-printed robotic gripper for industrial
application.
II.

S EMG

S IGNAL ACQUISITION

In this application 8 sEMG channels are acquired from
the user’s forearm muscles, by means of 8 pairs of differential electrodes. Low-cost disposable surface skin electrodes
equipped with conductive gel are used. The electrodes are
equally distributed around the forearm forming an armband.
A ﬁltering procedure is realized once sEMG signal analog
values are acquired: (i) a 50Hz notch ﬁlter for powerline
interference cancellation, (ii) a 20Hz high-pass ﬁlter and
ﬁnally (iii) the RMS value of the signal is calculated on
a 200ms window.
III. P ROPORTIONAL G RASP C ONTROL
The concepts of muscular and postural synergies has been
used to provide to the user a natural grasp control of the
ME-teleoperated robotic hand of the HRI system.
The multivariate statistical data analysis technique called
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [13] has been
succefully applied for the extraction of muscular synergies
from multichannel sEMG [10]. For the extraction of grasp
muscular synergies, the semi-unsupervised approach based
on the sEMG generative model proposed by [14] is considered. On this basis, the matrix of the RMS values of the
n-channel sEMG signal E(t) ∈ Rn×sE can be approximated
as
E(t) = SM U(t),
(1)
where SM ∈ Rn×2d is the muscular synergy matrix and
U(t) ∈ R2d×sE is the neural drive matrix, with n, d and sE
the number of sEMG channels, controlled DoFs and samples
of the time window of E(t) respectively. According to this,
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it is possible to consider two neural drives that activate two
groups of ﬂexor and extensor antagonistic muscles, which are
responsible of the hand grasp control. Considering this case,
the terms on the right side of equation (1) can be written for
only one DoF, with n = 8 and d = 1, as



uT
e (t)
SM = sMe sMf , U(t) = T
,
(2)
uf (t)
where sMe , sMf are the extension and ﬂexion components
of the muscular synergy matrix and ue (t), uf (t) are the
extension and ﬂexion components of the neural drive matrix.
Therefore, considering eqs. (1), (2), the NMF algorithm can
be used to directly estimate the muscular synergy matrix for
the on-line ME control of the grasp.
Once the muscular synergy matrix SM is estimated, it is
possible to on-line calculate the neural drives as
U(t) = S+
M E(t),

T
where U(t) = ue (t) uf (t) is the vector of the instantaneous values of the neural drives, S+
M is the pseudo-inverse

T
matrix of SM and E(t) = e1 (t) · · · e8 (t) is the vector
of the instantaneous values of the sEMG channels.
According to Fig. 1, two control signals for the teleoperated robotic hand have been derived from the on-line
estimated neural drives: the synergistic closure reference of
the hand σ ref (t) and the grasp stiffness level ξ(t), where h1 ,
h2 , h3 and h4 of Fig. 1 are proper constant values determined
such that σ ref and ξ are scaled in the range [0, 1].
Therefore, a NMF-based neural drive estimator takes as
input on-line sEMG signals from forearm muscles in order
to reckon grasp extensor and ﬂexor drives. These estimated
signals are used to control a virtual ﬁrst postural synergy
single DoF, and to modulate the stiffness level of the
grasp. The virtual synergistic DoF position reference is then
mapped in the robotic hand joint space for the closure of
each different grasp by means of speciﬁcs grasp postural
mappings. Furthermore, a sound signal with a frequency
proportional to the value of ξ(t) is provided as an audio
feedback to the user, so that a conscious on-line regulation
of the stiffness level is possible.
IV. G RASP H AND S HAPE S ELECTION
The classiﬁcation of hand gestures is used to select the
different types of grasps, and it is implemented by means of
the Support Vector Machine (SVM) pattern recognition technique [15]. In this work the SVM classiﬁer is implemented
using the libSVM opensource library [16] for Matlab.
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logic.

SVM-based FSM implementing the grasp hand shape transition

To exploit pattern recognition to select on-line the grasp
shape of the controlled robotic hand, a ﬁnite.state machine
(FSM) logic has been implemented to govern the transition
between grasp shapes. The behaviour of the FSM is illustrated by the graph of Fig. 2. Concisely, the Open Hand
gesture is an exit gesture that the user has to perform in
order to access the grasp selection states, in which the system
waits for a new grasp shape indication. If a new gesture
is recognized by the SVM classiﬁer, a new grasp shape
is enabled. Once the user enters in a grasp control state
of the FSM, the robotic hand assumes the closure ﬁnger
joint conﬁguration corresponding to the selected grasp shape
and proportional control can be used to control closure and
stiffness of such a grasp.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ESSION
To evaluate the usability of the HRI system proposed
in this work, a series of grasping experiments has been
conducted. In particular, four right handed and healthy male
subjects took part in the experimental session as users of the
HRI system, here named as S1, S2, S3 and S4. The users
attempted to grasp, through the control of the UB Hand IV
robotic hand and a three-ﬁngered 3D-printed gripper, several
series of 9 objects that differ by shape, weight and rigidity.
Fig. 3 shows some frames of this experimental session.
Figure 4 depicts the recognized gestures for the selection
of the grasp hand shape, the closure reference σ ref (t) and the
stiffness signal ξ(t), for the grasp of the objects referred to as
“Big Box”, “Paper Cup” and “Rigid Ball” (Fig. 4(a), 4(b) and
4(c) respectively). The dashed lines delimit two parts of the
graphs: one related to the grasp selection phase, and the other
regarding the proportional control phase. On the left part of
Fig. 4(a) it is possible to observe that the user was executing
HFR2016.wordpress.com
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an “Open Hand” gesture, followed by an “Ulnar Pinch” to
select the ulnar grasp for the robotic hand. Differently, on
the right side the subject continuously controlled the closure
and stiffness of the chosen grasp, according to the object
characteristics. It is possible to observe how the stiffness
value was naturally adjusted: a higher level is used to
grasp the “Big Box”, which presented greater dimensions
and weight, whereas a lower level is necessary to grasp
the lighter, but not ﬂexible, “Rigid Ball”, and an almost
minimum value is provided to not squeeze the very soft
“Paper Cup”. Note also that, in the latter case, the synergistic
closure reference was not brought to the maximum limit
by the user, in such a way to apply a more delicate grasp
action. Similar behaviours were performed by the others four
subjects in an independent and natural manner, once a short
training and familiarization phase was carried out.

Open Hand
Fist

1

0.5

0.5

0

Time [s]
(b) “Paper Cup” grasp.
Detected gesture

Fig. 3. Grasping tasks experiments with the UB Hand IV (top) and with
the three-ﬁngered gripper (middle and bottom).
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The presented HRI system was tested by four subjects
through several grasping experiments teleoperating a dexterous anthropomorphic robotic hand and an industrial gripper assembled on a manipulator. Discussion on the results
highlights an actual natural modulation of the bio-inspired
degrees of control provided to the users of the HRI, proving
the effective achievement of a human-like control of the teleoperated robotic hand devices. Furthermore, the percentage
of successful grasping tasks over the total number of grasping
experiments performed by the subjects results to be greater
than 90%.
Our future work will be focused on the improvement of
the HRI system performance from a user-centred point of
view, ﬁrst of all investigating for a more effective feedback
information modality to the subject, preferably based on an

0.5

0

Time [s]
(c) “Rigid Ball” grasp.
Fig. 4. Temporal plot of the control signals during three different object
grasp exepriments.
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haptic interface. Also, it will be explored the possibility
to extract information about more synergies than the ﬁrst
postural one only, taking into account the possibility of
using novel combination of ML- and factorization-based
techniques and analysing the EMG activity from both extrinsic and intrinsic human hands muscles. Finally, we will spend
future developments on embedding the complete control
solution on a wearable electronic node for the EMG signal
acquisition and translation.
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Analysis and Optimization of Torque Motors for a Back Actuated Lower
Extremity Exoskeleton
Christian Wahrmund, Amir Jafari Ph.D.
Advanced Robotic Manipulators Lab, Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Texas at San Antonio, UTSA
Abstract— This document details the analysis and optimization
of a drivetrain system used to power a high-efficiency lower
extremity exoskeleton. Efficiency increases are achieved by
relocating the torque motors from the joint to the back of the
operator, and allowing the operator to selectively power joints
based upon expected or encountered terrain. After analyzing
and building a gait cycle model a theoretical motor model was
built. The effects of motor size, weight, and location, along with
gear ratio were manipulated to achieve the highest efficiency.

stance phase, the swing phase starts and pulls the leg forward
so it can begin the stance phase again.
B. Walking Joint Position
Analysis began by using data from [1] to construct a
model (Figure 2) that showed joint position, angular velocity,
angular acceleration, torque, and power required for walking
and stair gait cycles. This model was then scaled to include
the weight of the exoskeleton and a 30 kg load.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Standard mechanical methods for ground locomotion
almost universally rely on wheels to translate rotational
motion developed by a powertrain into linear motion. While
the powertrains used to provide this rotational motion vary
significantly it will still inevitably end up being transferred
through a system of shafts and gears to end at a wheel. In
recent years the use of legged locomotion has gained traction
as a viable alternative to the use of the wheel. In certain types
of rough terrain, traditional wheeled systems have trouble
functioning. This project focuses specifically on designing
and building a high efficiency lower extremity exoskeleton
capable of enhancing the walking and load carrying abilities
of a human operator. Traditional exoskeleton systems are able
to achieve these load carrying goals but generally do not have
the range to operate for more than a few hours away from an
external power source. This exoskeleton design will attempt
to provide the similar load carrying capabilities of previous
systems without requiring the operator to recharge the system
during a typical shift (ex. A soldier carrying a load over the
course of a full day).

Walking Joint Position
100

Degree

50
0
-50
-100
0% 11% 22% 33% 44% 55% 66% 77% 88% 99%
Gait Percentage
Hip

Knee

Ankle

Figure 2. This graph shows the relative degree of the hip, knee, and ankle
joints during a walk cycle. This data was generated by [1]

The angles of the joints are measured relatively in
degrees; the importance is not so much on what the actual
angle is but more on how that angle changes over the course
of a walk cycle.
C. Walking Joint Torque

II.

GAIT ANALYSIS

Walking Joint Torque Needed

A. Gait Cycle

Torque (Nm)

150

Figure 1. Picture showing the gait cycle split between the stance and swing
phases

A walk cycle in Figure 1 starts in the stance phase with
one foot extended fully forward. The first 60% of the cycle is
taken up by the stance phase, where the extended foot pushes
the body forward and provides locomotion. At the end of the
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Figure 3. This graph shows the torques generated at each joint during a
normal walk cycle. This data has been scaled to represent an American male
of average height and weight and the weight of the exoskeleton.
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The ankle produces the largest torque value of all joints
during the walk cycle and produces one of the single largest
torques across all 3 scenarios. The reasons for this spike lie in
the seconds leading up to the end of the stance phase. Just
before the end of the stance phase, the ankle is used to rotate
the entire body about the ankle joint to move the body
forward. When this happens the entirety of a person's mass
must be rotated about a singular joint. Moment of inertia
during this time increases drastically, and as torque is a direct
product of angular acceleration and moment of inertia the
torque requirement to cause this rotation is massive as well.
The Hip experiences a high torque at the start of the swing
phase where the hip joint is used to rotate the leg throughout
the swing phase to bring it pack into place during the stance
phase. While the moment of inertia about the hip during this
joint is relatively low the high angular acceleration required
produces relatively large torque values as well.
The knee conversely experiences relatively small torques
across the entire walk cycle. This is due to the fact that the
knee acts more as a damper during the walk cycle.
D. Walking Joint Power

Power (watt)

Walking Joint Power Needed
400
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300
250
200
150
100
50
0
-50
-100
-150
0% 11% 22% 33% 44% 55% 66% 77% 88% 99%

Knee

III.

TORQUE MOTOR ANALYSIS

A. Gear Train
The gear train of this system consists of the torque motor,
flexible driveshaft, quick connect system, gearhead, and joint.
The connections between the torque motor, driveshaft, and
quick connect system are all 1:1 ratios and do not influence
the overall gear ratio of the system. Likewise, the gearbox and
joints are directly connected. The only gear ratio that
influences the system is the gear boxes ratio.
B. Moment of Inertia
The moment of inertia of each joint changes throughout
the gait cycles. For simplification of the analysis, it is
assumed that the moment of inertia at each joint remains
constant throughout the stance phase and the swing phase. It
is also assumed that the mass distribution is constant
throughout the body and exoskeleton. These are safe
assumptions to make because modeling the system this way
is an absolute worst case scenario. In other words, the actual
moment of inertia at each joint will not be as large as is
predicted by this model.
By running the motor through a gear reduction the
moment of inertia that the motor sees is drastically reduced.
The equivalent moment of inertia referenced to the motor is
governed by (1)
ܰ ଶ
ܫ ൌ ቆܫ  ܫ ൬ ൰ ቇ
ܰ

Gait Cycle Percentage
Hip

The massive power spike in the ankle is attributed
mostly to the large torque generated in the ankle, once again
we see the ankle rotate the entirety of the body forward at the
end of the walk cycle. This spike is one of the largest single
power requirement of any joint during any gait cycle [2].

Ankle

Figure 4. The scaled mechanical power required to move the hip, knee, and
ankle joints across a walking gait cycle is shown.

A joint experiencing negative power indicates that
power is being absorbed by that joint, negative powers are
usually experienced when a joint is actively slowing rotation
of the body. The knees role as a damper during walking is
most evident when looking at the power analysis, the knee is
storing and releasing energy opposite of the hip and ankle.
The knee actually experiences an average negative power
throughout the entire walk cycle. A system with zero
inefficiencies would harvest power at the knee and be able to
pump it back into the system, however, once system
inefficiencies are accounted for traditional exoskeleton
systems actually lose more power than the knee creates.
Following the trend shown by the torque graph, just
before the end of the stance phase, the knee experiences a
large power spike. At the beginning of the swing phase, the
hip spikes in power as it rotates the joint to the start of the
stance phase.
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(1)

Where ࡵ is the moment of inertia A sees, ࡵ is the moment of
inertia about B, ࢿࢍ is the efficiency of the gearbox, ࡺ is the
number of teeth of gear A and ࡺ is the number of teeth of
gear B
C. Angular Velocity and Acceleration
The angular velocity and acceleration of the joint are
governed by equations (3) and (2)

߱ ൌ

ߠ െ ߠିଵ
ݐ െ ݐିଵ

(2)

ߙ ൌ

߱ െ ߱ିଵ
ݐ െ ݐିଵ

(3)

Where, ࣓ and ࢻ are the angular velocity’s and accelerations
of the joint, ࣂ is the degree of the joint, and ࢚ is the time. These
values are all taken at a gait percentage  or  െ .
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The angular velocity’s and accelerations are averages of
how the degree and angular velocity of the joint change over
a given time period. These values are calculated at each
percentage of the gait cycle. The angular acceleration and
velocity of the joint, when multiplied by the overall gear train
ratio, give us the angular velocity and acceleration that the
motor must output to match the speed of the joint.
D. Torque
Torque motors were chosen for this project for several
reasons; their compact design, high torque output, ability to
output a continuous torque when stalled, and the linear nature
of their torque vs speed curve. The manufacturer's torque
curve was used to find the minimum torque the motor would
output at any given speed.

motor must spin faster to achieve the same joint velocity, it
must also accelerate faster to achieve the same joint velocity.
This would lead us to the assumption that as gear ratio goes
up the inertial losses drastically go up. However, when
looking to (1) as the gear ratio increases the moment of inertia
referenced to the motor decreases. Every gear system has a
range where the inertia will decrease faster than angular
velocity or acceleration will increase, leading to a net
decrease in inertial losses. The obvious reaction at this point
is to find and select a gear ratio that produces the lowest
inertial losses in the system, there are however a few other
major considerations that must be taken into account when
selecting a gear ratio.
B. Friction Loss
Motor friction losses are governed by (6),

E. Power
Power developed by the torque motor was found using (4)

ܲ௦௦ǡி௧ ൌ ߱ܦଶ

ܲ ൌ ߬߱

Where ࡰ is the motors viscous damping coefficient, and ࣓ is
the motors angular velocity.

(4)

Where ࣎ is the output torque of the motor at the motor's
angular velocity ࣓.
Equation 4, when plotted against the gait cycle for each
joint forms the backbone for the selection of the motor. If the
motor is able to output enough power to both move and
accelerate the joint, the graph will show a positive value. If
the motors power is insufficient the graph will trend negative.
This is an important concept in the construction of this model;
torque, power, speed, and acceleration are all interrelated.
One way to visualize this is to imagine the motor has $100 to
spend. If it spends everything on outputting torque, the speed
of the motor, its ability to accelerate, and its power output will
all be compromised. Conversely, if the motor dumps all $100
into speed it will not have the same high torque values at
lower speeds. If the motor needs to accelerate it will use up
that $100 just trying to overcome the inertial effects of getting
that much mass moving. If the motor is only working on
trying to accelerate a mass (overcoming inertial effects) it will
not be able to output nearly as much torque or power as it
would at a constant speed.
IV.

Tying into the inertial losses of section IV. A, as the
angular velocity of the motor increases, the friction losses
(Equation 6) increase exponentially. Friction losses are also
highly dependent upon the motor itself. A high torque low
weight motor might look good initially, however, the power
saved from lower weight (less moment of inertia about the
joints) may be offset by a high viscous damping coefficient.
It was found that for most motors in the torque range for
this application, the weights varied minimally, usually
between 3-8 kg. Viscous damping, however, had a much
larger range, anywhere from .006 to 5.5. So, while the weight
of the motor does have a large impact on system
inefficiencies, the huge range for viscous damping has a
larger impact on power loss from motor to motor.
C. Heat Loss
Heat generation is a smaller component of overall power
loss than inertial or friction losses. Power losses from heat
generation are highly dependent upon the motors
characteristics as shown by (7)
ܲ௦௦ǡு௧ீ ൌ

INEFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

(6)

ܶଶ
ଶ
ܭ

(7)

Where, ࢀ is the motor's output torque, and ࡷ is the motor
constant.

A. Inertial Loss
ܲ௦௦ǡூ௧ ൌ ߙ߱ܫ

(5)

Where I is the moment of inertia referenced to the motor, ࣓
is the angular velocity of the motor, and ࢻ is the required
angular acceleration of the motor
Looking to (1) and (5) we can see the importance gear
ratio plays in inertial losses. As the gear ratio increases the
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The motor constant is a function of the motors torque and
resistive power loss. Smaller motors tend to have fewer
resistive losses than larger motors. This combined with their
lower output torque gives the general trend that small motors
have fewer power losses from heat generation than larger
motors. By properly gearing a motor we can not only reduce
power lost from inertia but by having the motor output a
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smaller torque the heat generated in the motors windings is
also reduced.
Any other inefficiency’s in the system will increase the
torque the motor must output, further increasing power lost
through heat generation. If for example, friction in the system
is reduced, friction power losses will decrease. And since the
required output torque of the motor decreases heat generation
losses will be reduced as well.

several desirable qualities for use in robotics (compact,
lightweight, large reduction) they are not very efficient. For a
strain wave gearbox to operate it must physically deflect a
gear, the act of straining this gear takes a significant amount
of power resulting a large portion of the motors power being
used to overcome the gearboxes no load torque.
VI.

JOINT INEFFICIENCIES

A. Hip

ܰ݁ ݎ݁ݓܲݐൌ ܲெ௧ െ ܲ௧ െ ܲூ௦

Hip Motor Inefficiencys (Walk)
100
80
Power (watt)

V.
MOTOR SELECTION
Proper motor selection has one of the largest influences on
system efficiency of any design choice. Motor selection
begins by comparing the power required in each joint when
scaled to the weight and height of the operator, to the power
required to overcome the system inefficiencies. By swapping
in different motors into the created model the most efficient
motor can be sized.
(8)
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Equation (8) is then mapped to the gait cycle to create a
graph (Figure 5) showing the net excess power in each joint.
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Mechanical Loss

Heat Generation

Walking Net Power
Figure 6. Power lost due to inertial, friction, and heat generation in the hip
motor during the walk cycle.
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The hip joint sees the lowest power losses during a normal
walk cycle. Mechanical and inertial losses dominate, and
spike during the transition from stance to swing phase as the
hip rotates the leg back to the beginning of the stance phase.
Although the angular velocity’s and accelerations are
relatively high the low moment of inertia of the leg during the
swing phase keeps power losses relatively low.
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B. Knee

Ankle

Knee Motor Inefficiencys (Walk)
Figure 5. A graph showing the net power in each joint across the gait cycle
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In an ideal scenario Figure 5 would trend to zero across
the entire cycle. A motor that never has a surplus of power is
sized as small as possible, sizing a larger motor would only
serve to increase inefficiencies in friction and heat generation.
However due to the nature of this model a healthy tolerance
range is needed to accommodate operators of varying heights,
weights, joint lengths, etc.
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Using this data, a set of low friction KBMS torque motors
were sized for this application. Strain wave gearboxes from
Harmonic Drive were selected to achieve the high gear
reductions needed within the space constraints. The
inefficiencies of the gearbox were calculated as a part of the
gear system using (1). While strain wave gearboxes have
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Figure7. Power lost due to inertial, friction, and heat generation in the knee
motor during the walk cycle.
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Across the walk cycle the knee acts more as a damper, it
actually sees a negative net power in the joint [2] [3]. Despite
this, we see that the power losses of the knee (Figure 7) are
much higher than the power absorbed at the knee during a
walk cycle (Figure 4). A perfectly efficient system could
harvest energy at the knee and pump it back into the system,
however, due mostly to the large inertial losses, this will not
occur.
During an average walk cycle actuating the knee serves
little purpose if high efficiency is desired, the reduction in
effort from the operator to actuate the joint is not worth the
power loss accrued from actuation. This scenario showcases
one of the main increases in efficiency to the system when
compared to other exoskeletons, by allowing the operator to
selectively power joints the number of motors can be reduced.
While walking the ankle joint could be powered, then when
climbing stairs where the knee sees the most power as
opposed to the hip or ankle the same motor that previously
powered the ankle would now power the hip.

losses decreased faster than mechanical losses increased for
all joints, thus the gear ratio was selected to be as high as
possible without over speeding the motor with a tolerance
given to cover differences in both physical size and gait
preference of various operators.
VIII.
FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this project is to design, analyze, build,
and test a lower extremity back actuated exoskeleton.
Immediate plans are to start with the design of the exoskeleton
frame and control system. A working prototype will be built
using the analysis performed here and validated on a
Trackmaster treadmill utilizing TrueOne VO2Max testing to
monitor exertion levels of the operator.
Long term plans include testing a finished prototype under
a variety of terrain, load, and temperature conditions with the
end goal of delivering a system fully capable of being
deployed in field conditions.
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The ankle requires the largest power of any joint during a
walk cycle for actuation. It also has the largest power losses
of any joint, again almost exclusively from inertial and
mechanical losses. As the gear ratio is increased, mechanical
power losses increase, but inertial losses decrease more
rapidly giving an overall increase in efficiency.
VII.
CONCLUSION
The inefficiencies in this gear system are dominated by
mechanical losses due mostly to the inefficient harmonic
drive gearboxes employed. The low viscous damping of the
motors keeps the friction loss of the motor low when
compared to the loss through the gearbox. While there are
several motors that are both lighter and have a larger torque
output than the selected motors the small decrease in weight
(inertial losses) was offset by a much larger heat generation
and friction loss. After maxing out the gear ratio it was found
that the speed limit of the motor was reached before inertial
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Optimization for non-periodic dynamic motions of legged systems
Andreea Radulescu1 Ioannis Havoutis2 Darwin G. Caldwell1 Claudio Semini1

Abstract— Autonomous legged robots will be required to
handle a wide variety of tasks and environments. While a lot of
research has focused on developing their abilities for periodic
locomotion tasks, little effort has been invested in devising
generalized strategies for dynamic, non-periodic movements.
In this work we employ the use of optimization and learning
to overcome the use of motion design approaches, frequently
by teleoperation, in such scenarios. We employ a realistic simulation of the HyQ2Max quadrupedal system for investigations
on two distinctive tasks: rearing and posture recovery. The
results obtained show the potential of optimization and learning
approaches for motion synthesis in the context of complex tasks.
Index Terms— optimization, parametrized policy, learning, posture recovery, dynamic motions, quadruped, legged system

I. I NTRODUCTION
Biological legged systems can carry out a variety of whole
body movements, in order to manipulate and traverse their
environment. In transferring these skills to their robotic
counterparts, most research has focused on periodic tasks,
frequently designed with respect to a stability criteria, such
as trotting and walking.
However, a fully autonomous system would be facing a
much more diverse set of tasks, some of which are nonperiodic and could be described as single-shot movements.
Examples in a quadrupedal locomotion context include rearing, jumping over an obstacle or gap, squat-jumping in place
and fall recovery.
Currently, the majority of robots operating in an unsafe
and cluttered environment (e.g., search and rescue missions,
disaster response) have to rely on teleoperation in order to
achieve these objectives. Extending the autonomy of robotic
legged systems with such dynamic capabilities would ease
the workload of the human operators. Allowing the system
to have access to a large motion library would improve the
overall performance of the system, especially considering the
time sensitive nature of some of the tasks.
Optimization and learning approaches could deliver solutions for such scenarios by using a a high-level task
speciﬁcation, in the form of an evaluation criteria of the
overall performance of the emerging behavior.
II. S TATE OF THE ART

their use has been extended to high dimensional problems,
common to modern multi-degree-of-freedom robotics applications. The use of policy based approaches, rather than
value function ones, allows the integration of task/domain
speciﬁc knowledge in the pre-structure of the policy, thus
reducing the dimensionality of the search space.
Approaches such as Policy Improvement with Path Integrals (P I 2 ) [3], based on stochastic optimal control principles, have been successful in generating optimal manipulation solutions for compliant robotic arms [4]. In [5], P I 2
is used on a combination of simulation and hardware based
optimizations, to synthesize a periodic hopping behavior for a
one-legged system, in a number of scenarios. Using iterative
optimal control, the study in [6] delivers locally optimal
solutions for a set of periodic and non-periodic tasks for
a quadrupedal system.
The Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) algorithm [7]
has been similarly used to generate whole body movements.
The study in [8] employs the CMA Evolution Strategy
(CMA-ES) to obtain a optimal fast walking solution for
both forward and sideways stepping. A preliminary study
on the potential of CMA-ES was presented in [9], where the
algorithm was used to obtain a rearing solution for the HyQ
quadrupedal robotic system. Likewise, in [10] the method
is employed to achieve a squat-jump movement, as well
as various periodic gaits. The CMA method was shown to
provide improved performance, when compared with state
of the art global search methods [11], thus making it a good
method of choice for such investigations.
In spite of the signiﬁcant efforts in the area of fall avoidance, comparatively little research has focused on developing
generalized self-righting techniques. Most work has revolved
around devising speciﬁc solutions for particular systems,
either at hardware design level (low center of mass, invertible
robots [12]) or deﬁning embodiment speciﬁc strategies [13].
The work in [14] is attempting to develop a generalized
method for self-righting strategies, by analyzing and exploiting the given robot structure, but the results are still restricted
to small dimensional designs.
III. O UR APPROACH

The relationship between learning and optimization has a
long history [1], [2], but it is only in the recent past that
*This research is funded by the Fondazione Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia
1 Department of Advanced Robotics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, via
Morego, 30, 16163 Genova, Italy. email: {andreea.radulescu,

darwin.caldwell, claudio.semini}@iit.it

2 Robot Learning and Interaction Group, Idiap Research Institute, Martigny, Switzerland email: ioannis.havoutis@idiap.ch
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We employ a CMA-ES based approach to address two
dynamic non-periodic tasks for a quadrupedal robot: rearing
and posture recovery. The method operates by generating and
evaluating a set of solutions at each iteration, after which
it adapts the covariance matrix of the search distribution.
We use a realistic simulation of the 80 kg HyQ2Max [15]
quadrupedal robotic system with contacts. The platform was
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designed as a light-weight, robust locomotion vehicle and
features 12 hydraulically actuated joints (3 per leg).
In the context of such robotic systems, the problem consists of ﬁnding the appropriate joint motions that achieve the
desired movement for each given task. Direct optimization
of the time parametrized joints or torques would require
an inconveniently large search space. Hence, we use a
parametrized policy to encode these proﬁles, represented as
a weighted average of Gaussian kernels:
M
M


wi φi (t)/
φi (t),
(1)
f (t) =
i=1

i=1

1
(2)
φi (t) = exp(− 2 (t − μi )),
2σ
where wi are the weights associated with each kernel φi
(deﬁned by mean μi and variance σ 2 ). The CMA algorithm
is then used to optimize the weights of all policies according
to a task speciﬁc cost function (3):
 T
r(st , ṡt , ut ) dt, t ∈ [0, T ],
(3)
J = p(sT , ṡT ) +
t=0

where st = [xCOM , yCOM , zCOM , roll, pitch, yaw]
is the trunk state and ut is the set of 12 torque actuation
commands at time t ∈ [0, T ]. The cost function consists of
a running term r that seeks to minimize the torques used
for producing the motion, including realistic torque limits,
and a ﬁnal cost p that evaluates the success of the motion
according to the task goals (desired ﬁnal state). The policy
is initialized to values that maintain an initial pose.
An example of such a resultant policy is depicted in Figure
1 where the M = 16 Gaussian kernels’ means are equally
spaced, the variances σ 2 are all ﬁxed to 0.01 and the weights
wi have been sampled from [−1, 1]. In our experiments we
use 12 such representations, one for each degree of freedom
(DoF) of the quadrupedal system.

A. Rearing
During rearing the front legs push the torso upwards,
while the lower legs are supporting the body. This behavior
can serve as a preliminary stage for much more complex
maneuvers (e.g., obstacle traversing, transition to bipedal
posture). We note that in general such postures cannot be
reached in a static manner. To further reduce the complexity
of the problem, we exploit the task structure and impose the
same policy for the front and hind leg pairs, respectively.
The policy is initialized to values that maintain the default pose of the system, in four legged support (Figure
2, left). The policy converged to a feasible solution within
approximately 3000 trials, for an allocated time horizon of
T = 0.3 s. Figure 2 (right) shows the ﬁnal pose reached
by the system under the resultant policy, as imposed by the
requirements on the position and orientation of the trunk,
encoded in the terminal cost p. This also includes terms for
minimizing the ﬁnal angular and linear velocities.
The evolution of the position and orientation of the robot’s
trunk for the ﬁnal trial is depicted in Figure 3, with each
individual policy taking a shape similar to that in Figure 1.

Fig. 2. HyQ2Max performing the rearing task in simulation under the
resultant policy. Left: initial pose. Right: ﬁnal pose.
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Fig. 3. HyQ2Max performing the rearing task under the resultant policy.
Left: absolute body position. Right: body orientation.
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Fig. 1. Example of a policy encoded as a weighted average of Gaussian
kernels: the means μi are equally spaced and the variances are all ﬁxed to
0.01 and the weights have been sampled from [−1, 1].

IV. R ESULTS
We present the results obtained on a realistic simulation of
the HyQ2Max robotic platform, as detailed in the previous
section. All policies are encoded with a ﬁxed set of M = 16
Gaussian kernels evenly spaced in the time interval between
0 to T seconds, while their variance σ 2 is ﬁxed to 0.01.
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B. Posture recovery
In the context of posture recovery we introduce a scenario
where the regular locomotion task fails, due to an unexpected
obstacle, and the robot ﬁnds itself in an unforeseen state
(Figure 4, left). The task consists of returning the system
to an upright position, that allows the resuming of the
locomotion task. Unlike in the rearing scenario, due to the
nature of the task, the policies of each leg are independent
of each other.
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Fig. 4. The HyQ2Max performing the posture recovery task in simulation. Left: initial pose (unexpected fall). Middle: intermediary pose under the
resultant policy. Right: ﬁnal pose (after the policy is executed and the oversight is passed to a balancing controller).

The ﬁnal cost p penalizes deviations from a set ﬁnal
state of the robot’s trunk (in both linear and angular DoF).
In this study the desired positions and orientations have
been empirically determined, with an additional objective on
minimizing ﬁnal velocities.
The policy converged to a feasible solution within approximately 4000 trials, with a time horizon T = 0.3 s. Figure 4
(middle) shows and intermediary pose reached by the system
under the resultant policy. Figure 4 (right) depicts the ﬁnal
pose following the execution of the policy and after passing
the oversight to a balancing controller.
The current results are limited to the simulation environment in the context of relatively simple scenarios. The
presented results indicate that the behavior can be transferred
to the real hardware, which we we aim to achieve in the
near future, while expanding the range posture recovery and
rearing scenarios addressed.

V. F UTURE DIRECTIONS AND C ONCLUSION
The overall results depicted in this work serve as an
example of the possibilities that optimization and learning
approaches can offer to motion synthesis for complex tasks.
For example, the goal of a rearing motion can be to reach
the basin of attraction of a balancing controller, keeping the
quadruped upright.
To increase the autonomy of the system under the suggested approach, real-time sensory information from the
environment and a methodology for determining the ideal
ﬁnal pose of the policy will have to be integrated. In the
long term we aim to develop a general tool for generating
optimal dynamic whole-body motions that are not necessarily
periodic in nature.
The speed of computing such solutions might not always allow for on-line optimization using conventional approaches. Machine learning methods could be employed to
speed up the solution delivery time. In [16] the solutions
of an optimization task are used to guide the learning of
neural network controllers, for a variety of locomotion tasks
on generic robotic models in simulation. Such dynamic
movements will serve in complementing and extending the
capabilities of robots with arms and legs.
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Learning the end-effector pose from demonstration for Bionic Handling
Assistant robot
Milad S. Malekzadeh1 , J. F. Queißer1 and J. J. Steil1
Abstract— For most of the rigid manipulators, it is possible
to apply a gravity compensation mode, by which the user is
able to easily reconﬁgure the arm and record the necessary
data. However, due to the speciﬁc characteristics of soft robots
such as elastic properties and complex dynamics, it is usually
very difﬁcult to implement kinesthetic teaching for Learning
from Demonstration (LfD) scenarios. This paper tackles this
problem on a soft continuum robot named Bionic Handling
Assistant (BHA). We propose to use an active compliant
controller that facilitates the kinesthetic teaching for the user
while recording the position and orientation of the robot’s
end-effector. The recorded demonstrations are then encoded
with a task-parameterized probabilistic model through two
separate dynamical systems (one for the position and one for
the orientation). The approach was evaluated by conducting
two experiments on the BHA robot.
Fig. 1: BHA robot platform: three segments are connected (orange
structure) in serial. Each segment’s shape is deﬁned by three air
chambers that provide length information by cable sensors (blue).

I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of soft robots have been developed
recently, inspired from the soft structures in nature like
octopus arm [1] or elephant trunk [2], based on the belief
that biological structures have been efﬁciently established
and evolved. In spite of all the well-known beneﬁts of soft
manipulators such as hyper-redundancy, ﬂexibility and safe
interaction with the environment, the control of such robots
remains challenging [3], [4].
One well-known control approach that is widely used
for rigid robots, is Learning from Demonstration (LfD).
LfD is based on imitation and exploits machine learning
techniques. It is inspired by the way the knowledge is
transferred between human beings while performing a task,
usually with subsequent trial-and-error learning. In LfD, the
goal is to extract important features of the task and its
reproduction in new situations characterized by robustness
with respect to possible perturbations. It typically considers
non-expert human users teaching or demonstrating to the
robot by kinesthetic teaching, observation or teleoperation
and replaces the need to program the robot by an expert
user for every speciﬁc task.
Although the LfD is a well-known method for the rigid
robots, there are only a few applications of it in softrobotics. For instance in [3], Calinon et.al proposed a
context-dependent reward-weighted learning approach that is
able to extract from demonstrations (fulﬁlled on a very different rigid robot), the weights for some predeﬁned objective
functions. The weighted sum of these objective functions is

then used for the target soft robot, as the reward function in
a reinforcement learning algorithm [5]. This can be seen as a
skill transfer approach from a rigid robot to a soft robot. This
is important since providing demonstrations is not usually
easy for a soft robot, while performing kinesthetic teaching
on a rigit robot is usually trivial.
Among all the methods to collect the demonstrations,
kinesthetic teaching seems easier, faster and safer to implement since the user often tries to reconﬁgure the robot
by his/her hands. In addition, the recorded demonstrations
are easier to modify and re-implement on the same agent.
However, it is not the case while we are dealing with soft
robots in general, mainly because of speciﬁc characteristics
of them such as elastic properties, very complex dynamics
and lack of suitable controller.
In this paper we utilize an active compliant control mode
already introduced in [2], to record kinesthetic demonstrations directly with a soft continuum robot termed as Bionic
Handling Assistant (BHA). For most of the rigid manipulators, the gravity compensation modes can be set for recording
the demonstrations during kinesthetic teaching. We propose
to use a controller that acts like the gravity compensation
mode and helps the user to record demonstrations (section
II).
After recording the demonstrations, we exploit TaskParametrized Gaussian Mixture Models (TP-GMM) [6] to
encode the end-effector pose. Among several available LfD
tools including Gaussian mixture regression [7], hidden
Markov models [8], dynamic movement primitives [9],
Gaussian process regression [10], we exploit the TP-GMM

1 Milad S. Malekzadeh, J. F. Queißer, and J. J. Steil are with the Research
Institute of Cognition and Robotics (CoR-Lab), Faculty of Technology at
Bielefeld University, Universitätsstr. 25, 33615 Bielefeld, Germany, Email:
mmalekzadeh, jqueisse, jsteil@cor-lab.uni-bielefeld.de
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in the case that the three chambers reach different lengths.
Beside pressure sensors that are included in the air valves,
the BHA is equipped with cable potentiometers that allow
to measure the outer length of the air chambers providing
geometric information about the robot shape. Unfortunately,
the hardware design of the BHA bothers analytical modeling.
This includes elastic properties, complex dynamics of continuum deformation, hysteresis effects, long control delays and
changing material properties. The whole control architecture
is embedded in a component based software framework as
shown in [15].
In principle, the length control can be accomplished
with standard proportional integral derivative (PID) schemes.
The fundamental problem is that these feedback control
approaches can be applied only with low gains due to the
slow plant dynamics, which consequently results in very
slow movements. To overcome this issue the BHA low
level controller refers to an equilibrium model to generate
an additional feed forward signal. The equilibrium model
predicts required pressures for postures with zero velocity
and acceleration. The combination of a slow PID controller
and the feed forward signal of the equilibrium model leads
to a signiﬁcant improvement of length control [2].
For estimation of end-effector positions we refer to an
approximate kinematic model ignoring pressures and solely
operating on the lengths of virtual air chambers [16]. Additionally it has been shown that the model error can be
reduced by machine learning techniques [17]. A constantcurvature approach that is based on torus segments allows for
kinematic simulation of continuous deformations. For each
segment, the related three measured lengths of the actuators
can be used to estimate the coordinate transformation between two platforms, which can then be chained in order
to get the complete forward kinematics from base to end
effector.
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Fig. 2: (a) Low-Level control loop of the BHA robot utilizing
feedback control (fbc) and feed forward estimates (ffc) of the
equilibrium model, leaned by extreme learning machine (ELM),
in addition to the compliant control mode highlighted in red. (b)
Use case: BHA robot is following external force of interaction and
allows for kinesthetic teaching.

approach that has better generalization properties for learning of position and orientation, compared to other similar
methods.
We are interested in learning both the position and orientation for the robot’s end-effector to suitably perform the
experiments, we exploited the method described in [11] (section IV). A different pan-tilt parameterization of orientation
was employed in [12] which is more suitable to encode the
initial and ﬁnal orientations of the end-effector.
The contribution of this paper is twofold: 1) A new
controller permits the user to apply the kinesthetic teaching
on a soft robot (the BHA robot) for the ﬁrst time. The
same controller can be used on similar soft robots (and even
rigid ones); 2) The recorded demonstrations were used to
learn the full pose of a soft-continuum robot end-effector
with a task-parameterized version of Gaussian mixtures. The
generalization capability of the proposed method is then
evaluated in time-based and time-invariant scenarios.
II. T HE BHA ROBOT

Active Compliant Control Mode for Kinesthetic Teaching

The Bionic Handling assistant (BHA, [13], [14]) has been
designed by Festo as a robotic pendant to an elephant trunk.
It is pneumatically actuated and comprises several continuous
parallel components operated at low pressures, which makes
the BHA inherently safe for physical interaction with humans
and an interesting platform for collaborative robotics tasks.
A further key aspect is the low-priced and rapid 3D manufacturing process with polyamide, resulting in application ﬁelds
of small and medium sized enterprises like pick-and-place
tasks.
The structure of the BHA is separated into three segments
as shown in Fig. 1. Each segment consists of three triangular
arranged air chambers. Therefore the main ﬂexibility of the
BHA is based on 9 air chambers that extend their length
in relation to the pressure in those chambers. A fourth endeffector segment is also available but was neglected for this
work. An active depression of the pressure of the chambers is
not possible, solely the tension of the extended body reforms
the structure back to the home position. The robot has no
ﬁxed joint angles and each robot segment starts to bend

We refer to the utilization of a learned equilibrium model
of the robot to implement a kinesthetic teaching mode
(described in [2]). The low level control loop is shown in
Fig. 2a. In the compliant mode, the deviation of the sensed
pressures p and the predicted pressures p̂ of the pneumatic
chambers for the current posture lreal is observed. Due to
the elastic material, a deformation of the robot while keeping
the chamber pressures constant, is possible. So a deformation
of the robot will result in a mismatch between predicted and
observed pressures. In case this mismatch exceeds threshold
T , a posture update is initiated to comply with the deformed
robot conﬁguration. The threshold T has to be selected
concerning sensory noise and uncertainty of the equilibrium
model. A sample interaction with the BHA robot is shown
in Fig. 2b.
III. DYNAMICAL SYSTEM FOR POSITION AND
ORIENTATION

The recorded kinesthetic teaching dataset using the active
compliant control, consists of position and orientation of
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space while the quaternion product (x̂o ∗x̄o ) in (3), gives the
orientation error in unit quaternion space1 .
Based on the deﬁnition, the quaternion representation q
for a vector of axis-angle orientation θ ∈ R3×1 is
#
θ 
[cos( θ ) sin( θ ) θ
] , θ = 0
.
q = exp(θ) =

, otherwise
[1 0 0 0]

the robot’s end-effector. The pose of the end-effector needs
to be modeled during the encoding phase and reproduced
during the reproduction phase. However due to the multiple
advantages of using dynamical systems in task-space control,
we ﬁrst encode the data into the virtual attractor space
[11]. E.g., robustness when facing perturbations and control
over the compliancy of the task execution by tuning the
tracking gains, are some of the beneﬁts of exploiting such
approach. To do this, we assume a virtual unit mass at the
end-effector of the robot, where two dynamical systems,
control the position and orientation of this unit mass by
weighted superposition of virtual spring-damper systems.
The dynamical systems responsible for controlling the position and orientation are separated, due to the independence
of modalities. In this paper this method is used to control the
pose of a soft robot (BHA). However in [11], this approach
has been used to control the pose of two Barrett WAMs
(rigid robots) in a bi-manual task. The end-effector full pose
is represented by x = [xp xo ] , where xp and xo are the
position and orientation (axis-angle representation).

A logarithmic map will inverse the mapping
! #
u
, u = 0
arccos(v) u
v
.
log(q) = log
=

u
, otherwise
[0 0 0]
This mapping is one-to-one correspondent for θ < π.
From Eq. (3), we can compute x̂o using the above deﬁnition


x̂o = exp 12 (K O )−1 ẍo + 12 (K O )−1 K W ẋo ∗ xo , (4)
by which we can retrieve the quaternion attractor through another dynamical system and suitable choice of corresponding
stiffness and damping gains.
We therefore have computed the position attractor x̂p and
the orientation attractor (in unit quaternion space) x̂o , which
will be used through out the next section as the position and
orientation references.

A. Dynamical System for position
During demonstration, the position of the robot’s endeffector xp is recorded along with its velocity and acceleration ẋp , ẍp . After preprocessing, the Cartesian position is
transformed into the movement of virtual unit-mass attractor
points. The dynamical system is a second order linear
differential equation, given by
ẍp = K P (x̂p − xp ) − K V ẋp ,

IV. TASK - PARAMETRIZED G AUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL
FOR FULL POSE

Consider a set of task-parameters represented as coordinate systems along with a set of demonstrations that depend
on the task-parameters. We use TP-GMM as a statistical
approach in combination with dynamical systems to encode
different demonstrated actions in an abstract form of mixture of Gaussian components. The task-parameters are the
frame of references that matter for each demonstration. The
model parameters are iteratively estimated with expectationmaximization procedure using the recorded trajectories and
the corresponding task-parameters. Then, during reproduction, the product of linearly transformed model parameters
given new task-parameters, is used to estimate the new
trajectory through Gaussian mixture regression [6].
In this section, we brieﬂy describe the approach for
the situations in which full pose (including position and
orientation) can be encoded suitably by using TP-GMM (for
more details see [6], [11]).

(1)

where K P , K V ∈ R3×3 are the stiffness and damping matrices, set to have critically damped system. In our application,
√
K P = k P I and K V = k V I, where k V = 2 k P . The
trajectory of the virtual attractor x̂p , is then computed by
x̂p = (K P )

−1

ẍp + (K P )

−1

K V ẋp + xp .

(2)

B. Dynamical System for orientation
Based on the formulation proposed in [11], [18], a second
dynamical system with different tracking gains is used to
convert the orientation of the end-effector expressed in unit
quaternion, into the orientation of another virtual attractor.
The equivalence of Eq. (1) in the unit quaternion space will
be
(3)
ẍo = 2K O log(x̂o ∗ x̄o ) − K W ẋo ,

A. Learning the Model Parameters
The dataset includes both position and orientation attractors (extracted in the previous sections)
 IN 
 p
ξn
x̂n
OU T
ξ n = OU T , ξ n = o ,
ξn
x̂n

where K O , K W ∈ R3×3 are the angular stiffness and
damping matrices and ẋo and ẍo are the angular velocity
and acceleration
(K O = k O I and K W = k W I, where
√
W
O
k = 2 k ). The quaternion equivalence of the axis-angle
representation of the orientation xo , is represented by xo .
Similarly, x̂o represents the orientation attractor. Note that
here x̄o is the quaternion conjugate of xo and ∗ denotes the
quaternion product.
Eq. (1) and (3) are similar except for the tracking error
term on the right side of the equations. In (1), the term (x̂p −
xp ) represents the error of the positions in the Cartesian

T
and ξ OU
are the input and output part of ξ n
where ξ IN
n
n
at time step n. For example, in a time-based movement in
3D Cartesian space, D = 8 corresponds to aggregation of

1 Similar to the case of rotation matrices, if we represent two different
orientations in quaternion space with X1o and X2o , the quaternion that rotates
X1o into X2o , is given by X2o ∗ X̄1o .
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time variable (ξ IN , 1 dimension) and Cartesian position (3
dimensions) and unit quaternion orientation (4 dimensions).
The task parameters are P coordinate systems, represented
by {bn,j , An,j }P
j=1 at each time step n. For position data,
they correspond to the origin and rotation matrix of the
coordinate system i.e. bn,j ∈ R3×1 is the origin and An,j ∈
R3×3 is a set of basis vectors. For the quaternion orientation
data, bn,j = 0 is 4 × 1 zero vector and An,j ∈ R4×4
is the matrix representation of the quaternion orientation
(quaternion matrix2 ) of the j th frame at time step n.
A task-space attractor trajectory ξ ∈ RD×N with N
samples in the global frame of reference, can be observed
from the viewpoint of each of P coordinate systems (taskparameters) which forms different trajectories {X (j) }P
j=1 ∈
RD×N . At each time step n, this projection can be obtained
by a linear transformation as
−1
X (j)
n = An,j (ξ n − bn,j ).

This product of Gaussians can be achieved by the following
equations
Σn,i
μn,i

Σn,i

P


(j)

−1 −1

(An,j Σi An,j )

−1

,
(j)

(An,j μi + bn,j ).

Based on Eq. (6) in the reproduction phase, the model
parameters are ﬁrst transformed using the new given frames
and then the product of them forms the temporary GMM at
each time step n.
Given the temporary GMM parameters, Gaussian Mixture
Regression (GMR) is then used to retrieve the trajectory.
T
|ξ IN
GMR estimates the conditional probability P(ξOU
n
n )
IN
OU T
relying on the joint probability P(ξ n , ξ n ), encoded with
GMM parameters (see details in [6]).
By using the dynamical system of Eq. (1) and (3), it
is straightforward to reproduce the position and orientation
from their attractors, either with the same stiffness and
damping gains or different ones.

(5)

V. E XPERIMENTS
The ﬂexible BHA robot with 9 DoF is used in two
experiments. The aim of the ﬁrst experiment is to teach the
robot, a time-based point to point end-effector movement. In
the second experiment the robot learns to follow an object
(a red cup) with its end-effector. This experiment is timeinvariant.
The experiments are designed to show the capability of our
proposed LfD approach. There are 3 phases for both of them:
demonstration, model learning and reproduction phase. The
demonstrations are recorded by kinesthetic teaching while
the robot is in active compliant control model. During the
demonstration, we record the full pose of the BHA endeffector along with the position and orientation of each frame
of reference. The recorded end-effector data is smoothed out
and re-sampled through out a preprocessing step. Eventually
we will have 3 dimensions for the position and 4 dimensions
for the orientation expressed in unit quaternion space.

Given a set of task-parameters {bn,j , An,j }P
j=1 in the
reproduction phase, the learned model is used to reproduce
the movements in the previous situations (reproducing the
demonstrations) or different trajectories with new frame of
references. At each time step n, the model ﬁrst retrieves
a temporary GMM by a product of linearly transformed
Gaussians

j=1

=

(j)

(An,j Σi An,j )

j=1

B. Reproduction

P


P

j=1

Based on Eq. (5), the projected position attractor yields
p
from R−1
n,j (x̂n − on,j ), in which R is the corresponding rotation matrix and o is the origin of the coordinate frame and
o
the projected orientation attractor will be A−1
n,j (x̂n − bn,j ) =
−1 o
Qn,j x̂n , where Q is the quaternion matrix representation of
R.
Intuitively speaking, the idea is to observe the movement
and the corresponding Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) in
the global frame, from every single frame of reference.
The TP-GMM parameters are then, a set of GMMs projected into all of the frames. The learning process consists
of iteratively updating the model parameters deﬁned by
(j)
(j)
K
{πi , {μi , Σi }P
j=1 }i=1 , for a model with K components,
where πi is the mixing coefﬁcient for the ith Gaussian
(j)
(j)
component and μi and Σi are center and covariance
matrix of the ith Gaussian component at frame j. These
parameters are achieved with an Expectation Maximization
(EM) process that iteratively updates the model parameters
until convergence.

N (μn,i , Σn,i ) ∝

=

A. Time based point to point movement
The aim of the ﬁrst experiment is to teach the robot to
move its end-effector from a start to an end pose. For each
movement, the start and end Cartesian poses are chosen
as 2 ﬁxed frame of references. During demonstration, the
user is able to slowly move the robot from the start to the
end while recording the Cartesian positions and orientation
of the end-effector. We recorded an appropriate number of
demonstrations (here 8), by using a Vicon system. The Vicon
system also collects the complete pose of the start and end
frames that are ﬁxed in this experiment. Fig. 2b shows one
example of the experiment’s setup by which we recorded the
demonstrations.



(j)
(j)
N An,j μi +bn,j , An,j Σi An,j .
(6)

2 Quaternion matrix consists of the quaternion vector elements i.e. if q
1
and q2 are two quaternions then the quaternion matrix Q1 is built from
the elements of q1 so that Q1 q2 ≡ q1 ∗ q2 (∗ is quaternion product).
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Fig. 3: Demonstrations of point-to-point movements. Here only 4
demonstrations out of 8 were depicted. The gray cones represent
the pose of starts and ends. For each demonstration the starts and
ends can be distinguished respectively by the pink 1 and 2 and red
cones. The gray trajectory and the black cones on it show the pose
of the end-effector in some selected intervals. A sample BHA robot
is also shown in the top-left ﬁgure.

Fig. 4: Reproduction of 4 sample demonstrations in Fig. 3. The
TP-GMM model is learned by considering the full pose of the start
and end cones as the ﬁxed frame of references (task parameters).
The blue line and the frames on them are the reproduced endeffector position trajectories and samples of its orientation. The
model is successfully learning and reproducing the full pose of the
robot’s end-effector. In the top-left ﬁgure the green ellipsoids are
the retrieved GMM corresponding to the position attractors.

In the time-based recorded dataset, we have 8 dimensions
for ξ as
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
1
0
0
0
tn
⎦ , An,j = ⎣0 R(j)
0 ⎦,
ξ n = ⎣x̂pn ⎦ , bn,j = ⎣o(j)
n
n
o
x̂n
0
0
0
Q(j)
n
(7)
(j)
where on is the Cartesian position of the origin of j th
(j)
frame, 0 is a 4×1 zero vector. R(j)
n and Qn are respectively
the rotation matrix and quaternion matrix representation of
the orientation of j th frame.
We empirically chose 3 Gaussian components in the
model. The stiffness and damping gains in Eq. (1) and (3)
were set to k P = 500, k V = 50 and k O = 250, k W = 25
respectively, to keep the dynamical system close to an overdamped situation.
Fig. 3 shows 4 sample demonstrations and the corresponding ﬁxed start and end poses by gray cones. A TP-GMM is
used to encode the recorded pose trajectories given the poses
of the start and end points as ﬁxed frame of references. Fig.
4 shows how the learned TP-GMM model reproduces the
end-effector poses along the trajectory, given the same pair
of frames. The retrieved GMM has been plotted in the topleft ﬁgure as well. Note that since the references are ﬁxed
though out the experiment, the retrieved GMMs are the same
for every time step.
The generalization capability of TP-GMM approach was
examined successfully by providing different poses of start
and end points. In our experiment the proposed model was
able to produce suitable and smooth movements between
the points. Fig. 5 shows the qualitative results of 4 sample
reproduction, given new pairs of frames of references.
Here we provided the results only in simulation but in the
real experiment, to move the BHA robot, a previously developed inverse kinematics model based on constant-curvature
model [19] can be used to transform the Cartesian poses into

Fig. 5: Sample reproduced position and orientation of the endeffector given new start and end poses. The colored depicted frames
show the orientation of the end-effector during the reproduced
position trajectory. We have not shown all the frames for all the
time steps. In the top-right ﬁgure, the red ellipsoids are the retrieved
GMM corresponding to the position attractors.

the robot’s joint space trajectory. We modiﬁed the iterative
inverse kinematics model to have more tendency to ﬁt the
position of the end-effector rather than the orientation by
exploiting null-space of the robot. This is done by searching
more in the null-space of the robot to satisfy the orientation.
The real robot experiment can be carried out as a ball in the
basket or fruit picking scenario.
B. Time-invariant movement
In the second experiment, we want to demonstrate to the
robot to follow the position and orientation of a ﬂying object
(a cup, shown in Fig. 6 by blue cones) in the work-space by
its end-effector. Time was used as the input in the previous
experiment. However using the TP-GMM, any other type
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Fig. 7: Reproduction of the sample demonstrations by using TPGMM. Here, the movement of the ﬁrst frame is presented to the
robot and the encoded model retrieves the pose of the end-effector
(blue line and arrows).

Fig. 6: Two samples of moving frame during demonstration: Frame
1 (blue cones) is a moving frame that its position and orientation
should be followed by the pose of the robot’s end-effector. The
moving direction is shown by dark cones. Frame 2 (green cone)
has a ﬁxed pose at the base of the robot. The gray small cones
show how the end-effector pose follows the pose of the second
frame.

the two frames, the model retrieves the full pose of the
end-effector. The inverse kinematic model of the BHA robot
is then used to obtain the joint variables (lengths of the 3
modules).
Fig. 7 depicts the reproduced pose for the end-effector
using the learned model. Here, for the moving frame, the
same movement as Fig. 6 has been considered. The trajectory
and the corresponding orientation are shown by blue lines
and arrows for some of the time instances. The difference
between the pose of the end-effector and the moving frame
at the end of the movement is due to the fact that we have
plotted only the ﬁrst 100 time instances. The dynamical
system makes the movement more compliant but also a
bit delayed i.e. the positions and orientations follow their
attractors slowly according to the stiffness and damping
gains.
We examined the generalization capability of the learned
model by proving different poses for the moving frame (the
cup in the real experiment). Fig. 8, shows 2 new situations in
which the robot successfully follows the pose of the second
frame. The poses of the moving frame have been shown by
gray cones that get darker towards the end of the movement.
The reproduced trajectory of the end-effector is shown by the
black line on which the reproduced orientations have been
shown by blue arrows.

of inputs can be used to derive the movement [6]. Since
the robot should follow the pose of the cup, we choose the
position of the cup in the 3D Cartesian space as the input by
which we can learn a time-invariant task. In this experiment,
we deﬁned 2 frames of references. The ﬁrst frame is the
moving cup (blue cones) and the second frame is the ﬁxed
base of the robot. We deﬁne the dataset and the ﬁrst frame
as follow
⎡ rc ⎤
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤
on
0
I
0
0
⎦ , An,1 = ⎣0 Rrc
0 ⎦,
ξ n = ⎣ x̂pn ⎦ , bn,1 = ⎣orc
n
n
o
0
0
Qrc
0
x̂n
n
(8)
where, the position of the cup orc
n has been replaced by
rc
time. Rrc
n and Qn are respectively, the rotation matrix and
quaternion matrix representation of the orientation of the ﬁrst
frame (here the moving frame). In the above equation, ξ n ∈
3×3
4×4
R10×1 , Rrc
, Qrc
and I ∈ R3×3 is the
n ∈ R
n ∈ R
identity matrix. The vectors 0 have suitable dimension. The
second frame is always ﬁxed at the base of the robot, bn,2 =
0 ∈ R10×1 and An,2 = I ∈ R10×10 .
Fig. 6 shows 2 sample demonstrations and frames. The
demonstrations were recorded by kinesthetic teaching while
the BHA robot was in the active compliant control mode i.e.
it is easy for the user to reconﬁgure the robot and follow
the pose of the red cup. During the demonstration, the cup
was moving randomly in the space with one user and another
user tries to keep the robot’s end-effector always close to the
cup. In Fig. 6 the blue cones show the movement of the cup
in the robot’s workspace. We collected 6 demonstrations for
this experiment. The second ﬁxed frame is visualized by the
green cone ﬁxed at the origin.
Since the ﬁrst frame of reference is always in the vicinity
of the robot’s end-effector, the model learned the importance
of this frame. Note that, this implicit information is in the
demonstration data and not given to the model explicitly.
During reproduction, given the position and orientation of

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, a practical approach that enables us to apply
kinesthetic teaching on a soft pneumatic robot was suggested
and tested. To the best of the author’s knowledge, nobody has
tried to do any task-related teaching on a real soft/continuum
robot. The method is based on an active compliant controller
that has been developed for this robot. Similar controller can
be exploited on other soft robots such as STIFF-FLOP robot
[1] while providing demonstrations is necessary like in [3].
A task-parametrized probabilistic model was used as a
learning from demonstration algorithm to encode and retrieve
both the position and the orientation of the end-effector.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: Two different movements, each one has been shown from 2 angles. The gray cones are the position and orientation of the moving
frame that the robot’s end-effector (the blue line and arrow) is able to follow.

Two time-dependent and time-independent experiments were
conducted to test the ability of the proposed method. The
demonstrations were recorded by using a real BHA robot,
whilst the reproduction results were shown in simulation.
However in the future, we aim to design more complex realworld experiments.
Also we want to evaluate the approach more quantitatively,
specially by analyzing the retrieved covariance matrices
during the reproduction phase. The demonstrations were formulated by using dynamical systems. We are also interested
in applying different stiffness and damping gains in the
reproduction phase.
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An Asymmetric Model for Quadrupedal Bounding in Place
Romeo Orsolino1 , Michele Focchi1 , Darwin G. Caldwell1 and Claudio Semini1

to design a realistic controller that can be later easily
mapped into the full dynamic model of HyQ, IIT’s hydraulic
quadruped robot [8].

Abstract— In this article we show our approach to determine
the main gait parameters of a bounding gait for a quadruped
robot. After introducing an asymmetric model that captures
the relevant dynamics of quadrupeds we show how this can be
employed in an optimization problem that computes a periodic
limit cycle. The stability analysis shows that this solution is open
loop unstable but can be made marginally stable by means of
a state feedback of an augmented system.

II. A MODEL FOR QUADRUPEDAL BOUNDING
We designed a 2D dynamic model which could keep this
inherent asymmetry into account as depicted in Fig. 1. The
impulses Jh and Jf represent the integral of the ground
reaction forces (GRFs) Fh and Ff applied to the trunk of
the robot during the stance over one cycle by the hind and
front legs respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The problem of legged robot locomotion consists in ﬁnding a series of footholds and joint torques which allow to
perform a given motion and reach the ﬁnal target. This
study is typically done using simpliﬁed dynamic models
and then mapping the result to the whole-body dynamics.
For humanoids the most widely used simpliﬁed model,
particularly suitable for highly dynamic motions, is the
Spring Loaded Inverted Pendulum (SLIP). In the case of
quadruped robots the applicability of this model is limited
by their asymmetric structure even when restricted to the 2D
sagittal plane. Considering an asymmetric mass distribution
is fundamental to describe, for example, the pitch dynamics.
A few studies, at the best of our knowledge, of an asymmetric
SLIP model can be found in [1], [2], [3] and [4].
The following observations can be made regarding this
asymmetry:
• Static measurements on quadruped mammals, mainly
dogs and horses, have shown that their Center of Mass
(CoM) is always shifted towards the front of the body,
resulting in an asymmetric structure. A consequence
of this is that front limbs bear around the 60% of the
animal’s weight in steady state locomotion [5], [6].
The same can happen on quadruped robots which,
even if they have a symmetric skeleton, they might be
equipped with exteroceptive sensors which are usually
positioned in the front to acquire information of the
environment in front of the robot.
• Even in the presence of a perfectly symmetric
quadruped, the kinematic limits and the manipulability
properties of front and hind limbs do not allow them to
push or pull their trunk with equal ease in any direction.
• Biological observations have shown that load difference
of each limb is tightly connected to their phase difference in the gait cycle [7].
Following the above considerations we decided to employ
an asymmetric simpliﬁed dynamic model which allows us

Fig. 1: Snapshot of the simpliﬁed planar model of interaction
between the trunk of a quadruped robot in the 2D sagittal plane
and the ground. The red dot represents the geometric center of the
trunk while the blue dots are the two hips.


Jh =

Tst
0


Fh (t)dt

Jf =

Tst
0

Ff (t)dt

(1)

The lever arms of the GRFs, lh and lf , are in general different
from the quantity L/2 (L is the distance between the hind
and front hips) and can be computed as a function of the
trunk orientation, the foot contact point and the line of action
of the GRFs, deﬁned by the angle φ. Here we study the
simpliﬁed case in which φh = φf = π/2 in such a way to
obtain vertical impulses. The resulting equations of motion
are:
ẍ = 0
Fh
Ff
+
(2)
z̈ = −g +
m
m
Fh
Ff
lf −
lh
θ̈ =
I
I
where I is the inertia of the trunk computed as mr2 , m is
the mass and r is the radius of gyration with respect to the
CoM [9]. In section III we will use a generalized state vector
q = [x, ẋ, z, ż, θ, θ̇]T .

1 Department of Advanced Robotics, Istituto Italiano di Tecnologia, Via
Morego, 30, 16163, Genova, Italy.
email: {romeo.orsolino, michele.focchi,
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TABLE I: Symbols description
p
q
q∗
qaug
Jh , J f
Fh , Ff
φh , φf
ah , af
lh , lf
dh , dk
P
Ch , Cf

3D coordinates of the CoM (x, z, θ)
generalized coordinates vector
ﬁxed point
augmented state
impulse given during stance phase of each leg
force proﬁle during stance phase of each leg
orientation of the GRFs on the horizontal ground
amplitude of the force proﬁle
lever arm of the GRFs w.r.t. CoM
lever arm of the GRFs w.r.t. hip and knee joints
ideal foothold that produces no angular momentum
feet position for hind and front legs

(a) Horizontal trunk and GRF aligned with CoM.
The GRFs are applied on the point P and the
resulting motion is a pure linear acceleration. It
results a large lever arm dh with respect to the
hind hip joint. The point P is far from the standard
conﬁguration (grey thick dashed line).

A. Pitch dynamics and leg crouching
Highly dynamic gaits which include an aerial phase can
be characterized by a non negligible trunk oscillation in the
pitch. This oscillation is on one hand a drawback since
it implies a certain amount of energy to be spent for a
movement which does not directly help the quadruped propel
forward. From this point of view if the line of action of the
GRF perfectly intersects the CoM this would make the job
of moving towards the desired direction more efﬁciently. On
the other hand a certain degree of oscillation is a necessary
requirement to make the robot land with the front and hind
legs alternately.
Having the line of action of the impulse intersecting the
CoM would imply the support foot of the virtual leg to be
placed in a point on the ground P far from the standard
conﬁguration (Fig. 2a). For quadrupeds, even if the point P
is within the leg’s kinematic range, this causes the torque
to be excessively high at the hip joints, therefore another
robot conﬁguration is preferred, that minimizes the effect
of the GRFs on the joints (Fig. 2b). Crouching of the legs
combined with trunk orientation can help the foot contact
point get near the point P (requirement for movements that
involve high accelerations, Fig. 2c).
As a ﬁnal consideration the rocking motion allows to achieve
less leg retraction during the swing phase, reducing in this
way the risk of stumbling.

(b) Horizontal trunk and GRF minimizing the lever
arm with respect to hind hip and knee joints. The
lever arm lh of Fh with respect to the CoM causes
a large negative pitch acceleration θ̈

B. Foot placement choice
As mentioned above, the lever arms lh and lf of the GRFs
with respect to the CoM are a function of the feet locations
(restricted by the kinematic limits) as well as the orientation
of the impulses Jh and Jf . In our strategy we ﬁx the given
lever arms lh and lf that minimize the torque at the joints
by minimizing the lever arms dh and dk of the GRFs with
respect to the hip and knee joints (see Fig. 2c). Once lh and
lf are determined in this way, then the feet target location
can be easily found with respect to the CoM.

(c) The trunk is inclined of a pitch angle θ and
the hind legs are crouched. The point P within
the kinematic range of the leg. This allows to
concurrently minimize the lever arm lh of the GRFs
with respect to the CoM and the lever arms dh and
dk with respect to the hip and knee joints.

Fig. 2: Role of pitch orientation and leg crouching in the
minimization of the joint torques and in the achievement of
the desired rocking motion.

C. Tracking of the Ground Reaction Forces
The main quantities that play a key role in the pitch
dynamics are the orientation φ, the lever arm l and the
amplitude a of the GRFs.
In our model we assume all force proﬁles to take the form of
second order Bezier curves. This force proﬁle is matches well

with the GRFs measured from experimental data on humans
and quadrupeds and their tracking makes the system robust
against ground height, stiffness and damping variations [11].
Speciﬁcally for the bounding gait we will have one force
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proﬁle for the hind leg and one for the front leg at every
cycle, which can be described in this way:
Fh : {lh , φh , ah , ttd
h }

(3)

Ff : {lf , φf , af , ttd
f }

(4)

choose the initial state of the cycle to be the apex state of the
ballistic phase: in this way z0 = zapex and x0 = ẋ0 = ż0 = 0
so that the only free initial states left are θ0 and θ̇0 .
A periodic limit cycle can be found as a solution of the
following optimization problem:
T

td
where ttd
f and th are the scheduled touch-down instants.
We then apply a vertical impulse scaling as introduced by
[12] allowing us to ﬁnd a connection between the impulse
amplitude and its time duration - the stance time Tst - at
different horizontal linear speeds.
As mentioned above in this paper we consider only the
vertical dynamics of the bounding gait, and we thus consider
to have φh = φf = π/2. The resulting vertical desired GRFs
are shown in Fig. 3.

L(q, u) =

min
x,u

(θ2 (t) + θ̇2 (t) + uT (t)u(t))dt

(5)

0

s.t.
dynamic model: q̇ = f (q, u) with: q ∈ IR6×N , u ∈
IR2×N and N is the number of integration steps
• periodicity: q0 = qN
• GRFs limits: 0 ≤ u ≤ umax
where u = h(ah , af ).
The cost function L(q, u) was chosen in such a way to
reduce the rocking motion to the minimum required and to
limit the impulse size.
•

III. S ELECTION OF THE MAIN GAIT PARAMETERS
Thanks to the model deﬁned above describing the interaction between the trunk of the robot and the ground we
can completely deﬁne an ideal bounding gait by means of a
limited set of independent parameters:
• stance time Tst ;
• z coordinate at the apex of the aerial phase zapex ;
• horizontal speed ẋ.
We concentrate here on the vertical dynamics meaning that
we assume ẋ = 0. Moreover we assume here a value of
zapex of 7 cm which corresponds to about the 10% of the
legs length of HyQ, but this value can be changed to increase
the foot clearance from the ground in presence, by instance,
of obstacles.
The dependent parameters are:
$
2zapex
• swing time Tsw = 2
g
• cycle period T = Tsw + Tst
T −2Tst
• ﬂight time Tf l =
2

pitch phase plot
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Fig. 4: Different periodic limit cycles found for Tst varying
between 50 ms and 300 ms (corresponding to duty factors
D from 14% to 50%).

front limbs
hind limbs

In Fig. 4 we see that many periodic limit cycles have been
found in the interval of Tst between 50 ms and 300 ms for
duty factors D between 14% and 50%. We can see that for
values of Tst higher than 110 ms (D  27% ) we obtain an
excessive pitch oscillation of over θ ± 1 rad; for this reason
we restrict our search to the values of Tst between 50 ms
and 110 ms (14% ≤ D ≤ 27%).
Each optimal solution s∗ = {q∗0 , u∗ } will be considered in
the next section as a ﬁxed point in a Poincaré map.

Fig. 3: Desired GRFs of the front (blue) and hind (red) legs
in the bounding gait.
A. Discovery of periodic limit cycles
We are now interested in ﬁnding the control input and
initial states that realize a bounding gait in place for the
interaction model described so far. The control input u
represents the desired vertical GRFs for front and hind legs
parametrized by the force proﬁles amplitudes af and ah .
Being the dynamics of the model predeﬁned, these two
parameters ah and af represent the optimization variables
of this problem together with the initial states q0 . Since we
are interested in ﬁnding a periodic solution we can arbitrarily

B. Stability of the limit cycle
It is now necessary to study the stability of the found
periodic limit cycles; this can be done using an approximated
Poincaré map. We choose the Poincaré section in coincidence
of the apex of the ballistic phase, in this way the solution s∗
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represents a ﬁxed point on this map, and we can estimate
its stability by perturbing it with a small input error ε0
and checking the resulting output error εT after running a
simulation for a whole cycle T [10].
This analysis shows that the x and z dynamics are marginally
stable (λz = λz = 1) while the θ dynamics is unstable
(λθ > 1) for all the analyzed duty factors.
It is now possible to attempt to stabilize the system in two
ways:
1) by state feedback;
2) by delaying/anticipating the force impulses.

4
3
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We employ the ﬁrst stabilization method which consists
in adding a state feedback term to the feedforward term u
composed of the mentioned force proﬁle. The new control
input is deﬁned as:
ν =u−

1

-1
-2

C. State feedback stabilization of the limit cycle

K(q∗0

pitch phase plot
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ėθ = θ0∗ − θi

(8)
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Fig. 5: Phase plot of the pitch dynamics during a 10 cycles
simulation (above); evolution of the pitch (red line) compared
to the ideal case (dashed line) and to the open loop simulation
(blue line) (below).

where qi,aug = [qi , ei,z , ei,θ ]T is the state augmented with
two integrators to achieve the tracking of a reference q∗0 . ei,z
and ei,θ are the tracking errors for z and θ respectively:
(7)

0.1



(6)

ėz = z0∗ − zi

0

marginally stable by state feedback of the augmented state.
Future works involve the addition of the horizontal dynamics
and the study of the stabilization of the system by means of
impulse delay as mentioned in section III-B, as well as the
analysis of the robustness of this technique against external
disturbances.
This strategy will also be extended to the 3D case to deal
with turns and lateral disturbances and to be ﬁnally tested
on our quadruped robot HyQ.

i ∈ {0, 1, 2 . . . } is the counter of the latest intersection with
the Poincaré section. The gain matrix K ∈ IR2×8 can be
computed with the discrete LQR technique applied on the
linearized Poincaré map A obtained from the ﬁxed point q∗ .
⎡
⎤
A 0 0
⎢
⎥
(9)
q̇aug = ⎣ 0 1 0⎦ qaug + Bu
0 0 1
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B is determined by measuring the propagation of an error
εu in the control input to all the states of the system.
Repeating the same Poincaré map analysis on the closed loop
system we obtain an improved closed loop behavior where
the θ becomes marginally stable like the x and z dynamics.
The new closed loop eigenvalues of the linearized map at
the ﬁxed point are λz = λθ = λx = 1 for all the considered
duty factors.
In Fig. 5 it is possible to see the pitch phase plot in a
MATLAB simulation of 10 cycles (above) and the closed
loop simulation result compared to the open loop simulation
and the optimal solution (below).

IV. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper we have presented a dynamic model and
an optimization strategy that allow to compute the main
parameters of a periodic bounding gait. The dynamic model
is general enough to take the asymmetries of a quadruped
animal into account. The optimization ﬁnds the optimal periodic solutions depending on the desired Tst and zapex . Since
the open-loop solutions are unstable, we made the solution
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Social Gaze Behavior for Face to Face Human-Robot Interaction
Hagen Lehmann1 , Frank Broz2 , Reza Ahmadzadeh3 , Alessio Del Bue1 , Lorenzo Natale1 and Giorgio Metta1

and is an expression of the interaction of different personality
traits of the persons involved in a conversation [8]. The
ability to interpret, follow and use the gaze of the others
can be found in humans at a very young age. It has been
shown in many studies that human infants can follow eye
gaze to discover a hidden reward from the age of 12 - 18
months (e.g. [5]).
Robots are increasingly moving into the public domain.
This will require them to be able to communicate intuitively
and naturalistic with their human users. One of the main
intended functions of this new generation of service robots
will be social interaction. Since humans rely heavily both on
head and on eye gaze information from their social partners
during social interactions, we propose that is necessary for
an intuitive and comfortable face to face interaction with
a robot to take the social functions of the human eye into
consideration. We will brieﬂy discuss how eye gaze is used
in human-robot interaction at the moment and describe our
approach to implement gaze and our conversational gaze
controller (CGC) in more detail. In the ﬁnal part of the paper
we will discuss the implications of the use of a naturalistic
CGC, as well as of our future plans of integrating our
CGC into a more holistic and reactive social interaction
architecture.

Abstract— This short paper discusses the importance of
human-like gaze behaviors for humanoid robots with physical
eyes. It gives a brief overview of the functions gaze fullﬁlls in
human-human interactions from a social evolutionary perspective. In the second part we describe how human-like gaze has
been implemented in robot in the research ﬁeld of social robotics
in the last years. The last part of the paper brieﬂy introduces
an architecture for a conversational gaze controller (CGC). The
parameters of this gaze controller are based on the analysis of
a large corpus of gaze tracking data collected during humanhuman conversations. We describe our experiemental approach
for obtaining this data and discuss the implications of endowing
robots with humanlike behaviors and enabling them to engage
in face to face social interactions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The eyes are the most important nonverbal communication
channel humans use in face to face interactions. The role of
the human eye in communication has a long evolutionary
history in human phylogentic development, and has most
likely shaped its physiological struture. No other primate
species has visible as pupils like as humans [9], [10]. It
has been argued that the high visibility of the human sclera
has evolved as an additional source of information about the
intention of social interaction partners within a group [19].
On one hand communicating with glances instead of pointing
gestures can be very advantages in situation in which stealth
is needed, on the toher hand the increased visibility of the
sclera made involuntary and subconscious eye movements
visible to other members of human groups. The ability to
recognize and correctly interpret these movements and the
relevant emotional states [1] facilitated the human capacity
to live in large and complex social groups and to understand
each other as intentional agents. This enabled us to interact
empathically with one another. Without the appropriate gaze
information we feel uncomfortable during social interactions
with others - being starred at makes us feel uncomfortable
very quickly, not being looked in the eyes while being spoken
to makes us feel nervous. During conversations humans
jointly regulate their eye contact. This is called mutual gaze
and has a variety of social functions. It helps to regulate turn
taking in conversations [8], transmits social dominance [6],

II. H UMAN -L IKE G AZE IN S OCIAL ROBOTICS
The importance of incorporating gaze into robotic behavior has been recognized in the research ﬁeld of social
robotics early on. Different attempts have been made to
simulate humanlike gaze (e.g. [3], [14]). There are different
obstacles that need to be overcome in order to succeed in
this endeavor. The existence of human-like features in a
robot creates an expectation about their movements in the
user that can, if not fulﬁlled, make the robot awkward and
uncomfortable to interact with [12]. For parts that are crucial
for naturalistic human robot communication, like robot eyes,
this is speciﬁcally true. There are different variables that have
to be taken into consideration in order to achieve natural
looking robotic gaze. The moving speed of the pupils is as
important as the frequency in which the robot is switching
from one focal point to the next. In case of face to face
interaction these focal points need to be the different facial
features of the interlocutor. A question that needs to be
answered is whether it is necessary to simulate saccadic
movements to achieve a naturalistic appearance of the robotic
eye movement. It is also important to explore how important
the exact simulation of the vergence is for direct face to face
interaction. The movement of the head during and in between
the gaze changes is another variable that needs to be taken
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Fig. 1.

The diffferent structures of iCub’s eyes

into consideration. The impact of these variables needs to be
systematically explored in HRI experiments during which the
robot is reactive to the behaviors of its human counterpart.
The design of physical robotic eyes has been approached
from different directions. Due to the difﬁculties to build and
control physical eyes, many solutions feature projected eyes
(e.g. [7]). Nevertheless there are robots that mimic or have
real humanlike eyes. Some solutions use dark plastic disk or
differently colored lights as indicators of where the robots
eyes are (e.g. [17]), others try to mimic certain aspects of
the human eye (e.g. [2]), and in some cases very authentic
looking artiﬁcial eyes are used to create the illusion human
likeness (e.g. [15]).
There has been a number of studies that investigated how
people respond to different gaze behaviors of robots during
conversational tasks, but most of the models used to generate
the robot behaviors were either not based on human gaze
data (e.g. [20]) or were not reactive (e.g. [13]). Nevertheless
the results of these experiments show that humans can use
robot gaze information to solve tasks and that human gaze
information can be used by robotic systems. But for creating
a situation in which the robot is simulating supposedly subconscious gaze behaviors that have the potential to inﬂuence
a humans comfort level during a conversation it is necessary
to make robot gaze reactive.
We decided to use the iCub robot for the implementation
of our conversational gaze controller (CGC). Its eyes have all
the features needed to simulate human eye gaze (see Figure
1). Each of iCubs eyes incorporates a camera within a black
central structure. This black center is surrounded by a white
eyeball. The eyes are integrated in eye sockets. The robot has
also moveable eyelids, which enable it to blink. The camera
lens and the black center of each eye resembles the pupil and
the iris of a human eye, whereas the white eyeball resembles
the sclera. These structures make the eye gaze of iCubs eyes
visible in a similar way human eye gaze is.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the architecture of our CGC. The outer loop is what
we have realized at the moment. The gaze and blinking information will be
integrated in a second step. In a third step we will integrate also the speech
onset information from the human.

based on data collected during human-human conversational
interaction (see section Data Colletion).
Currently, the model only incorporates visual data and
does not take the face-oriented gaze direction of the conversation partner into account. The next step for this model
will be to integrate in realtime the human partners displayed
gaze direction, so that the robots gaze is also dependent
on its partners gaze behavior. We plan to experimentally
evaluate the impact of modelling and responding to partner
gaze direction. A further extension of this model is to include
the modality of speech. Adding information about which
partner is currently speaking should further improve the
naturalism of the gaze. Use of speech data would also enable
the generation of a model that incorporates the dynamics
of turn-taking as hidden state. While the partner who holds
the conversational ﬂoor is not directly observable, the turntaking state can be inferred from the gaze and speech
signals of the participants, leading to sophisticated control
for conversational gaze.
A. Data Collection
The human-human gaze data was collected from 32 pairs
of participants. At the beginning of the experiment the
participants were instructed that they were allowed to discuss
any topics they liked during their conversation. In case they
could not think of a topic, a list of ice breakers was provided.
These suggested conversation topics included: hobbies, a
recent vacation, restaurants, television shows, or movies.
The pairs were seated approximately 1 meter apart with a
desk between them. At the beginning of the session, the
participants were asked to complete a survey to collect their
demographic information and level of familiarity with their
partner. The data collection for this experiment and different
results from the analysis of the human-human interactions are
described in detail in [4]. The gaze was measured by using
automated face tracking to locate the participants faces in the
video streams and fusing this information with the partners
gaze location on a frame-by-frame basis.
The data collected was used to create a Markov chain
model of facial feature oriented gaze direction in order to

III. C ONVERSATIONAL G AZE C ONTROLLER
A RCHITECTURE
The speciﬁc goal of our architecture is to generate appropriate reactive gaze behaviors for the iCub robot. We will
integrate the different variables necessary to achieve this goal
into our architecture (see Figure 2). In a ﬁrst step the robot
will switch its gaze during a conversation in such a way that
it will successively focus on different facial features of its
human interlocutor. We are modelling these gaze switches
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produce naturalistic mutual gazing behavior. Rather than
solely modelling mutual gaze as looking toward or away
from the partners face, the model also captures the facial
features that are looked at and the direction in which gaze is
averted. We hypothesize that this greater ﬁdelity in mutual
gaze behavior will help humanoid robots with sophisticated
eyes to appear signiﬁcantly more natural. The face tracker
used for data collection obtains an outline of the eyes and
mouth. For simplicity, the model classiﬁes face-directed gaze
to each feature based on a coarse segmentation of the face
bounding box into regions. This course segmentation allows
us to classify feature-directed gaze to the correct facial
feature in the presence of small gaze tracker calibration
errors. The states of the Markov chain are as follows:
• Left eye region
• Right eye region
• Mouth
• Away up
• Away left
• Away down
• Away right
The gaze state for the robot controller is produced by
simulating from this Markov chain and choosing a target
gaze point in the selected region in relation to the partners
tracked face at each time step.

enough just to copy human behavior, it is necessary to adapt
it to the affordances of the robotic embodiment.
When adding communication gestures, blinking and other
nonverbal behaviors to our CGC we will undoubtedly ﬁnd
new unforeseen problems that will help us to further improve the quality of human-robot interactions. There are
still many open questions on how and to which extent we
should implement human-like conversational gaze in robots.
In our approach we see gaze as part of a holistic nonverbal communication strategy that is intertwined with many
other social behaviors. On the basis of human phylogenetic
evolution and ontogenetic development, we argue that gaze
behavior has a strong impact on the impressions we form
about a robot and on the characteristics we attribute to it.
Together with the necessity to create intuitive and pleasant
interaction policies for robots, this requires a structured and
inclusive approach to robot-human gaze interactions based
on typical human-human behavior. The implementation of
the architecture introduced in this short paper will allow
a detailed exploration of the human perception of different
aspects of conversational robotic gaze.
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IV. D ISCUSSION
We have successfully implemented the ﬁrst step of our
social gaze architecture, which allows the robot to switch
its gaze between the different facial features of its conversational partner in a human-like way. While implementing
the ﬁrst step we have encountered a variety of interesting
problems concerning the appearance of the gaze behavior.
It seems critical to choose the correct ratio between head
and eye movements when shifting gaze between different
facial features. The participants of our preliminary tests were
very sensitive to the amount of head movements during gaze
shifts. One of the outcome of our ﬁrst pilot study was that
according to our participants the robot should only use head
movements when shifting its gaze away from the human’s
face. When the robot was only shifting the gaze between
facial features, the participants felt more comfortable when
its head stayed ﬁxed and it only moved its eyes. This however
poses another challenge. When the robots head is completely
ﬁxed, the behaviors start to appear mechanic. Humans use
a lot of different small and subconscious movements during
conversations to signal their engagement level. These signals
include nodding or shaking of the head as well as minimal
hand gestures. To integrate these movements into the overall
behavior of the robot is an additional issue and for the
moment we are planning to use small head movements to
improve the animacy of the robot.
Even though the movements of our CGC are right now not
reactive, they already induced strong reactions in the participants in our preliminary test. The issues we have encountered
illustrate that implementing naturalistic conversational gaze
in social robots is important, but far from easy. It is not
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